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The Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) is expected to increase its contributions to sea level rise 

with atmospheric warming, and it is important to accurately predict future sea level 

change. Surface meltwater runoff losses, modulated by surface albedo, are two dominant 

uncertainties in future GrIS sea level rise estimates. The first component of this study 

characterizes surface albedo in the lower ablation zone, a key variable controlling the 

surface energy and mass balance of the GrIS, and an important parameter in regional 

climate models (RCMs). This analysis is expanded in a second study to evaluate satellite 

albedo retrievals and assess its ability to resolve sub-pixel spatial variability of ablation 

area albedo. In situ spectral albedo data collected along a transect, Moderate Resolution 

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) daily albedo product, and high spatial resolution 

WorldView-2 (WV-2) data are utilized in these two studies. The results show that the 

distribution of dominant ice surface types (e.g., snow, bare ice, light-absorbing 

impurities, and streams) act as an additional mechanism for controlling ablation zone 
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albedos. This can significantly impact seasonal and inter-annual changes in ablation zone 

albedo, and subsequent melt. These findings have important implications for current 

RCMs, which don’t fully integrate a seasonally evolving ice surface type’s albedo 

scheme. The second study demonstrates over spatially heterogeneous surfaces, such as in 

the ablation zone, that a multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ comparison, utilizing multiple ground 

albedo observations coinciding with a satellite pixel, is superior to the frequently used 

single ‘point-to-pixel’ comparison. This points to the significance of evaluating the 

spatial representativeness of ground albedo sites (e.g., automatic weather stations) prior 

to validation of satellite or model-derived albedos.  

 

The second component of this study quantifies meltwater runoff losses, a dominant, yet 

understudied term of GrIS mass loss, at the drainage-basin scale. To do this, the Modèle 

Atmosphérique Régionale (MAR) RCM discharge estimates are compared with 

proglacial river discharge observations at three drainage basins – Thule, Watson, and 

Nuuk – located north-to-south in west Greenland. I find that MAR poorly resolves daily 

discharge variability in the Nuuk and Thule basins, but is better able to capture variability 

at longer time averages. Model-observation agreement is reduced during peak discharge 

events. The model-observation discharge discrepancies are likely due to an 

underestimation of cloud cover, from an overestimation of downward shortwave 

radiation. The discrepancies of model and measurements during peak discharge events is 

important to understand as they are expected to occur more frequently with continued 

warming. In a fourth study, annual and daily peak river discharge was unprecedented at 

all basins in the extreme melt season of 2012. Exceptional flows in all three rivers were 
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observed corresponding with two ice sheet wide surface melt episodes in mid- and late-

July 2012. 

 

These results suggest the need to further study runoff processes at the local-, basin- and 

continental-scale not fully captured by current RCMs. These four studies collectively 

contribute information that will allow for better understanding of Greenland’s complex 

hydrologic system. Finally, these studies provide the framework to improve physical 

representation of meltwater runoff and albedo components used in RCMs to project 

changes in Greenland’s mass loss, and subsequent contributions to sea level rise.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 

Observational records indicate that atmospheric greenhouse gases (GHGs) such as 

carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane have increased considerably over the last 200 

years (Cubasch et al., 2013). In addition, an increase in global mean annual temperatures 

have been observed, with average temperatures over the Arctic double the global mean 

since 1980 (AMAP, 2011). The current time period, suggested as the Anthropocene 

Epoch (Lewis and Maslin, 2015), is dominated by human activity. This activity has 

contributed to observed increases in GHGs and therefore temperatures, and a global 

energy imbalance, with the Earth absorbing more heat content than it is radiating back to 

space (von Schuckmann et al., 2016). Warming trends are expected to continue in the 

future, impacting the Arctic and the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS). The GrIS is the second 

largest ice sheet in the world, contributing to changes in sea ice area, mass loss, the 

surface energy balance (Vaughan et al., 2013), and global sea level rise (Church et al., 

2013).         

Amplified warming in the Arctic has resulted in measurable changes to several 

cryospheric components (i.e., snow, sea ice, and ice sheets). Snow cover and sea ice 

extent, important variables for reflecting away a significant amount of incoming solar 

radiation, have declined in the Northern Hemisphere (Callaghan et al., 2011; Serreze et 

al., 2009). Reduction in snow and sea ice cover has implications for the Arctic’s radiative 

budget, via the ice-albedo feedback. Where, the reduced surface albedo leads to the 

increase in the surface absorption of the sun’s energy and additional melting when snow 
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and ice retreat (Screen and Simmonds, 2010). Freshwater influx into the ocean from 

melting snow and ice may also influence ocean circulation (Fichefet et al., 2003) and 

nutrient availability for phytoplankton (Bhatia et al., 2013). The addition of meltwater 

from snow and ice to the oceans also contributes to rising sea levels and has societal 

implications for coastal areas prone to inundation. Changes in each of these components 

of the Arctic are active indicators of climate change, and have long-term consequences on 

physical, biological, and social systems (Vaughan et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important 

that we can accurately quantify current and future changes in the Arctic in the context of 

a changing climate. 

 

1.2 The Greenland ice sheet 
 

Within the Arctic, the GrIS is the largest body of permanent ice and snow cover, 

spanning 1.7 million km2 (Bamber et al., 2001), with the potential to add 7.36 m of sea 

level rise equivalent (Vaughan et al., 2013), if completely melted. In recent decades, the 

GrIS has experienced an acceleration of mass loss (Hanna et al., 2013), decreasing from 

398 ± 112 Gt yr-1 over the 1961-1990 period to 306 ± 120 Gt yr-1 over 1991-2015, on 

average, corresponding to a ∼0.47 ± 0.23 mm sea level rise equivalent (from 1991-2015; 

van den Broeke et al., 2016). 

Air temperature over Greenland has increased substantially (by 1.8 °C) since the 

1990s (Box et al., 2009), with recent positive trends of 0.55 ± 0.44 °C decade-1 over the 

2000-2013 period (Hall et al., 2013). Increases in air temperature correspond to recent 

enhancements in surface melt (Mernild and Liston, 2011), runoff (Mernild and Liston, 

2012), and increases in melt area (Mote, 2007; Fettweis et al., 2011; Tedesco, 2007; 
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Tedesco et al., 2011). The observed increase in surface meltwater runoff accounts for up 

to two-thirds of the ice sheet’s total mass loss (van den Broeke et al., 2009; Enderlin et 

al., 2014). This recent increase in surface meltwater runoff has driven negative trends in 

surface mass balance (SMB), with a decrease of -10.2 ± 2.3 Gt yr2 from 1991-2015 (van 

den Broeke et al., 2016).     

The total mass balance (MB) of the GrIS is expressed as the difference of SMB 

and solid ice discharge (D), from dynamic losses at the ice-ocean interface. The SMB of 

the GrIS is defined as the balance between accumulation and ablation terms. Expressed as 

an equation, SMB = P – RU – SU – ER, where P is total precipitation (snow and rain), 

RU is meltwater runoff, SU is total sublimation (surface and drifting snow), and ER is the 

divergence of blowing snow. SMB is a change in mass over time, generally expressed in 

units of Gt yr-1. Regions where SMB > 0, correspond to the accumulation zone (and, 

SMB < 0 correspond to the ablation zone). The surface energy balance (SEB) is 

responsible for determining how much melt energy is available, and expressed as an 

equation is: SEB = SW↓(1 - α) + LWnet + SH + LH + Gs, where SW↓ is downward 

shortwave radiation, α is surface albedo, LWnet is net longwave radiation, SH and LH are 

sensible and latent heat fluxes (turbulent terms), and Gs is subsurface heat flux. Net 

radiation is the summation of SWnet and LWnet. The SEB is responsible for determining 

surface meltwater production, and is therefore important for determining RU – the 

dominant term dictating the recent imbalance of the GrIS. The other important variable, 

surface albedo (α), modulates downwelling solar radiation, and is therefore important for 

determining how much energy is available to melt the surface.   
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Meltwater runoff, RU, is defined as the net surface horizontal divergence of water over an 

area. Meltwater runoff is a dominant process for GrIS mass loss (Hanna et al., 2013; 

Enderlin et al., 2014) and is therefore relevant for estimating GrIS contribution’s to sea 

level rise. Meltwater runoff is also an important component of Greenland’s hydrologic 

system. During the summer, meltwater produced at the ice sheet surface runs off via 

supra-, en-, and sub-glacial pathways (Fig. 1.1). Meltwater that enters en- and sub-glacial 

networks through moulins, crevasses, supraglacial lakes, and ice fractures can impact ice 

dynamics (Bartholomew et al., 2012). The influx of meltwater into the glacier bed can 

temporarily increase ice flow velocities due to bed lubrication and induce transitory 

seasonal speed-ups dependent upon the efficiency of the sub-glacial drainage system 

(e.g., Zwally et al., 2002; Sundal et al., 2011; Tedstone et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2016). 

Alternatively, meltwater runoff on the ice surface can be transported efficiently in 

distributed supraglacial streams (Smith et al., 2015), some of which intersects with 

supraglacial lakes, crevasses and moulins to enter the en- and sub-glacial system, before 

reaching proglacial rivers downstream of the ice sheet margin. Some of the meltwater 

that does not immediately runoff is retained by firn or refreezes. The remainder runs off 

into downstream proglacial rivers (with negligible retention in terrestrial groundwater and 

pond features). River discharge, defined as the surface horizontal water flow in a river, 

provides a means to directly measure how much meltwater truly escapes the ice sheet 

from riverine systems. However, few observational studies have been conducted to 

quantify losses and understand the GrIS hydrologic system (Rennermalm et al., 2012; 

Smith et al., 2015; Hasholt et al., 2013). This lack of scientific understanding limits our 
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ability to accurately model meltwater runoff, an important climate variable capable of 

directly affecting inputs to sea level rise.  

 

Figure 1.1 Components of Greenland’s hydrologic system from the ice sheet interior to terminus 
for a land-terminating (a) and marine-terminating outlet (b). In (a), above the equilibrium line 
altitude (ELA) is the accumulation zone where water can percolate through the snow/firn, pool 
into slush zones, and channelize into supraglacial rivers. Below the ELA is the ablation zone 
where meltwater pools in supraglacial lakes flows through supraglacial rivers into crevasses and 
moulins, entering the en- and sub-glacial channels, which ultimately escape into downstream pro-
glacial rivers and lakes. Meltwater transport from the ice sheet to oceans accumulates sediment 
debris. This sediment-rich water reaches the ocean as a buoyant plume. In (b), meltwater escapes 
the ice sheet via different mechanisms. Sediment-rich sub-glacial discharge is released tens to 
hundreds of meters below the water surface to rise and form a buoyant plume or turbidity current 
sub-surface. In this study, the hydrologic system of land-terminating glaciers (a) is investigated 
only. Source: Chu et al., Progress in Physical Geography, 2013.   
 

Local feedback processes, such as the melt-albedo feedback, covary with 

increases in surface melt and runoff. This is determined by net solar radiation and surface 

albedo. Surface albedo is defined as the fraction of outgoing solar radiation to incoming 

solar radiation. Surface albedo modulates the amount of solar radiation absorbed at the 
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ice surface (Stroeve et al., 2013), and therefore, meltwater production. During the 

summer, the melt-albedo feedback involves increased melting, thereby reducing surface 

albedo and, by increasing the absorption of solar radiation at the surface, accelerating 

melt further (Box et al., 2012). Lower surface albedo is driven by enhanced snow grain 

metamorphic rates (Tedesco et al., 2011), expansion of bare ice area (Alexander et al., 

2014) and light-absorbing impurities (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980), dust deposition 

(Bøggild et al., 2010; Wientjes and Oerlemans, 2010), and the development of hydrologic 

features (Smith et al., 2015).      

The summer of 2012 was marked by extraordinary surface melt extent (Nghiem et 

al., 2012; Hall et al., 2013), duration (Tedesco et al., 2013) and runoff (Smith et al., 

2015). The 2012 extreme melt episode (Fig. 1.2) covered ~97% of the ice sheet surface 

(Nghiem et al., 2012) coinciding with anomalously warm atmospheric circulation 

patterns (Fettweis et al., 2013; Hanna et al., 2013). Ice core records indicate a similar 

melt event had not occurred since 1889 (Keegan et al., 2014). Surface albedo, two 

standard deviations below the 2003-2012 average (Tedesco et al., 2013), contributed to 

the extreme surface melt and runoff in 2012 (Stroeve et al., 2013). Amplified hypsometry 

and depleted firn retention (Mikkelsen et al., 2016) as well as the development of a 

hydrologically efficient drainage system (Smith et al., 2015) assisted in evacuating the 

unprecedented surface meltwater runoff, as observed in western Greenland. This ice 

sheet-wide event was also partly attributed to the enhancement of nonradiative fluxes 

(Fausto et al., 2016) and cloud formation (Bennartz et al., 2013; Van Tricht et al., 2016). 

Understanding processes and drivers of extraordinary melt events like 2012 will be 

increasingly important as they become more frequent in a warming climate (McGrath et 
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al., 2013). These main components of the GrIS are important indicators of climatic 

change. Developing a robust framework to understand component processes’ behavior at 

local scales up to the entire ice sheet is needed. In this context, it is important to 

understand how surface meltwater runoff is routed from the ice sheet interior to 

downstream proglacial rivers and how local mechanisms, namely albedo, control it. This 

thesis utilizes a multi-scale and multi-methodological approach to gather insight into 

surface meltwater runoff and albedo processes, in an effort to improve our current and 

future understanding of Greenland’s surface hydrology and its relation to albedo (see 

Section 1.3).   

 

Figure 1.2 Surface melt extent over the GrIS on 8 July (left) and 12 July (right) 2012. Roughly 
40% of the ice sheet surface area melted on 8 July. Four days later, nearly 97% of the ice sheet 
surface was melting. Areas of probable melt (light pink) refer to sites where at least one satellite 
detected melting. Areas of melt (dark pink) refer to areas where two or three satellites identified 
melting. Source: Nicolo E. DiGirolamo, SSAI/NASA GSFC, and Jesse Allen, NASA Earth 
Observatory.  
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1.3 Science Questions and Dissertation Organization 
 

The aim of this thesis is to quantify meltwater runoff losses from the GrIS and 

identify the albedo feedbacks and processes between the atmosphere and ice sheet surface 

that ultimately impact surface melt. Specifically, the work centers around two main 

science questions. Each question is examined in two chapters each as outlined below. The 

two main science questions focus on understanding surface albedo and meltwater runoff 

losses. This thesis investigates each of these components individually and collectively to 

understand how they intimately link energy balance terms to mass loss.  

 

1.3.1 Science question 1: How does surface albedo vary spatially, and 
what impact does it have on melting in Greenland’s ablation zone? 
 

The first part of the thesis examines surface albedo, a key variable controlling 

surface energy and mass balance of the GrIS. Over the last decade, a decline in albedo 

has been observed, assisting in the exceptional 2012 (Tedesco et al., 2013) and recent 

2015 (Tedesco et al., 2016) melt years. During the summer months, warmer temperatures 

melt snow or firn layers to expose underlying bare ice surfaces that reduce surface albedo 

further. As the melt season progresses, the surface continues to ablate, meltwater ponds 

and runs off to develop into coherent supraglacial streams, cryoconite holes (water-filled 

depressions containing mineral dust and microbial communities) populate the surface, 

and bare ice surfaces melt out further exposing underlying impurities from outcropped 

layers. In Chapter 2, these features are categorized into distinct surface types with 

different albedos including: snow, ice, dust and light-absorbing impurities, cryoconite 
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holes, melt ponds, and streams. Ice surface types are more prevalent in the lower 

elevations of the GrIS (i.e., the ablation area). However, the importance of these surface 

types on ablation area albedo, and thus, meltwater generation over the melt season, until 

recently, remained unresolved.  

Surface albedo is typically characterized with the MODerate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite sensor (Stroeve et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012, 

2014, 2016; Wright et al., 2014) and modeled in regional climate models (RCMs) such as 

Modèle Atmosphérique Régionale (MAR; Alexander et al., 2014; Tedesco et al., 2016) 

and Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel (RACMO2; van Angelen et al., 2012; Noël et 

al., 2015). Satellite and modeled surface albedo are currently validated using ground 

observational data from automatic weather stations (AWSs; Knap and Oerlemans, 1996; 

Steffen and Box, 2001; van As et al., 2013). The current version of RACMO2.3 uses 

MODIS data to represent spatially varying albedo on the ice surface (Noël et al., 2015), 

while the latest study on MAR v3.5.2 contains fixed values of albedo and does not vary 

below albedos less than 0.40 (Fettweis et al., 2016). Although these improvements have 

made modeled albedos more realistic, RCMs still lack complete representation of 

processes that drive ice albedo changes, such as spatiotemporal variability in sediment-

rich impurities and cryoconite hole coverage. Differences in albedo parameterizations in 

RCMs can result in large inter-model discrepancies in SMB (Rae et al., 2012; van 

Angelen et al., 2012), and thus, runoff (up to 42%; Vernon et al., 2013).  

To answer the research question, two analyses were conducted. The first analysis, 

presented in Chapter 2, evaluates the importance of distinct surface types on ablation area 

albedo and ablation rates using in situ and remotely sensed data. This objective will serve 
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to characterize dominant ice surface types in the lower ablation area, their seasonal 

evolution, and implications for surface meltwater production and runoff. These efforts 

will improve our understanding of surface type’s contribution to the melt-albedo 

feedback, and its implications for current and future SMB modeling efforts. My results 

demonstrate that seasonal changes in GrIS ablation area albedos are driven by changes in 

the fractional coverage of ice surface types.  

The second analysis, presented in Chapter 3, evaluates the spatial heterogeneity of 

surface albedo in the lower ablation area using satellite imagery and in situ spectral 

albedo data. This analysis serves to validate the assumption that sub-pixel variability in 

albedo can be spatially representative up to the pixel footprint. This analysis is important 

for accurately characterizing and validating ablation area albedos, as satellite albedo 

retrievals and AWSs are often compared with simulated albedos (Alexander et al., 2014; 

Tedesco et al., 2016). My results show the importance of multiple surface-based 

measurements in testing satellite-derived albedo over spatially heterogeneous surfaces 

and its implications for future ground collection efforts.  

 

1.3.2 Science question 2: What are the meltwater runoff losses from the 
Greenland ice sheet?  

 

To answer the second science question, this thesis addresses quantifying surface 

meltwater runoff losses, responsible for up to two-thirds of Greenland’s total mass loss 

(Enderlin et al., 2014). In recent years, runoff has increased (Mernild et al., 2012) exiting 

at the ice sheet margin via supra-, en-, and sub-glacial drainage networks into 

downstream fjords, proglacial lakes, and rivers (Fig. 1.1). These positive trends in 
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meltwater runoff are consistent with the recent, extraordinary melt event of July 2012 

(Nghiem et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2013), and is expected to dominate future mass loss and 

sea level rise contributions from the GrIS (Hanna et al., 2013; van den Broeke et al., 

2016). Despite the observed increase in meltwater runoff, how much meltwater truly 

escapes from proglacial rivers to the global ocean is unknown. To accurately determine 

meltwater runoff contributions to surrounding oceans, an understanding of physical 

mechanisms governing surface water hydrology is needed. However, direct, long-term 

observations of discharge from the GrIS are scarce (van As et al., 2012; van As et al., 

2017; Hasholt et al., 2013; Mernild and Liston et al., 2012; Mikkelsen et al., 2016; 

Rennermalm et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2015). In the absence of observations, previous 

studies have evaluated surface runoff from RCMs (Cullather et al., 2016; van den Broeke 

et al., 2016; Noël et al., 2016), validated with detailed AWS-forced surface energy 

balance (SEB) models (e.g., van As et al., 2012; Fausto et al., 2016). Discharge 

observations are necessary to validate simulated runoff estimates from RCMs (Fettweis et 

al., 2012; Vernon et al., 2013). Yet, it is unclear how well RCMs estimate runoff from the 

GrIS. To our knowledge, this is the first study comparing long-term in situ discharge 

measurements to modeled discharge estimates at the drainage basin scale.   

The second objective in this thesis investigates modeled discharge estimates to proglacial 

river discharge measurements across a latitudinal gradient along west Greenland. In 

Chapter 4, in situ discharge measurements are compared against simulated discharge 

from the widely-used MAR model. This analysis helps identify model-observation 

differences and potential sources of these differences at the drainage basin scale. My 

results demonstrate the efficacy of the MAR model capturing daily river discharge and its 
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implications for understanding ice sheet hydrology. Finally, in Chapter 5, a smaller-scale 

study is conducted, focusing on proglacial river discharge variability during the extreme 

melt season of 2012. This directed analysis will provide insight into the 2012 melt 

episodes and differences in runoff response across the same drainage basins. These 

results provide further understanding into peak discharge events and their variability 

during an exceptional melt season.      
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Chapter 2: Multi-modal albedo distributions in the ablation 
area of the southwestern Greenland Ice Sheet 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 

Surface albedo, defined as the bihemispheric reflectance integrated across the 

visible and near-infrared wavelengths (Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006), is a key variable 

controlling Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) surface melting. During the melt season, surface 

albedo modulates absorbed solar radiation at the ice surface and, consequently, the 

surface energy and mass balance of the ice sheet (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Over the 

last decade, an observed decline in albedo has been linked to less summer snow cover, 

expansion of bare ice area, and enhanced snow grain metamorphic rates from 

atmospheric warming, amplified by the melt–albedo feedback (Box et al., 2012; Stroeve 

et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 2011). This positive feedback involves increased melting and  

exposure of bare ice, impurities, and meltwater ponding, reducing surface albedo and, by 

increasing solar radiation absorption, accelerating melt further (Box et al., 2012; Tedesco 

et al., 2011). 

 The GrIS surface has a wide range of surface types with different albedos, 

including snow, ice, dust and sediment- rich impurities, cryoconite holes, melt ponds, and 

streams. Yet, the importance of these surface types on ablation area albedos and thus, 

meltwater production over the melt season is still relatively unresolved (Rennermalm et 

al., 2013). Current state-of-the-art surface mass balance (SMB) models, such as Modèle 

Atmosphérique Régionale (MAR) v3.2 and Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel 

(RACMO2), consider some variability in surface types by including the presence of 
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meltwater ponding, snow, and bare ice surfaces to characterize seasonal variations in 

ablation area albedo (Alexander et al., 2014; Van Angelen et al., 2012). Furthermore, 

RACMO2 considers the presence of black carbon concentrations on snow and is capable 

of utilizing realistic MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 

background albedo data (Van Angelen et al., 2012), thereby representing the impact of 

surface types spatially aggregated to the MODIS resolution. However, few studies have 

utilized these modeling tools to understand how the distributions of surface types are 

changing ablation area albedo (e.g., Alexander et al. 2014). This is increasingly important 

due to enhanced surface melt associated with anomalously warm atmospheric circulation 

patterns in 2007–2012 (Hall et al., 2013; Nghiem et al., 2012; Tedesco et al., 2013) that 

may become more frequent in the future. Additionally, some studies suggest that a new 

control of ice sheet albedo is the deposition and accumulation of light-absorbing impurities 

advected from snow-free areas and forest fires outside of Greenland (Dumont et al., 2014; 

Keegan et al., 2014). 

 The large-scale decline in albedos has been greatest in southwest Greenland 

(−0.04 to −0.16 per decade trend in June and August for 2000 to 2012, respectively; 

Stroeve et al., 2013). This is related to stronger warming trends (2–4 °C in some regions; 

Hanna et al., 2014), early melt onset, a lack of wintertime accumulation (van den Broeke et 

al., 2008), expansion of bare ice area (Tedesco et al., 2011), high concentration of 

impurities (cryoconite, dust, and soot), melting of outcropped ice layers enriched with 

mineral content (Wientjes and Oerlemans, 2010; Wientjes et al., 2011), and enhanced 

meltwater production and runoff (e.g., Mernild et al., 2012). Seasonal changes in the 

distribution of different surface types in southwest Greenland’s ablation area have 
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considerable influence on the spatiotemporal variability of surface albedos (Chandler et 

al., 2015; Knap and Oerlemanns, 1996; Konzelmann and Braithwaite, 1995). During the 

melt season, surface albedo decreases as cryoconite hole coverage increases (Chandler et 

al., 2015), melt ponds and supraglacial rivers form efficient drainage networks (Lampkin 

and Van- derBerg, 2013; Kang and Smith, 2013; Smith et al., 2015), crevasses and other 

types of roughness begin to form, and impurities accumulate from exposure of the 

underlying ice surface (Wientjes and Oerlemans, 2010). Albedo in western Greenland’s 

ablation area averages around ∼ 0.41 for the duration of the melt season (Wientjes et al., 

2011), but can vary from > 0.80 for fresh snow to 0.30–0.60 for bare ice (Cuffey and 

Patterson, 2010) and ∼ 0.10 for cryoconite surfaces (Bøggild et al., 2010; Chandler et al., 

2015; Knap and Oerlemans, 1996). Furthermore, negative albedo trends since 2000 (Box 

et al., 2012) are linked to an expansion of areas of ablation relative to accumulation 

facies. 

 Changes in surface albedo are typically characterized from the MODIS and the 

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite sensors (e.g., Chandler et 

al., 2015; Stroeve et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2014) or modeled with 

regional climate models (RCMs) such as RACMO2 (Van Meijgaard et al., 2008) and 

MAR (Fettweis, 2007). Remotely sensed and modeled albedo has been validated with 

ground measurements from dispersed Greenland Climate Network automatic weather 

stations (GC-Net AWS; Knap and Oerlemans, 1996; Steffen and Box, 2001). These 

comparisons reveal that satellite products provide reasonable albedo estimates (Box et al., 

2012; Stroeve et al., 2005, 2006, 2013), although discrepancies between different MODIS 

albedo products have been identified (Alexander et al., 2014). Despite this, RCM surface 
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albedos remain represented in relatively simplistic terms, particularly in regions that 

frequently experience prolonged bare ice exposure like southwest Greenland (Fettweis et 

al, 2011; Fitzgerald et al., 2012; Rae et al., 2012; Van Angelen et al., 2012). This is 

attributed to a lack of surface roughness in the RCMs (Ettema et al., 2010) and relatively 

simplistic bare ice and impurity albedo schemes (Alexander et al., 2014), resulting in 

large inter-model differences in runoff (42 % variance; Vernon et al., 2013) despite the 

existence of spatially distributed ice albedo schemes and inclusion of black carbon 

contaminants on snow surfaces (Van Angelen et al., 2012). Recent surface albedo 

observations and snow model simulations of impurity-rich surfaces have been linked to 

enhanced ice sheet melt (Chandler et al., 2015; Dumont et al., 2014; Keegan et al., 2014), 

suggesting that incorporating seasonal changes in the albedo distribution of distinct 

surface types might improve accuracy of modeled meltwater runoff and GrIS sea level 

rise contributions. These findings point to the importance of a detailed assessment of high 

spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution albedo data to quantify how different surface 

types control ablation area albedo and therefore melt.  

In this study, we report the results of an assessment of ablation area albedo along 

the southwestern GrIS for the 2012 and 2013 melt seasons. We use (1) a new high-quality 

in situ spectral albedo data set collected with an Analytical Spectral Devices Inc. (ASD) 

spectroradiometer measuring over a wavelength range of 325–1075 nm along a 1.25 km 

transect during 3 days in June 2013; (2) in situ broadband albedos at two automatic 

weather stations; and (3) daily MODIS albedo (MOD10A1) product (Hall et al., 2012) 

between 31 May and 30 August 2012 and 2013 to investigate how ice sheet surface types 

influence surface albedo and ablation rates; and (4) summer seasonal changes in surface 
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type coverage reported in literature. First, we describe the collection of high-quality in 

situ spectral albedos, automatic weather station broadband albedos, and ablation stake 

measurements collected during early 2013 melt season along a fixed transect in the GrIS 

ablation area. Second, from the MODIS daily albedo data we estimate seasonal changes 

in the albedo distributions. These distributions were compared with seasonal changes in 

computed albedo distributions derived by using in situ and literature values of albedos for 

distinct surface type and fractional area of surface types from a nearby site (1030 m a.s.l.; 

reported by Chandler et al., 2015). Third, the impact of changing albedo and surface type 

coverage on surface melt was quantified and compared with transect ablation stake 

measurements. Finally, we compare these 2013 results with 2012 MOD10A1 data to 

better understand the overall frequency distribution, spatiotemporal variability, and 

ablation rates associated with dominant surface types in southwest Greenland’s ablation 

area. This study presents the first high spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution albedo 

data set collected in the southwestern GrIS ablation area. 

 

2.2 Study site description 
 

The study site is located on the southwestern GrIS approximately 30 km northeast 

of Kangerlussuaq, Greenland (Fig. 2.1).  Albedo  measurements were collected along a 

1.25 km transect situated between ∼ 510 and 590 m a.s.l., well within the ablation area 

for this region (mean equilibrium line altitude of 1553 m a.s.l.; van de Wal et al., 2012). 

Two meteorological stations, referred to as Base Met and Top Met stations, were installed 

near the transect end points by Site E and A (Fig. 2.1), respectively, to derive 
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independent measurements of in situ broadband albedos (300–1100 nm), hereafter 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 

and 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡. In addition, ablation stakes were installed at five sites along the albedo transect 

and by the Base Met Station to measure ice surface ablation rates. Ice sheet surface types 

examined included white ice, shallow supraglacial streams, and dirty ice, where dirty ice 

was qualitatively distinguished from white ice based on visible surface sediments. Visual 

assessment in the study area revealed that snow had melted before mid-June and no 

snowfall events occurred between 8 and 26 June 2013. A few small melt ponds (< 1 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2) 

were observed in the study area but likely not in sufficient quantity to explain 

discrepancies between in situ and MODIS albedo-derived estimates. 

 

2.3 Methods 
 

2.3.1 Field spectroscopy measurements 
 

High spatial (~10 m posting), temporal (1–2 days), and spectral (1 nm) resolution 

spectral albedo measurements, hereafter αASD, were measured at 325–1075 nm using an 

ASD Fieldspec HandHeld 2 Spectroradiometer (PANalytical, formerly ASD Inc.). The 

ASD was mounted on a tripod at 0.4 m distance, fitted with a Remote Cosine Receptor 

(RCR) foreoptic (with no other foreoptic attached; i.e., bare fiber), and had a 25◦ field of 

view corresponding to a spot size of  ∼0.18 m diameter on the surface. 

Spectral albedos were measured along the transect starting at Site E and ending at 

Site A on 16, 17, 19, 21, 24, and 25 June 2013 between 10:00 and 18:00 local time 

(12:00–20:00 GMT). After rigorous quality control (see Appendix A and B), only 

transect observations made on 16, 19, and 25 June were used in analyses. Broadband 
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𝛼𝛼ASD were calculated as a weighted average based on their spectral response curve and the 

amount of incoming solar radiation over the entire spectral range at each site along the 

transect. These measurements were compared with MOD10A1 and meteorological station 

data, as described in Sect. 2.3.3. 

 

2.3.2 Continuous broadband albedo measurements at meteorological 
stations 
 

Daily average broadband albedos (300–1100 nm), αbase and αtop, from 8 to 26 

June 2013, was computed using Base Met and Top Met stations. Only shortwave flux 

measured at SZAs < 70◦ (Stroeve et al., 2005) was used to minimize the co- sine response 

error inherent to the pyranometers (uncertainty increases by ±5 % for SZAs > 70◦; Onset 

Computer Corp., 2010). Expected accuracy of αbase and αtop is ±10 % based on the 

intrinsic accuracy and cosine response error of the pyranometers. Although surface 

roughness effects on measured surface albedos (e.g., Lhermitte et al., 2014) were not 

quantified here, analyses of αtop measurements suggest that they were compromised by 

these effects, and thus αbase alone is used for most analyses. See Appendix C for details 

on surface installation conditions and tilt uncertainty estimates. 
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Figure 2.1 23 June 2013 WorldView-2 true color image (bands 5, 3, and 2 RGB) of the study site 
with elevation contours (m), MODIS pixel extents (yellow boxes), and location of the six albedo 
transects, ablation stake, and meteorological station sites. Location of three MODIS spatial extent 
regions overlaid on a 31 May 2013 MOD10A1 image (black box inset). 

 

 

2.3.3 MODIS albedo data 
 

Daily MODIS broadband albedos (300–3000 nm) were acquired from the 

MOD10A1 product (Version 005) from NASA’s Terra satellite (Hall et al., 2006; Klein 

and Stroeve, 2002). High-quality flagged MOD10A1 albedo data (periods of high SZA 

and cloudiness were excluded; Schaaf et al., 2011) from 31 May to 30 August 2012 and 

2013 (when SZAs are minimized; e.g., Box et al., 2012) were used in two analyses. First, 

MOD10A1 albedos for pixels overlapping with our transect site (Fig. 2.1), hereafter 

𝛼𝛼MOD Pixel 1 and 𝛼𝛼MOD Pixel 2, were compared with observations as described below. 
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Second, distributions of MOD10A1 albedo were examined at three spatial extents as 

described in Sect. 2.3.5. 

 Broadband 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 were compared with 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 and 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏. 

Direct comparison of 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀, 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏, and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 absolute values are not possible due to 

different wavelength ranges, and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is expected to have lower values than the other 

two data sets. However, relative comparisons of spatial and temporal patterns are 

reasonable, because the 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is dominated by the ASD visible and near-infrared (i.e., 

325–1075 nm) wavelengths. In a standard top-of-atmosphere solar irradiance reference 

spectrum, the 325–1075 nm range comprises 81% of the total irradiance in the 300–3000 

nm range. The dominance of reflectance in the ASD visible and near-infrared 

wavelengths in determining broadband albedos means that 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 can be used 

qualitatively to provide spatiotemporal context. High-quality broad-band (325–1075 nm) 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 data within pixels 1 and 2, hereafter 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2, were averaged 

together to indirectly validate 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 data and to facilitate 

comparison between in situ and remotely sensed observations. While absolute values will 

differ between the data sets, and issues of MODIS pixel (px) separability may exist due to 

off-nadir footprint effects (Dozier et al., 2008), the difference should not change spatial 

and temporal patterns. 

 

2.3.4 Ablation and albedo at dominant surface types 
 

Surface melting between 8 and 26 June was estimated using ablation stakes 

installed at the Base Met Station, hereafter  𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏, and at five sites across the albedo 

transect, hereafter 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, where X denotes Sites A–E, and Y denotes surface type – 
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clean/white ice (W), dirty ice (D), or shallow 5– 10 cm deep streams (S) (Fig. 2.1). 

Bamboo poles were used as stakes (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005), and ablation rates were 

recorded every 1–3 days by measuring the distance between the bamboo pole top and ice 

sheet surface at centimeter-scale resolution.  

 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 spectra were made within 30 m of ablation stakes to identify representative 

surface type albedos. With the exception of Site D, all sites were relatively homogenous. 

At Site D, the two surface types could be classified into distinct groupings: clean and 

dirty ice. Albedos of clean ice at Sites A–C and E, hereafter 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴, 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴, 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴, 

and 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴, were estimated by averaging broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 observations made within    

30 m of stakes for each transect date. At Site D, albedos of clean and dirty ice, hereafter 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴 and 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, were estimated from the histograms of 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 observations made 

within 30 m of stakes for each transect date. At the 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 stake, no spectral 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 observations were made. Instead, 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is assumed to be representative of 

albedos at the Base Met Station, hereafter 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏. Stream albedo, hereafter 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠, 

was determined from occasional 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 measurements at various shallow surface streams 

between 13 and 25 June. Cryoconite hole albedo, hereafter 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡, was parameterized 

using published values (from Bøggild et al., 2010) of broadband albedos averaged 

together for damp cryoconite material and cryoconite basin surface types under clear-sky 

and overcast conditions. 
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2.3.5 Melt season albedo distributions 
 

Two types of melt season albedo distributions were constructed: (1) computed 

distributions based on broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 for distinct surfaces and fractional surface 

coverage area from Chandler et al. (2015) and (2) observed MODIS derived distributions. 

 The computed distributions were constructed by assuming that the albedo 

distribution for each distinct surface is represented by a normal distribution N(x̄, s), �̅�𝑥 =

 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀������ representing surface type and standard deviation (estimated from ASD 

measurements), s, different for each surface type. Four distributions were constructed: 

clean ice N(0.56, 0.07), dirty ice N(0.19, 0.05), shallow streams N(0.23, 0.09), and 

cryoconite holes N(0.10, 0.05). Relative surface coverage of these four dominant surface 

types was derived at five distinct time periods (1, 19 June, 18, 28 July, and 5 August) over 

the 2012 melt season from Chandler et al. (2015; see Fig. 2.6a–g) to represent transient 

ice surface conditions, classified here as “early summer ice”, “dirty ice exposure”, “melt”, 

“darkening ice”, and “late summer ice”, respectively (Table 2.3). A composite 

distribution for each distinct time step was calculated as the weighted mean of surface 

type distributions, where the weights were determined by their relative surface coverage 

area. Since Chandler et al. (2015) data are from 2012, results were not directly comparable 

with 2013 MOD10A1 data but should capture melt season evolution. 

 To compare with the computed distributions, high-quality 2012 and 2013 

MOD10A1 data were used to construct observed albedo distributions at three spatial 

extents (50 × 50, 100 × 100, and 150 × 150 pixel extents; Fig. 2.1). The spatial resolution 

of the original MOD10A1 data is 463 m at nadir (exact resolution varies with overpass 

time), corresponding to study areas of 23.2, 46.3, and 69.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 for the three spatial 
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extents. Using a kernel smoothing density estimator, the average probability density 

distribution was computed at 0.01 albedo bin widths (range from 0.05 to 1). The seasonal 

average albedo distribution was calculated at the three spatial extents, and 5-day average 

albedo distributions and spatial averages were calculated for the 100 × 100 pixel scale for 

2012 and 2013 MOD10A1 data. 

 

2.3.6 Identification of snowfall events 
 

To identify possible snowfall events in our study area and MODIS spatial extents, 

hourly precipitation and air temperature measurements collected by a meteorological 

station, hereafter 660 Met Station, installed near the ice sheet edge at the proglacial and 

ice sheet margin interface (Fig. 2.1), were examined. Near-surface air temperature 

measurements from the shorter Base Met Station time series (available from 8 to 26 June 

2013) were also examined to estimate temperature differences between the proglacial and 

ice surfaces. Tundra near-surface air temperature < 1 °C and precipitation > 0 m were 

used as criteria to identify dates of likely snowfall events. To validate that solid 

precipitation fell, NASA’s WorldViewer (https://earthdata.nasa.gov/labs/ worldview/) 

was utilized to browse daily MODIS reflectance imagery (bands 7-2-1 and 3-6-7) to 

identify textural and brightness changes related to precipitation events. 

 

2.3.7 Computation of relative melt rates 
 

To examine seasonal changes in MODIS albedos, and estimate the importance of 

distinct surface types, relative surface melt rates were computed using the net shortwave 

solar radiation equation, observed values of incoming solar radiation from the Base Met 
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Station on 16, 19, and 25 June, and broadband albedo values for computed and observed 

distribution methods. The observed incoming solar radiation values were averaged 

together and kept constant in the relative melt rate calculations to isolate the effects of 

albedo changes on melt. Net solar radiation (𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅) varies as a function of incoming solar 

radiation (𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏↓) and albedo (𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏), where units of energy are represented as W 𝑘𝑘−2 : 

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 = 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏↓ (1 - α𝑏𝑏).         (1) 

Melt rate, defined as the heat needed to melt snow/ice when near-surface temperatures 

are ≥ 0 ◦C, was computed in units of m 𝑠𝑠−1 (Cuffey and Patterson, 2010): 

M = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅(𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 · 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤)−1.        (2) 

where 𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 is latent heat of fusion (3.34 × 105J 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘−1) and 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤 is density of water (1000 kg 

𝑘𝑘−3). Since the meteorological station data sets lack surface energy balance terms (i.e., 

net long-wave radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes) required to compute the entire 

energy budget, calculating absolute melt rates was not possible. Instead, the percent 

difference in estimated melt rates was computed for each distribution relative to the early 

melt season ablation rates (mean of 4.40 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1 for “early summer ice” computed 

distribution; mean of 2.70 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1 for 31 May–4 June observed MODIS 

distribution). 
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Figure 2.2 High-quality broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 observations on 16, 19, and 25 June (a) and broadband 
𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 averaged in 50 m bins (b) along the length of the transect starting near Site E (0 m) and 
ending near Site A (1200 m). 

 
 

2.4 Results 
 
2.4.1 Spatiotemporal patterns in ablation area transect albedo 
 

Spatial variability of broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 along the transect follows a consistent 

pattern on all three dates, averaging low values (0.50 ± 0.04) the first ∼300 m, followed 

by increased albedo, reaching a plateau of 0.64 ± 0.07 at ∼600 m, and remaining nearly 

constant with the exception of a dip to 0.44 ± 0.02 at ∼900 m (Fig. 2.2a). While discrete 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 observations often differ from the nearest observation made at another transect time 

due to slight day-to-day changes in the sample location (Fig. 2.2a), data averaged in 50 m 

bins covary spatially along the transect gradient (Fig. 2.2b). The spatial variability of 
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broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 is considerable and varies between a minimum of 0.14 (19 June) and a 

maximum of 0.75 (16 June; Table 2.1). The high variability in discrete 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 values over 

short distances (Fig. 2.2a) is indicative of the heterogeneous surface that characterizes the 

field site and surrounding ablation area not necessarily captured in 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 observations.  

 Temporal variability in daily average 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 follows a nonlinear decline from 8 to 

26 June 2013 starting at 0.49 and ending at 0.34 (Fig. 2.3). An increase in 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 of 0.11 

between 12 and 16 June might be related to tilt errors, which influenced what part of the 

increasingly heterogeneous surface the instruments were monitoring. Indeed, the net 

lowering of 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 by 0.15 between 8 and 26 June is consistent with 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 

𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 observations from June to mid-August. 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 drop 

from values slightly above 0.5 in June to 0.24 and 0.37, respectively, around mid-August. 

Between these dates, sudden increases in albedo could be caused by occasional snowfall 

events (Fig. 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3 High-quality daily average broadband αASD Pixel 1 and αASD Pixel 2, αbase (for SZA 
< 70°), and αMOD Pixel 1 and αMOD Pixel 2 time series for the 2013 melt season. αASD Pixel 1 and 
αASD Pixel 2 pixel-averaged values correspond to high-quality ASD transect dates 16, 19 
and 25 June. 
 
 Potential snowfall events were identified as time periods with 660 Met Station 

temperatures < 1 ◦C that coincided with precipitation events. The 1 ◦C offset is motivated 

by the environmental lapse rate. This suggests that the higher elevation of the ice sheet 

would be at freezing, and precipitate as snow. By using this method to identify snowfall 

events, a brief event likely occurred on 28–29 June (Fig. 2.3) raising MOD10A1 albedos 

from 0.31 to 0.53 between 27 and 30 June. July MOD10A1 albedos exhibited some 

temporal variability but were generally lower at the end than the start of the month. It is 

unclear if they were triggered by snowfall events. While precipitation events occurred 

several times on the tundra in July, it is unknown whether these events extended to the ice 

sheet and whether temperatures were sufficiently cold to trigger snow rather than rain. 
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August MOD10A1 albedos increased from early to late in the month with a snowfall 

event on 18 August, triggering large increases in albedos to values above 0.75. High-

quality daily average broadband 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 data do not exhibit the 

slight increase in 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 at the end of June (0.04 from 22 to 26 June), which may be 

reflected by differences in footprint sizes, a lower 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 sampling frequency, and 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 tilt 

errors. Instead, 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 data exhibit a steady decline over the month of 

June, while 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 1 and 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃 2 data remain relatively constant over the same 

time period. Absolute magnitudes among the three ground- and satellite-derived albedo 

products diverge due to sensor, wavelength range, and spatial resolution differences. 

However, all products have higher albedo values at the beginning as compared with the 

end of the month of June, prior to the 28–29 June snowfall event.  

 

Table 2.1 Descriptive statistics for high-quality albedo transects. SZA and CC listed for Base Met 
Station only. “brd” is used to abbreviate broadband. 
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Table 2.2 Average broadband αASD within a 30 m radius of ablation stake sites and classified by 
surface type. The number within the parenthesis denotes the sample size. 

Ablation 
stake sites 

Clean 
surfaces 

Dirty 
surfaces 

Site A 0.641 (4) - 
Site B 0.540 (4) - 
Site C 0.591 (7) - 
Site D 0.530 (4) 0.243 (2) 
Site E 0.555 (5) - 

 
 
 Albedos of dirty and clean ice surfaces are distinctly different for each ablation 

stake site (Table 2.2). Broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 spectra made within 30 m of ablation stakes were 

individually assessed to classify each surface type into two distinct groupings: clean and 

dirty ice. Only Site D had both dirty and clean ice surfaces. Manual inspection of 

individual spectra at Site D confirm that samples with 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 < 0.4 are qualitatively similar 

to typical spectra for wet or debris-rich ice, as shown in Pope and Reese (2014), and 

distinctly different from values of 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 > 0.4. 

 

2.4.2 Melt season albedo distributions 
 

2.4.2.1 2013 computed and observed distributions 
 

Computed albedo frequencies using typical albedo values for four distinct surface 

types (Table 2.3 and Sect. 2 . 3.5) and changing area fractions of these surfaces identified 

at a nearby site by Chandler et al. (2015) reveal a bimodal distribution as the melt season 

progresses (Fig. 2.4). The relative strength of the first and secondary modes change as the 

fractional area of darker surfaces expands from “dirty ice exposure” to “melt” 

distributions and onwards. At the start of the melt season, the abundance of lighter 

surfaces coincides with a higher probability of high broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 values. Here, snow 
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and clean ice surfaces dominate and gradually degrade, exposing the impurity-rich 

surface underneath. As darker surfaces progressively populate the ablation area with the 

onset of the melt season, computed albedo distributions predict a concomitant higher 

probability of lower albedos. Thus, there is an apparent dichotomy between darker and 

lighter surfaces “competing” to control the overall albedo distribution of the ablation 

area. A transition towards a distribution biased towards lower albedo values is due to 

darker surfaces shifting the overall distribution and is consistent with high-quality 

broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 distributions (Fig. 2.5). Relative melt rates increase sharply (by 25.7%) 

from “dirty ice exposure” to “melt”, coinciding with a strengthening of the second, lower 

mode in the computed albedo distribution (Table 2.4). Once the secondary mode is 

established, a smaller increase in melt rates occurred as the mode strengthens from “melt” 

to “darkening ice” and finally to “late summer ice” (6.7 and 9.1%, respectively). 

 

Figure 2.4 Computed albedo distribution for a nearby site of Chandler et al. (2015) simulated 
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across the melt season based on observed broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 values for dominant surface types, 
weighted by their relative surface area coverage. Each surface type is assumed to follow a normal 
distribution. Computed albedo distributions represent the sum of each surface type’s probability 
distribution function. 

 

Observed 2013 MOD10A1 albedo distributions at three spatial extents (Fig. 2.6) reveal 

that the bimodal distributions (cf. Fig. 2.4) are manifested at the 100 × 100 MODIS px 

extent (i.e., 46.3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2). While the spatial extent of the MOD10A1 sample influences the 

seasonal average albedo distribution, two distinct surface types – dark and light surfaces 

– dominate the seasonal signal (Fig. 2.6). At the smallest spatial extent (50 × 50 px – i.e., 

23.2 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2), lower albedos from darker surfaces of the lower ablation area control the 

density distribution, while at the largest spatial extent (150 × 150 px – i.e., 69.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2) the 

probability distribution is primarily influenced by higher albedos from lighter surfaces 

(e.g., snow) of the upper ablation area. The central tendencies of each mode are ∼0.46 

and ∼0.72, which are much larger than in the computed distributions (∼0.18 and ∼0.56; 

cf. Fig. 2.4). 

 

Table 2.3 Seasonal evolution (%) of four surface types at five distinct time steps approximated 
from Chandler et al. (2015). 
 

Time steps Classified names Clean ice Dirty ice Streams  Cryoconite holes 

1 June Early summer ice 100 0 0 0 
19 June Dirty ice exposure 90 3 1 6 
18 July Melt 60 20 1 19 
28 July Darkening ice 50 30 3 17 
5 August Late summer ice 40 40 6 14 
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Table 2.4 Percent difference in melt rate estimates for different albedo probability density 
functions and averaged incoming solar radiation conditions at Base Met Station from 16, 19, and 
25 June relative to “early summer ice” (1 June) distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.5 Observed distributions of high-quality broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 transects on 16, 19, and 25 
June. 
 
 

Time steps Classified names Melt rate percent 
difference (%) 

19 June Dirty ice exposure 8.28 
18 July Melt 34.01 
28 July Darkening ice 40.73 
5 August Late summer ice 49.83 
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Figure 2.6 MOD10A1 2013 seasonal average albedo probability density distributions at three 
spatial extents: 50 × 50 MODIS pixels (px), 100 × 100 px, and 150 × 150 px. The bimodal 
distribution seen at the 100 × 100 px (46.3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2) spatial extent is likely the result of almost equal 
area of snow and ice facies characterizing the two peaks. In contrast, the right and left skew 
distributions of 50 × 50 px and 150 × 150 px illustrate the dominance of ice and snow surfaces, 
respectively. 
 
 
The bimodal distribution identified in the observed 100 × 100 px MODIS albedo 

distribution in 2013 (Fig. 2.6) is the result of snow and ice surfaces characterizing the two 

peaks, as each mode centers around typical values of snow and clean ice, respectively. As 

such, the observed MODIS bimodal distribution is associated with a transition from ice to 

snow, rather than a change from clean to dirty ice, which caused the two modes in the 

computed distribution (Fig. 2.4). Indeed, analysis of 2013 meteorological observations 

reveal that short term snowfall events that fell on top of the underlying ice can result in 

variations in ablation area albedos (Fig. 2.3). In 2013, the bimodal distribution at the 100 
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× 100 px spatial extent is likely the result of snow deposition or redistribution of blowing 

snow (e.g., Gorter et al., 2014; Lenaerts et al., 2014) on top of the ice surface (Fig. 2.6).  

 MOD10A1 albedo at the 100 × 100 px (i.e., 46.3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2) spatial extent transitions 

from a unimodal distribution with high albedo values at the start of the melt season (31 

May–4 June) to a bimodal-like distribution with intermediate albedo values at mid-melt 

season (20–24 June) and shifts abruptly to a new, unimodal distribution with low albedo 

values at peak melt season (30 July–3 August; Fig. 2.7). By assuming an unchanged 

radiation budget, the relative impact of albedo distribution changes on melt rates was 

quantified. The abrupt shift from a lighter-dominated (high albedo) to darker-dominated 

(low albedo) surface corresponds to an observed melt rate percent difference increase of 

51.5% between the 10–14 July and 20–24 July 5-day average albedo distributions (Fig. 

2.8). Before and after this shift, melt rates changed much less from each 5-day average, 

ranging between ∼10 and 30%, with the exception of the dramatic drop of 103.3% when 

the melt season ends in late August. 
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Figure 2.7 100 × 100 px 5-day averages over the 2013 melt season. Every other 5-day average 
line is plotted. 
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Figure 2.8 Percent difference in melt rate estimates for 100 × 100 px 5-day average albedo 
distributions for the 2013 melt season relative to 31 May–4 June 5-day average albedo 
distribution. Melt rates are calculated with identical radiation budget conditions to isolate the 
effect of albedo distribution changes. 
 
 
The bimodality seen in the 30 June–4 July 5-day average distribution (Fig. 2.7) coincides 

with a brief period of higher MODIS albedo values (∼0.6–0.7), indicative of snow. 

Identification of a snowfall event on 28–29 June 2013 (Fig. 2.3) confirms the source of 

the bimodal distribution observed in the 30 June–4 July 5-day average (Fig. 2.7), 

corresponding to a brief “jump” in the probability density distribution to higher albedos. 

 

2.4.2.2 Differences between 2012 and 2013 observed albedo distributions 
 

While the 2013 MODIS albedo bimodal distributions shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 

are a result of snow and ice albedos, analysis of MODIS 2012 data reveals a more 

complex, multimodal albedo distribution (Fig. 2.9). These distributions cannot be 

explained by the presence or absence of snow and ice alone. The 2012 MODIS 

observations are characterized by generally lower albedos, with six out of nine 5-day 

average albedo distributions ranging mostly between 0.2 and 0.5 compared to three out of 

nine 5-day average albedo distributions in 2013 (cf. Fig. 2.7 and 2.10). These low albedos 

are confirmed by the average seasonal MODIS 2012 albedo distributions, where a higher 

probability of albedos is centered on ∼0.35, compared to two peaks at ∼0.45 and ∼0.7, in 

2013 at the 100 × 100 px spatial extent (cf. Figs. 2.6 and 2.9). The higher probability of 

these very low albedos observed in 2012 are likely due to dust, sediment, and impurity-

rich ice in the so-called ‘dark-band’ region (Wientjes and Oerlemans, 2010). The 

identification of this dark zone feature is presented in Sect. 2.4.2.3. 
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2.4.2.3 2012 vs. 2013 spatial albedo maps 
 

The presence of the dark-band region is confirmed by the diagonal band of very 

low albedos (< ∼0.35) in the 2012 MODIS seasonal average at the 100 × 100 px extent 

(Fig. 2.11). However, the presence of the dark-band region is not visible in 2013 when 

albedo gradually increases from west to east (Fig. 2.12). The lack of the dark zone feature 

in 2013 is likely due to snow covering the dark band for most of the season. Overall, 

2012 exhibits substantially lower ablation area albedos (Fig. 2.10), while 2013 reveals 

higher ablation area albedos in the MODIS spatial averages (Fig. 2.7). The large inter- 

and intra-annual variability in MODIS ablation area albedos may be indicative of the 

large spatial variability in surface types that characterize the lower elevations of the 

ablation area. Alternatively, a larger distribution in cryoconite hole coverage may have 

also contributed to low albedos (∼0.25) observed in the 2012 MODIS seasonal averages 

(Fig. 2.9). 

 

2.4.3 Relative melt rates 
 

 
Observed ablation rates, derived from stake readings, are typically higher for dark 

surfaces (dirty ice and streams) than light surfaces (clean ice; Fig. 2.13). Clean ice 

surfaces have higher broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 values (mean of 0.57), corresponding to lower 

average ablation rates (5.38 × 10−7 𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1). In contrast, dirty ice and stream surfaces 

have lower mean broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 values (0.24), corresponding to higher average ablation 

rates (6.75 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1). The observed mean difference between light and dark surface 
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ablation rates is 1.37 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1. Melt rate calculations (Eqs. 1 and 2) resulted in a 

lower average ablation rate for clean ice surfaces (4.24 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1) and a higher 

average ablation rate for dark ice surfaces (7.56 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1), corresponding to a mean 

difference of 3.33 × 10−7𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠−1. Differences between observed and calculated melt rates 

could be due to ablation stake measurement errors and simplification of calculations (e.g., 

no consideration of long-wave radiation or turbulent heat fluxes). Regardless, in both 

cases relative melt rates between light and dark surfaces are considerably different and 

thus, useful for investigating seasonal melt rate changes as described below. 

 
Figure 2.9 MODIS 2012 seasonal average albedo probability density distributions at three spatial 
extents. The MODIS 2012 seasonal average albedo probabilities for the 100 × 100 px and 150 × 
150 px reveal a high probability of low albedo values (0.2–0.3). This is likely influenced by the 
expansion of the “dark-band” region in these spatial extents. 
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Figure 2.10 MODIS 100 100 px spatial extent 5-day average albedo distributions for the 2012 
melt season. Note that the 20–24 June 5-day average (yellow stippled line) is most likely 
erroneous due to an outlier in the MODIS data on 21–22 June 2012. 
  
 

 
 

Figure 2.11 MODIS 2012 seasonal average for the 100 × 100 spatial extent. A region of dark ice, 
known as the “dark band”, extends through our study area (< ∼0.35, shown in bright blue colors). 
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The spread in observed clean ice broadband albedo values results in greater variability in 

observed ablation rate estimates (Fig. 2.13). In contrast, minimal broadband albedo 

variability is observed for dirty ice surfaces. Few dirty ice albedo measurements were 

sampled as compared to clean ice surfaces. Differences in observed ablation rates for 

streams are due to a lack of albedo measurements taken over these surfaces. While 

ablation rates were measured at several ablation stake stream sites, only occasional 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 

measurements were collected over these surfaces. Considerable spread in ablation rates 

for stream observations could be explained by varying stream depth (Legleiter et al., 

2014). The depth of these streams determines the attenuation and scattering of radiant 

energy, thereby influencing the observed albedo measurements. Sensible heat flux from 

the stream water, not accounted for in radiative estimates, may also be a mechanism for 

increased melting. 

 

2.5 Discussion 
 

2.5.1 The importance of surface types in observed and computed 
ablation area albedos 
 

GrIS ablation area albedos are strongly influenced by the presence or absence of 

impurity-rich debris on its surface. Clean ice and dust-covered, dirty ice have distinctly 

different albedos, resulting in a left-skewed albedo distribution in the middle and end of 

June (Fig. 2.5). This pattern is supported by computed and remotely sensed albedo 

distributions, revealing that a multi-modal distribution develops seasonally. A modest 
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melt or snowfall event can trigger a sudden switch from a high to low albedo mode or 

vice versa, drastically changing ablation rates. These findings suggest that shifts in 

dominant surface type from snow to bare ice and clean ice to impurity-rich surfaces are 

important drivers in abruptly increasing seasonal ice sheet melt rates. 

 The first quality-controlled in situ ablation area albedo data set collected along a 

1.25 km transect during 3 days in June 2013 is presented. Albedo data collected during in 

situ transect dates resemble an early summer ice surface classified in Chandler et al. 

(2015) and Knap and Oerlemans (1996; Fig. 2.4). Here, remaining snow cover and 

superimposed ice gradually melts, revealing underlying impurities and cryoconite holes. 

Visual assessment and continuous monitoring in the field revealed that the ice surface 

along the transect was snow-free from 8 to 26 June 2013. This period corresponds to a 

nonlinear decrease in albedos (Fig. 2.3). Accumulation of exposed below-surface 

impurities (Wientjes and Oerlemans, 2010), the gradual erosion of snow patches in local 

depressions on the ice surface (van den Broeke et al., 2011), as well as the activation and 

development of the hydrologic system and cryoconite hole coverage (Chandler et al., 

2015) may mitigate the rate of change in ablation area albedos. Turbulent sensible heat 

fluxes from adjacent proglacial areas provide an additional explanation for the nonlinear 

decline in ground albedo measurements, serving to limit the melt–albedo feedback’s 

influence (van den Broeke et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2.12 MODIS 2013 seasonal average for the 100 × 100 px spatial extent. Overall 
higher MODIS albedo values are observed in 2013 without a “dark-band” region surface 
expression. 
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Figure 2.13 Observed ablation rates and broadband 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 for different ice surface types. 
 
 

Under the assumptions that distinct surface types albedos follow a normal 

distribution, a bimodal probability distribution preferentially develops as ablation area 

albedo decreases rapidly over the melt season due to development of an efficient 

meltwater drainage system, increase in cryoconite hole coverage, and accumulation of 

debris-rich sediments (Fig. 2.4). An increase in debris-rich and stream surfaces over the 

melting season (Fig. 2.4) is likely responsible for the enhanced frequency of low albedo 

values identified in the observed 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 distribution from 16 to 25 June (Fig. 2.5). However, 

the observed changes at transect sites appear to be more gradual than for the MODIS data 

(Figs. 2.7 and 2.10). This may be due to a lack of snow cover influencing the local albedo 

distribution and a lower temporal sampling frequency. The lack of a pronounced 

secondary mode with lower albedo values in the observed left-skewed distributions (Fig. 
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2.5) compared to the modeled bimodal distribution (Fig. 2.4) may be related to different 

melt season conditions (2012 vs. 2013) and a corresponding range of surface types 

captured along the transect which undersamples dark surfaces (e.g., dirty ice and stream 

surfaces; Table 2.2). Chandler et al. (2015) surface types cover a wider range of surface 

types and, thus, albedos. 

 Compared to reality, the computed distribution (Fig. 2.4) probably 

overemphasizes each mode and does not account for darkening due to ice crystal growth 

over the melting season. The observed albedo distributions reveal abrupt and variable 

shifts in the seasonal albedo distribution (Figs. 2.7 and 2.10). At certain spatial extents, 

these albedo distributions transition from a high- to low-dominated mode (Fig. 2.6), 

enabling enhanced melt rates (Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.8). Alexander et al. (2014) also 

observed bimodal albedo distributions for Greenland’s ablation area by analyzing MAR 

and MODIS products between 2000 and 2013. Alexander et al. (2014) attribute the 

dominant modes to the presence of snow and ice (and firn). This is in agreement with the 

analysis of the 2013 conditions but disagrees with 2012 conditions. This discrepancy 

could be due to the larger study area that includes areas unaffected by dust from 

deposition and outcropped ice layers and a 13-year averaging period suppressing outlier 

years like 2012 used in Alexander et al. (2014). 

 The 2013 bimodal albedo distributions (Fig. 2.7) shifts from higher to lower 

albedo modes in the melt season (Fig. 2.4) indicating that a switch in dominant surface 

type (i.e., from light to dark) during the melt season, and not solely grain size 

metamorphism, is largely responsible for lowering albedo in snow-free ablation areas. 

Furthermore, results from the MODIS data (Figs. 2.7 and 2.10) suggest that a transition 
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from a light- to dark-dominated surface is abrupt rather than gradual, likely associated 

with the addition and removal of snow. The transition is more gradual in the left-skewed 

observed (Fig. 2.5) and computed albedo distributions (Fig. 2.4), likely reflecting changes 

in impurity content and different data set time sampling. Consistent with Chandler et al. 

(2015), the initial drop in MODIS ablation area albedos is likely due to both the transition 

from dry to wet and patchy snow surfaces. Successive lowering of albedos after snow 

melt is predominantly due to an increase ice crystal size (Box et al., 2012) and possibly 

also by expansion of darker surface area coverage (e.g., cryoconite holes, accumulation 

of impurities, and stream organization) and melting of dust-enriched ice layers. These 

distributions correspond to percent differences (e.g., 51.5% between the 10–14 July and 

20–24 July 5-day averages) in melt rate estimates that are substantial over the melt season 

(Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.8) and highlight the importance of considering the albedo of 

ablation area surface types. The higher melt rates associated with darker surfaces (Fig. 

2.13) may lead to lighter surfaces becoming topographically prominent. In theory, this 

should enhance sensible heat transfer to the lighter surfaces, increasing their ablation. 

Future studies should consider quantifying the effects of surface roughness on ablation 

area albedos (e.g., Warren et al., 1998; Zhuravleva and Kokhanovsky, 2011). 

 Recent studies have proposed scenarios of future atmospheric warming, in which 

excess deposition of light-absorbing impurities (Dumont et al., 2014) and black carbon 

from increased forest fire frequency or incomplete fuel combustion (Keegan et al., 2014) 

will promote accumulation of impurities, contributing to amplified surface melting. If 

these findings are confirmed, these effects will likely be exacerbated in southwest 

Greenland’s ablation area, where continued negative albedo trends (Stroeve et al., 2013) 
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and increasingly warmer average summer temperatures (Keegan et al., 2014), in 

conjunction with bare ice, light-absorbing impurities, and cryoconite holes, are expected 

to dominate. 

 

2.5.2 Insights from 2012 and 2013 melt seasons’ albedo distributions 
 

The spatial distribution of snow cover and background bare ice albedos is 

important for understanding temporal changes in 2012 and 2013 MODIS albedo 

distributions (Figs. 2.11 and 2.12). Compared to 2013, snow melt in 2012 was more 

pronounced and reached higher elevations (Tedesco et al., 2014), allowing the dark-band 

feature to be exposed, resulting in a lower seasonal albedo mode (Fig. 2.9). 

 The large albedo distribution changes from one MODIS 5-day average to another 

in 2012 (Fig. 2.10) is likely due to variability in meltwater ponding on the ice surface and 

perhaps deposition of wind-blown dust from tundra regions but not necessarily increases 

in melted-out debris from internal ice layers at such short timescales. However, exposure 

of dust and sediment-rich ice surfaces probably caused the high probability of 

considerably low 2012 MODIS albedo values relative to 2013. This is expected since it 

was identified as an extreme melt year with early onset snow melt (e.g., Nghiem et al., 

2012; Tedesco et al., 2013; Figs. 2.9 and 2.10), while 2013 was a normal melt year in the 

1979–2013 context (Tedesco et al., 2014). Given the coarse resolution of the MODIS 

pixel, it is likely that it averages out finer-scale details of distinct surface types (e.g., dirty 

ice and cryoconite hole surfaces) along the ice sheet edge. It is hypothesized that higher 

spatial resolution satellite imagery may be able to capture such regions closer to the ice 

sheet margin. We postulate that the area of these regions may grow in size over the 
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melting season as demonstrated on local scales by Chandler et al. (2015) in situ 

observations. 

 The bimodal distribution observed in the 2013 MODIS data (Fig. 2.4) appears to 

be governed by the relative extent of clean ice and snow surfaces. This aligns with 

findings from current SMB models, as the majority of variability in the overall Greenland 

ablation area albedos is driven by the deposition, change, and removal of snow 

(Alexander et al., 2014; Van Angelen et al., 2012). However, 2012 MODIS albedo 

distributions cannot be explained by transitions from snow to ice and vice versa. Instead, 

the 2012 MODIS albedo distributions likely reflect abrupt shifts in ablation area albedos 

from the exposure of impurities on the ice surface in the so-called “dark-band” region as 

well as ice crystal growth and expansion of dirty ice areas, even with the presence of a 

few snowfall events. As such, dust and impurities on Greenland’s ice sheet surface can 

influence surface albedos in the ablation area. The current state of SMB models are 

capable of simulating albedo as a function of meltwater ponding (Alexander et al., 2014) 

and impurities from atmospheric dust deposition on snow (Van Angelen et al., 2012). The 

models might be improved by incorporating the melting out of dust and sediments in 

outcropped ice layers, found in the dark-band region. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 
 

A first high-quality in situ spectral albedo data set collected along a fixed transect 

is presented for southwest Greenland’s ablation area. Previous studies have attributed an 

increase in melt season duration, less snowfall accumulation, enhanced snow grain 

metamorphism rates and melt–albedo feedback as primary mechanisms for lowering 
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ablation area albedos. Here, we demonstrate an additional control on albedos in the 

ablation area, namely the distribution of distinct surface types such as snow, clean ice, 

impurity-rich ice, melt ponds, and streams and  examine their modulation on surface 

ablation. The spatial extent of each of these surface types result in a multi-modal albedo 

distributions in the ablation area. Analysis of MODIS data suggests that a multi-modal 

distribution and, consequentially, a shift from light- to dark-dominated surfaces and 

sensitivity to melting of outcropped ice layers characterize seasonal changes in 

Greenland’s ablation area and therefore melt rates. 

 Continued atmospheric warming coinciding with a darkening ice surface will 

increase the ice sheet surface meltwater production and runoff. Here, we show the 

importance of the distribution of dirty ice surfaces, which are likely the result of 

accumulation of impurities melted out from internal ice layers (at longer timescales, e.g., 

summer 2012) rather than contemporary deposition of atmospherically transported dust 

(except perhaps at short timescales). Future research should investigate the importance of 

surface accumulation of impurities and if its surface area can change to significantly 

influence GrIS albedo and surface ablation. Analysis of spatiotemporal variability in 

albedos using higher spatial resolution imagery is needed to adequately characterize 

surface types, particularly for dust and sediment-rich surfaces, to improve our 

understanding of the contribution of ablation area albedos to GrIS mass loss. 
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Appendix A: Field spectroscopy measurements 
 

At the start of each transect, the ASD was calibrated to current hemispherical 

atmospheric conditions by orienting the RCR skyward along a nadir-viewing angle. 

Subsequent measurements were taken with the ASD rotated 180° to view the ice surface. 

Under changing sky conditions, the instrument was recalibrated. Each transect consisted 

of ∼100 sample locations roughly 10 m apart. Despite changing ice conditions rapidly 

deteriorating temporary location markers, GPS locations reveal that sample sites in 

consecutive transects were gathered in close proximity (Fig. 2.1). While samples were 

not taken from exactly the same sites, preventing a point-by-point comparison, transect 

sample distributions and smoothed spatial patterns can be analyzed for change over time. 

Sample sites along each transect were selected based on distance. If a spectrum site 

intersected with a stream, melt pond, or cryoconite hole, the nearest ice surface was 

sampled instead. To capture spectral albedos of different ice surface types, separate 

measurements of streams, dirty ice, and white ice were collected. At each sample 

location, five consecutive spectra consisting of 10 dark currents per scan and 10 white 

reference measurements were recorded and averaged. 

 Apparent outliers were identified using the Spectral Analysis and Management 

System software to identify outliers. Outliers were defined as physically unrealistic 

spectral albedo values (> 1.0) and raw spectra that were markedly different to the other 

spectra across the entire spectral range (visible and near-infrared wavelengths) taken for 

the same sample. For 16 June, 20 spectra were deemed outliers (total spectra collected = 

555); for 19 June, 17 spectra were deemed outliers (total spectra collected = 560); and for 
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25 June, 12 spectra were deemed outliers (total spectra collected = 480). The outliers for 

these transect dates comprise less than 4% of all spectra collected and thus, likely had an 

insignificant impact on the final albedo calculations. On 17 June, spectra with unrealistic 

> 1.0 values were collected, as will be shown in Appendix B. All data from this day were 

considered low quality and removed from the data set. 

 

Appendix B: Quality control of 𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶 data 
 

To ensure a high-quality 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀data set, an impact assessment of variable cloud 

conditions (i.e., irregular lighting due to transient clouds) and high SZAs during late 

afternoon albedo transect collections was made. Key et al. (2001) reported a 4–6% 

increase in albedos, on average, under cloudy conditions. Albedo readings have also been 

reported as unreliable at SZAs beyond 70° due to an increase in diffuse radiation reaching 

the ice surface (Schaaf et al., 2011; Stroeve et al., 2005, 2013; Wang et al., 2012). 

 As a proxy for cloud cover, relative cloud cover (CC) was calculated every 

second as the ratio of modeled clear-sky and observed incoming solar radiation similar to 

Box (1997). Clear-sky incoming shortwave fluxes at the surface were calculated with a 

solar radiance model (Iqbal, 1988). Model inputs of water vapor content, surface 

pressure, aerosol optical depth at 380 and 500 nm, and area optical thickness were 

estimated from the Kangerlussuaq AEROsol Robotic NETwork (AERONET) station 

(Holben et al., 2001). SZA was also modeled with the solar radiance model using 

latitude, longitude, time of day, and day of year at the Base Met Station. 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 collected 

under high CC variability and SZAs approaching extreme angles were subsequently 
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removed. Filtering 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 data under these criteria ensured the production of a high-quality 

data set necessary for subsequent analysis. 

 Cloud cover and radiative conditions varied among transects (Fig. B1). The 

majority of 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 measurements were made at small SZAs (∼10:30–12:00 LT), except on 

21 and 24 June, when observations were made in late afternoon (15:30–16:30 and 16:40–

17:50 LT, respectively). Incoming solar radiation fluxes exhibited considerable range of 

diurnal variability (average 662 ± 83 W 𝑘𝑘−2). Outgoing solar radiation displayed a 

similar range of variability at lower magnitudes (average 239 ± 18 W 𝑘𝑘−2) during 

transect dates. Derived CC reveals a daily range in cloud fractions roughly consistent 

with incoming solar radiation observations which on average remained low (∼0.13), 

indicating that the majority of the transect measurements were collected during nearly 

cloud-free conditions. During transect times, half-hourly 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 changed linearly with 

SZA yet remained fairly stable (Fig. B2a). Above 80° SZA, half-hourly 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 variability 

increased, confirming that 70° SZA was a suitable threshold for daily average albedo 

calculations. Installation tilt and heterogeneous and changing surface conditions likely 

contributed locally to “unstable” 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 observations at higher SZAs. A hysteresis 

observed in αtop observations (data not shown) is attributed primarily to a low 

installation height (0.5 m) but may also be partly due to changing surface conditions. 

These effects can compromise the accurate representation of illumination and viewing 

geometries, resulting in reduced albedo estimates at high SZAs (Kuhn, 1974; Wang et al., 

2012; Dumont et al., 2012). As such, Top Met Station measurements, and 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 at SZAs 

greater than 70°, were excluded for most analyses. Despite its limitations, 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 data were 

used for 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 comparison described below. 
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 A high range of CC variability, instead of consistently high CC, was found to be 

responsible for saturating 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 readings on 17, 21, and 24 June (Fig. B2b). Continuous 

recalibration of the ASD instrument on 17 and 24 June was inadequate to overcome 

variable lighting conditions, resulting in saturated 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 readings (> 1). During 21 June, 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 data did not saturate despite variable sky conditions (0.01–0.52 CC range). Variable 

cloud conditions on 17, 21, and 24 of June effectively increased the amount of 

downwelling long-wave radiation relative to shortwave radiation available at the surface, 

of which the net effect results in a larger portion of solar radiation available to be 

reflected by the ice surface (Grenfell and Perovich, 2004; Román et al., 2010; Wang et 

al., 2012). This can translate to an increase in spectral albedo estimates by ∼0.06 over 

active melting ice surfaces (Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). 

  
Figure B1. Radiative conditions during transect dates at the Base Met Station, including 
incoming solar radiation (ISR, black line), outgoing solar radiation (OSR, green line; left y-axis), 
modeled relative cloud cover (CC, blue stippled line; right y axis), and solar zenith angles (SZA, 
yellow line right axis). Red shaded regions show 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 data collection times. 
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Figure B2. (a) Half-hourly broadband 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏  measurements as a function of SZA. Symbols and 
colors correspond to transect dates. Transect times correspond to the black line. A SZA threshold 
at 70° is represented by the red stipple line. (b) Relative CC determined at 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏  as a function of 
time during transect dates. Symbols and colors correspond to transect dates. Transect times 
correspond to bold lines. 
 
 
 By removing the majority of shortcomings and uncertainties identified in transect 

radiative and surface conditions, a high-quality albedo data set was produced. Optimal 

SZA, CC, and radiative conditions were observed for 16, 19, and 25 June. 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 data 

collected on 17, 21, and 24 June were identified as low quality based on their dependence 

on SZA, CC variability, and issues with albedo saturation and were subsequently 

removed from further analysis (Fig. B2). The first and last high-quality 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 measurements closest to the AWSs were compared and reveal that they agree 

reasonably well with 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 and 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 data (Fig. B3). As much as 62 % of 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 variance is 

explained by 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 and 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (αASD = 0.27αMET + 0.46, where 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀 is 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 and 

𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 combined). The discrepancy is likely due to differences in exact sample locations 

and instrumentation. Table 2.1 provides summary statistics related to high-quality 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 and transect conditions. 
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Figure B3. Broadband  𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (blue dots) and  𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (pink dots) vs. 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 and  𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀 (i.e., both 
𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏  and𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) measurements fitted to a linear regression equation (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.67). The value of 
𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 error is based on the standard deviation of individual 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 measurements. 
 
 

Appendix C: Installation of meteorological stations 
 

The Top Met Station was installed upon a homogeneous clean ice surface, and the 

Base Met Station was installed above a heterogeneous surface of mixed clean and dirty 

ice. Both stations measured solar radiation fluxes every 0.5 h at 300–1100 nm, using S-

LIB-M003 silicon pyranometers and a U30 data logger (Table C1; ± 5% or 10 W 𝑘𝑘−2 

precision; Onset Computer Corp., 2010) from 8 to 26 June. Sensors were attached to a 

pole drilled into the ice at 1.5 m above the surface and were kept relatively constant at 

this height but occasionally tilted off level. After a period of heavy melting, the Top Met 

Station was re-drilled and installed at 0.5 m height and remained at this height as melting 
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seized. A very large hysteresis in 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 as a function of SZA suggests that the low 

installation height resulted in 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 errors due to a disproportionally large influence of 

surface roughness on its measurements. Despite not having observed tilt information for 

the AWSs, we use a theoretical tilt (see Fig. 3b) in Van den Broeke et al. (2004) to 

provide a reasonable uncertainty range. Assuming a tilt of 1° on 18 January at Kohnen 

station, Antarctica (75° S, 0°) is associated with ∼15 W 𝑘𝑘−2 offset in net shortwave at 

noon local time. This is associated with an absolute error of 5% with a tilt of 1°. Here, we 

assume double the uncertainty (± 10%). 

 

Table C1. Meteorological station sites and associated variables. 

 

 

 

 

   

  

Site Latitude Longitude Elevation 
(m) 

Start 
date 

End 
date 

Base Met 
Station 
Top Met 

67.151629 
 
67.146857 

50.027993 
 
50.001186 

511.3 
 
586.0 

8 
June 
14 

26 
June 
26 

Station    June June 
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Chapter 3: Evaluation of satellite remote sensing albedo 
retrievals over the ablation area of the southwestern 
Greenland ice sheet 
 
 

 3.1 Introduction 
 

The Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS), is rapidly losing mass at a rate that has 

quadrupled between 1992-2011 (Shepherd et al., 2012). Increased meltwater production 

and runoff (e.g., Mernild and Liston, 2012) accounts for half or more of total mass loss 

(van den Broeke et al., 2009; Enderlin et al., 2014; Khan et al., 2014), which has occurred 

in concert with increasing near-surface air temperatures (Hall et al., 2013) and an 

observed decline in surface albedo (e.g., Box et al., 2012; Stroeve et al., 2013). 

Monitoring changes in albedo is crucial given its importance in modulating the surface 

energy balance, and consequentially, melt and mass balance of the ice sheet.  

Albedo is defined as the fraction of radiant exitance energy to downwelling solar 

irradiance integrated across the visible, near-infrared, and shortwave-infrared 

wavelengths (Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006). Albedo is particularly important for the 

surface energy balance in ice and snow covered areas of the Arctic, including Greenland 

(van den Broeke et al., 2011; Vernon et al., 2013). On the GrIS, the high albedo of snow 

(> 0.80) reflects much more solar radiation than darker melting or bare ice surfaces (0.30-

0.60; e.g., Moustafa et al., 2015). Over a typical ice sheet melting season, snow melts 

over vast areas uncovering the ice surface below, effectively reducing albedo. The darker 

surface leads to increased solar radiation absorption, which further enhances snowmelt. 

Additionally, ice crystal growth over the melting season reduces albedo. This positive 
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feedback loop is called the ice-albedo feedback and is one of the drivers for the marked 

GrIS albedo trend for 2000-2011 (-0.056 ± 0.007 June-August; Box et al., 2012).  

 Greenland albedos have declined the most in the southwestern ice sheet’s ablation 

area (Alexander et al., 2014; Stroeve et al., 2013). This is related to an expansion of bare 

ice area (Tedesco et al., 2011), high concentration of impurities and melting of 

outcropped tilted sediment-rich ice layers (Wientjes et al., 2011), and enhanced meltwater 

production and runoff (Mernild et al., 2012). Furthermore, recent studies have identified 

the considerable influence of seasonal evolution of ice sheet surface types (e.g., snow 

cover, bare ice, impurity-rich ice) have on the high spatiotemporal variability in ablation 

area albedos (Alexander et al., 2014; Chandler et al., 2015; Moustafa et al., 2015). As the 

melt season progresses, the spatial and temporal variability can be very high (Alexander 

et al. 2014; Moustafa et al. 2015; Tedesco et al. 2016) due to processes discussed below.  

 GrIS albedo have mainly been characterized with the Moderate Resolution 

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite sensors (e.g., Box et al., 2012; Chandler et al., 2015; 

Stroeve et al., 2005, 2006, 2013; Wang et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2014). These remotely 

sensed albedo measurements have been validated with data from up to 17 ground 

measurements sites (Stroeve et al., 2013) from the dispersed Greenland Climate Network 

Automatc Weather Stations (GC-Net AWS; Knap and Oerlemans, 1996; Steffen and 

Box, 2001) using a so-called ‘point-to-pixel’ method, hereafter, single point-to-pixel 

method. In this method, the AWS GC-Net time series at individual points are compared 

to the satellite-derived albedo retrieval from the overlapping pixel. Comparisons reveal 

that satellite albedo products provide reasonable albedo estimates (Box et al., 2012; 
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Stroeve et al., 2005, 2006, 2013), and compare well with these in situ albedo GC-Net 

AWS measurements (e.g., root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of 0.067 for the Version 005 

MCD43A albedo data product; Stroeve et al., 2013). However, it is recognized that 

unless the surface is homogeneous or an adequate number of dispersed ground point 

measurements are collected within a pixel during satellite overpasses, then a ‘point-to-

pixel’ comparison may be insufficient (Liang et al., 2002; Román et al., 2009). These 

discrepancies are exacerbated by rough surfaces (Lhermitte et al., 2014; Rippin et al., 

2015; Ryan et al., 2016), large scan angles (Painter et al., 2009; Campagnolo et al., 

2016), and larger (> 75˚) solar zenith angles (SZAs; Stroeve et al., 2005, 2006; Wang et 

al., 2012). The ablation area in southwest Greenland is exactly the kind of spatially 

heterogeneous surface where a sparse network of single point AWS stations may be 

inadequate for validation of remotely sensed albedo products.  

A more suitable validation method for heterogeneous ablation areas could involve 

data collection at multiple points (hereafter, multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ method) similar to 

Wright et al. (2014)’s study where the Version 006 MCD43A albedo data product was re-

evaluated against in situ albedo measurements collected at several sites along a transect 

in the accumulation zone at Summit, Greenland. Whereas Wright et al. (2014) applied 

their method to a spatially homogenous area, it could easily be adapted for heterogeneous 

surfaces. Regardless if single or multiple points are used for validation of remotely 

sensed albedo, these studies point out the fallacy in assuming that point in situ 

observations are spatially representative of coarser satellite products (i.e., point 

observations are assumed to be representative at pixel scales; Román et al., 2009), and 

the need to capture more point observations within a MODIS gridded area (Wright et al., 
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2014). Therefore, given the varying spatial resolution of in situ and satellite products, 

scaling errors may occur if albedos differ at different sampling domains, observational 

locations (Lhermitte et al., 2014), and over rapid changes in surface conditions (e.g., 

seasonal changes in ablation area ice surface types). 

A methodology that quantifies the spatial representativeness of a ground 

albedometer site for validating the MODIS daily albedo product was developed by 

Román et al., (2009). In this method, spatial representativeness is referred to as the 

degree to which in situ albedo measurements are able to resolve the spatial variability of 

the surrounding ablation area surface extending up to the satellite footprint. This 

validation technique provides an improved understanding of remotely sensed albedo 

product uncertainty, and the efficacy of single ‘point-to-pixel’ comparisons, as well as the 

satellite and in situ data’s capacity to capture spatial and temporal features that 

characterize the ablation area. Because the in situ retrievals may have shortcomings in 

representing heterogeneous ground conditions, we argue that it is more appropriate to 

consider this spatial representative method as a methodology for comparison rather than a 

validation in its own right. This spatial representative method has been useful for inter-

comparisons of surface and satellite albedo in snow-free (e.g., Román et al., 2009, 2010) 

and seasonally snow-covered tundra (e.g., Wang et al., 2012, 2014) environments, but 

has not yet been applied to glaciers and ice sheets.  

Here we adapt Román et al.’s (2009) and Wang et al.’s (2012, 2014) method to 

perform a robust spatial inter-comparison of in situ spectral albedo measurements with 

satellite retrievals of narrow and broad band albedo from the GrIS. In contrast to Román 

et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2012, 2014), who used single point in situ observations, our 
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study uses several points along a transect (i.e., a multiple point-to-pixel comparison) 

similar to Wright et al. (2014). Our transect data was collected with an Analytical 

Spectral Devices Inc. (ASD) spectroradiometer over southwest Greenland’s ablation area, 

near the town of Kangerlussuaq, during the 2013 melt season, and has undergone a 

thorough quality assessment (Moustafa et al,. 2015) and freely available (Appendix 3A; 

Moustafa et al., 2016). The geographical extent of the ground albedo data set allows for 

careful evaluation of two MODIS pixels, using data from the recently developed MODIS 

(Version 006) MCD43A daily albedo retrievals. Due to the fixed time period of in situ 

albedo data collected, temporal variability of albedo is not explicitly assessed in this 

study. As far as we know, the high density of ground measurements allows for the first-

ever spatial characterization of the lower GrIS ablation area’s heterogeneous surface as 

well as an assessment of the utility of each MODIS narrow band. Furthermore, we 

investigate within-MODIS pixel spatial variability at an intermediate scale between in-

situ and MODIS observations by using a high-resolution WorldView-2 (WV-2) image. 

While MODIS MCD43A albedo is reported at a 500 m gridded resolution, the data 

product utilizes multiple MODIS surface reflectance values collected at varying view 

zenith angles. View geometry, variable pixel footprint size, and surface topography have 

been identified as contributing significant variability to the MODIS snow and albedo data 

products, but these are not analyzed in this study. Instead, our study only utilizes 

published MODIS data (assuming fixed pixel sizes at this latitude) that are readily 

available. A discussion of view zenith angles, adjacency effects, and surface roughness’s 

importance on satellite albedo retrievals is provided in Section 5. Lastly, a comparison 

between the errors of single and multiple point-to-pixel methods is conducted.  
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3.2 Data 
 

3.2.1 In situ spectroscopy data 
 

Spectral albedo, hereafter αASD, were measured using an ASD Fieldspec 

HandHeld 2 spectroradiometer at 325-1075 nm with a spectral resolution of 1 nm along a 

transect. The αASD measurements were collected every ~10 m. The ASD instrument was 

mounted to a tripod at 0.4 m height, fitted with a Remote Cosine Receptor (RCR) 

foreoptic, and had a 25º field of view (FOV) corresponding to a circular footprint of 

~0.18 m diameter on the surface.  

Figure 3.1 Map of the study area in southwest Greenland’s ablation area. MODIS nominal pixel 
extents (yellow boxes), and location of the point ASD in situ measurements in the two transects 
(blue points).  
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Here, we used αASD measured on 16 and 19 June 2013 between 10:00 and 12:00 

local time (12:00 – 14:00 UTC) along a 1.25 km transect positioned between ~510 and 

590 m a.s.l., in southwest Greenland (Fig. 3.1, data available at Moustafa et al., 2016; see 

Appendix 3A). This is well within the ablation area for this region (mean equilibrium line 

altitude of 1553 m a.s.l.; van de Wal et al., 2012). The ASD was calibrated at the start of 

each transect to current hemispherical atmospheric conditions by orienting the RCR 

skyward, along a nadir-viewing angle. Subsequent measurements were taken with the 

ASD rotated 180° to view the ice surface. Under changing sky conditions, the instrument 

was recalibrated. Each transect consisted of ~100 sample locations. These locations were 

biased toward the brighter surface types as the darker surfaces were logistically 

challenging to access (e.g. impassable meltwater features and shaded crevasses). 

Rigorous quality control was performed on the data and is detailed in Moustafa et al. 

(2015).  

The αASD ground observations fall within two MODIS pixels, named Pixel A and 

Pixel B, and were compared to MODIS narrow bands and the broad band visible (0.3-

0.7µm) products, as described below. To compare αASD with MODIS wavebands, 

spectral albedo measurements within the pixel were interpolated, normalized, and 

numerically integrated to match the relative spectral response of the MODIS bandwidths. 

The limited spectral range of our ASD instrument prevented evaluation of the MODIS 

broad band shortwave (0.3-5.0µm) product.  

 

3.2.2 MODIS (MCD43A) Version 006 daily albedo product  
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Within the MODIS MCD43 v006 collection, we evaluate derived blue-sky albedo 

from the MCD43A3 albedo product. Blue-sky albedo is calculated as a function of 

diffuse (white-sky albedo; WSA) and direct (black-sky albedo; BSA; Román et al., 

2010). The effects of multi-scattering and anisotropic diffuse illumination of bright snow 

surfaces are considered for the calculation of MODIS blue-sky albedo at these high 

latitude locations (Román et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012). The BRDF characterizes 

scattering of radiation at the Earth’s surface as a function of solar illumination and view 

geometry for MODIS narrow and broad bands. The MCD43A1 product provides the 

model weighting parameters to simulate the surface’s reflective character at a nominal 

500 m gridded resolution (Campagnolo et al., 2016).   

The MCD43A3 albedo product delivers both WSA and BSA at local solar noon 

for seven MODIS narrow bands (bands 1-7) and three broad bands (0.3-0.7µm, 0.7-

5.0µm, and 0.3-5.0µm). The WSA and BSA are reconstructed daily based on a centered 

moving window of 16 days of Aqua and Terra surface reflectance input data, with 

heavier weights assigned to observations closer to the day of interest, to characterize the 

best BRDF possible. Compared to previous MCD43 versions, the v006 product includes 

more clear-sky scenes, and corrects for MODIS sensor degradation identified on both the 

Terra and Aqua satellites (e.g., Wang et al., 2012). This should make the v006 product 

better able, than previous versions, at capturing daily albedo (as demonstrated in Wright 

et al., 2014).  

 Surface blue-sky albedo, hereafter αMODIS, for Pixels A and B, αMOD Pixel A and 

αMOD Pixel B, respectively, is calculated similar to Román et al. (2010) using the 

MCD43A3 product (only ‘high quality’ were used in this study; QA flag = 0), and 
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performing atmospheric correction with AOD data (Lewis and Barnsley et al., 1994; 

Román et al., 2010) from a nearby AEROsol robotic NETwork (AERONET; Holben et 

al., 2001; http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/) station located in Kangerlussuaq (67.017, -

50.690; ~50 m a.s.l., 30 km away from the transect). AOD observations collected at 550 

nm were extrapolated as a function of surface elevation to the ground transect validation 

sites using the MODTRAN5 radiative transfer model (Berk et al., 2006) so that MODIS 

AOD corrections could be determined at each in situ observational point (thus providing 

a “MODIS” pixel value for each in situ location). However, because of the very small 

elevation differences within the transects, the AOD variations have a very small impact 

on MODIS albedo (~0.03-0.05). Therefore, for simplicity, we select the AOD-corrected 

MODIS albedo calculated at the in situ point obtained at the median transect time as a 

single, pixel-wide MODIS blue-sky albedo for each pixel. A temporal scale mismatch 

exist between ground αASD and αMODIS retrievals due to differences in sampling times.   

http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Figure 3.2 Averaged downwelling irradiance measured with the ASD for two transect dates 
(black line) and wavelength ranges (blue bars) for MODIS visible and near-infrared wavebands 
(bands 1-4; 459-479 nm; 545-565 nm; 620-670 nm; 841-876 nm), and the WV-2 red waveband 
(band 5) in the grey bar. 
 

Albedo for a total of five MODIS bands were calculated: four narrow bands 

(bands 1-4) and one visible broad band channel (0.3-0.7µm; Fig. 2.2). Visible (0.3-

0.7µm) broad band albedo estimate was calculated by using the empirical narrow-to-

broadband function provided in Stroeve et al. (2005):   

 

𝛼𝛼𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.3591𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏1 + 0.510𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏3 + 0.1322𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏4 − 0.009                                          (1)                           

Where 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏1, 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏3, and 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏4 is albedo for bands 1, 3, and 4, respectively.  

 

 3.3.3 Red band surface reflectance derived from WorldView-2 data 
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 WV-2 multispectral data (2 m spatial resolution) from 23 June 2013 (the available 

image closest in time to the June 16th and 19th in situ data collection) was obtained from 

the Polar Geospatial Center (PGC; http://www.pgc.umn.edu/). This data was converted 

from raw digital numbers (DN) to top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) radiance via radiometric 

calibration by using the image gains and offsets provided in the WV-2 metadata: 

 

𝐿𝐿𝜆𝜆 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑣𝑣𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 + 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂                                                         (2)                   

Where 𝐿𝐿𝜆𝜆 is TOA radiance with units of W/(m2 sr µm).  

Using the 𝐿𝐿𝜆𝜆 as input, WV-2 surface reflectance, hereafter ρWV2, was computed 

using the Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes (FLAASH) 

atmospheric correction model (Matthew et al., 2000), assuming a Lambertian surface. 

The FLAASH model was implemented using a sub-Arctic summer atmospheric profile 

with a rural aerosol model (blended small and large particle sizes) and water vapor (2.08 

g/cm2). Only the red band (630-690 nm) ρWV2 data was used since it corresponds closely 

to the MODIS red band (Band 1; 620-670 nm; Fig. 3.2). Visible broad band albedo was 

not calculated because narrowband-to-broadband coefficients for WV-2 data are non-

existent and non-trivial to determine.  

 

3.3 Methods 
 

3.3.1 Ground, WV-2, and MODIS comparison routine  
 

The pixel scale albedo was determined with MODIS as described above, and 

compared with the mean αASD and mean ρWV2 values for Pixel A and B, respectively, and 
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for the June 16 and 19th transect dates separately. To examine the potential error of using 

a single ground control point (i.e., single point-to-pixel method) to evaluate αMODIS, 

MATLAB’s ksdensity function (kernel smoothing function) was used to estimate the 

probability density distribution of the difference of αMODIS and individual αASD values 

from each observational point.  

 

3.3.2 Spatial representativeness  
 

MODIS sub-pixel variability was characterized with semiovariograms, a widely 

applied geostatistical technique (Carroll and Cressie, 1996; Davis, 1986; Isaaks and 

Srivastava, 1989; Matheron, 1963), which has been used in MODIS validation to assess 

the spatial representativeness of ground and tower-based albedo measurements (e.g., 

Burakowski et al., 2015; Román et al., 2009, 2010; Wang et al., 2012, 2014, 2016). 

Variogram analysis is a way to quantify spatial autocorrelation, or the degree to which 

similar albedo values cluster together in space on the ice surface, from three spatial 

attributes. Variogram models can be used to extract geostatistical attributes (e.g., sill, 

range, nugget effect) that aid in revealing patterns of spatial variability and scaling effects 

related to remotely sensed data (Woodcock et al., 1988a, 1988b; Dent and Grimm, 1999).  

Given that the footprint of the ASD instrument (~0.18 m in diameter) is 

considerably smaller than the 500 m nominally gridded MODIS pixel, high resolution 

ρWV2 data was used as an intermediate between the ground and satellite albedo retrievals. 

Due to computational limitations, the spatial representativeness analysis was conducted 

using ρWV2 data at a 480 m x 480 m spatial domain. Regardless, the analysis domain is 
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very close to the MODIS nominal resolution and will therefore provide insights into 

scaling of albedo.  

 Using methodology presented in Román et al. (2009), semivariograms were 

calculated from the ρWV2 data that intersect with the MODIS Pixel A and B footprints 

(Fig. 2.1). The variogram estimator, 𝛾𝛾𝐸𝐸(ℎ), was used to determine half the mean-squared-

difference between albedo values that are within a set distance (e.g., nominal resolution 

of 2 m for WV-2): 

 𝛾𝛾𝐸𝐸(ℎ) = 0.5 ∙
∑ (𝑧𝑧𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥−𝑧𝑧𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥+ℎ)2𝑁𝑁(ℎ)
𝑥𝑥=1

𝑁𝑁(ℎ)
              (3)

 Where 𝑧𝑧𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is surface reflectance at pixel location 𝑥𝑥; 𝑧𝑧𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃+ℎ is surface reflectance of 

another pixel within a lag distance ℎ; and 𝑁𝑁(ℎ) is the number of paired data at distance ℎ. 

Then, the geospatial attributes – range (𝐺𝐺), sill (𝑐𝑐), and nugget effect (𝑐𝑐0) – were 

identified by fitting a spherical variogram model (Matheron, 1963) to the variogram 

estimator 𝛾𝛾𝐸𝐸(ℎ): 

𝛾𝛾𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡ℎ(ℎ) = �𝑐𝑐0 + 𝑐𝑐 ∙  �1.5 ∙  ℎ
𝑏𝑏
− 0.5 �ℎ

𝑏𝑏
�
3
� , 0 ≤ ℎ ≤ 𝐺𝐺

𝑐𝑐0 + 𝑐𝑐                    , ℎ > 𝐺𝐺
                                  (4) 

        The range (𝐺𝐺) is defined as the distance at which samples of a biophysical 

variable (albedo) and the ground location (ASD point measurements) no longer correlate. 

For a satellite footprint that is larger than the ground footprint, a spatially representative 

site will have a range less than or equal to the satellite footprint. The sill (𝑐𝑐) is the 

maximum semivariance value at which the range stabilizes into an asymptote and 

describes the maximum overall variation. The nugget effect (𝑐𝑐0) is the value when the 

variogram does not reach zero variance at ℎ = 0 and depends on the variance related to 
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small scale variability and/or measurement errors (Noreus et al., 1997). The nugget effect 

is demonstrative of purely random variability.     

The semiovariogram parameters are interpreted as outlined in Wang et al. (2014), 

where small sill values indicate more homogenous surfaces where ground observations 

have higher likelihood of being spatially representative, and range values express the 

minimum ground observation footprint needed to capture the spatial variability.  

 

3.4 Results 
 

3.4.1 Analysis of surface albedo for MODIS gridded pixel footprints 
 

By averaging multiple ASD observations and comparing it with a MODIS pixel-

wide value, we effectively conduct a multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ comparison, where αMOD 

Pixel A, across all five MODIS bands (i.e., Bands 1-4 and one visible broad band), are 6-

7% lower (range (min/max) 0.37 to 0.53) than αASD Pixel A (range ± standard error (SE) 

0.44 ± 0.01 to 0.59 ± 0.02; Table 3.1) on June 16th. αMOD Pixel A on June 19th is also lower 

(4-6%) (range of 0.35 to 0.51) than αASD Pixel A (range of 0.39 ± 0.01 to 0.57 ± 0.03; Table 

3.1). Part of this difference is due to a known undersampling of darker surfaces (e.g., 

cryoconite holes, small melt ponds and streams) in Pixel A. In contrast, αMOD Pixel B across 

all five MODIS bands varies band-by-band and is generally higher (range of 0.44 to 0.70) 

than in αASD Pixel A (range of 0.48 ± 0.01 to 0.63 ± 0.01; Table 3.2) on June 16th. Only one 

of the αMOD Pixel B bands (Band 2) on June 16th is lower (4%) than the αASD Pixel B, while the 

others bands can be up to 7% larger (Table 3.2). αMOD Pixel B on June 16th across all five 

MODIS bands is equivalent to the αMOD Pixel B on June 19th (range of 0.44 to 0.70; Table 
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3.2). αMOD Pixel B are 1% higher than in αASD Pixel B on both transect dates (range of 0.48 ± 

0.06 to 0.63 ± 0.09 on June 16th; 0.43 ± 0.01 to 0.69 ± 0.02 on June 19th; Table 3.2). Most 

of the αMOD Pixel B bands on both transect dates are equal or larger than αASD Pixel B except 

for Band 2 on June 16th (0.44 in αMOD versus 0.48 ± 0.06 in αASD) and Band 3 on June 

19th (0.67 in αMOD versus 0.69 ± 0.13 in αASD; Table 3.2). These differences are related to 

the higher albedos from lighter surfaces (e.g., clean ice and snow) of the upper ablation 

area characterizing Pixel B. Scatter plots of αMOD and αASD confirm that MODIS 

retrievals were consistently lower as compared to in situ albedo values in Pixel A (Fig. 

3.3a-b). There is high correlation (r2 = 0.99) between αMOD and αASD, and the slopes of 

the best linear fit are close to one in Pixel A (1.09 and 0.88 for June 16th and 19th, 

respectively; Fig. 3.3a-b). Strong correlation between in situ albedo and MODIS 

retrievals is also observed in Pixel B (r2 = 0.99; Fig. 3.3c-d), however, there is less 

agreement of the best fit line along the 1:1 line (1.65 versus 0.95 for June 16th and 19th, 

respectively; Fig. 3.3c-d). This disagreement is linked to a difference in signage related to 

one band (Band 2) out of five bands on June 16th in Pixel B (Fig. 3.3c). Despite this, the 

majority of bands reveal that αMOD Pixel B is higher than αASD or nearly the same (as the 

SEs overlap) on June 16th (Fig. 3.3c). Unlike June 16th, Pixel B on June 19th exhibits the 

best agreement between satellite retrievals and in situ albedo (slope is nearly equal to 1) 

and the 1:1 line is within the standard error range (Fig. 3.3d). Dissimilar αMODIS and αASD 

values for the near-infrared (Band 2) albedo values (Tables 3.1 and 2; Fig. 3.3) is likely 

due to the high absorption tendencies of snow and ice found in the near-infrared 

wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum.   
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Table 3.1 Average ASD albedos, standard error (SE) and pixel-wide MODIS blue sky albedos 
based on mean elevation for MCD43A v006 blue-sky visible, near-infrared, and visible broad 
band albedos (bands 1-4 and VIS_Stroeve) for Pixel A.  

MODIS band Pixel A    
 αMOD Pixel A June 

16 
αMOD Pixel A June 19 αASD Pixel A June 16 ± SE αASD Pixel A June 19 ± SE 

Band 1 0.48 0.46 0.55 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02 
Band 2 0.37 0.35 0.44 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.01 
Band 3 0.53 0.50 0.59 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.03 
Band 4 0.53 0.51 0.58 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.03 
VIS_Stroeve 0.51 0.48 0.57 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.02 

 
 
Table 3.2 Average ASD albedos, standard error (SE) and pixel-wide MODIS blue sky albedos 
based on mean elevation for MCD43A v006 blue-sky visible, near-infrared, and visible broad 
band albedos (bands 1-4 and VIS_Stroeve) for Pixel B.  

MODIS band Pixel B    
 αMOD Pixel B June 16 αMOD Pixel B June 19 αASD Pixel B June 16 ± SE αASD Pixel B June 19 ± SE 
Band 1 0.63 0.63 0.59 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.01 
Band 2 0.44  0.44  0.48 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01 
Band 3 0.67  0.67 0.63 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.02 
Band 4 0.70 0.70 0.63 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.02 
VIS_Stroeve 0.66 0.66 0.61 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.02 
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Figure 3.3 αASD versus αMODIS scatterplots for Pixel A and B on June 16th and 19th transect dates 
for Bands 1-4 and VIS_Stroeve, and corresponding standard errors of the mean.  
 
 To assess the potential error associated with the single ‘point-to-pixel’ method, 

we quantified the frequency distribution of differences between αASD and αMODIS for each 

MODIS waveband and transect date. Regardless of day (June 16 or 19), pixel (A or B), or 

band, distributions were wide ranging from ~±0.4, which is a considerable error given 

that albedo vary from 0 to 1 (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). Had only one validation point been 

selected that at random coincided with the 10th or 90th percentiles of the ASD-MODIS 

error distribution, αASD would have been -0.32 or +0.43 (averaged for all bands) 

smaller/larger than αMODIS in Pixel A and -0.30 or +0.24 (averaged for all bands) 

smaller/larger than αMODIS in Pixel B on June 16th (Fig. 3.4). As expected from Tables 3.1 

and 3.2, error distributions for June 16th reveal that αASD central tendencies are brighter 

than αMOD across all bands for Pixel A, while αASD central tendencies are darker than 

αMOD across all bands for Pixel B with the exception of Band 2 in the near-infrared (Fig. 

3.1). Similarly to June 16th, if only one validation point had been selected on June 19th, 

that randomly coincided with the 10th and 90th percentiles of the ASD-MODIS error 

distribution, αASD would have been -0.46 or +0.43 smaller/larger than αMODIS in Pixel A 

and -0.30 or +0.40 smaller/larger than αMODIS in Pixel B (Fig. 3.5). On June 19th, the error 

distribution reveals that αASD central tendencies are brighter than αMODIS across all bands 

for Pixel A, while αASD central tendencies are nearly equivalent to αMOD across all bands 

for Pixel B except for Band 3 (Fig. 3.5). 
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Figure 3.4 Normalized frequency distributions of αASD minus αMODIS error distributions for 
Pixel A (blue colored lines) and Pixel B (orange colored lines) for June 16.    
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Figure 3.5 Normalized frequency distributions of αASD minus αMODIS error distributions for 
Pixel A (blue colored lines) and Pixel B (orange colored lines) for June 19.    
 

3.4.2 Analysis of sub-pixel variability 
 

A multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ comparison between αMODIS and ρWV2, and αASD 

retrievals is conducted for the red narrow band only (since it corresponds closely to only 

the MODIS red band). The frequency distribution in Pixel A shows that αASD 

overestimates ρWV2 red band reflectance (0.53), and the ρWV2 red band central tendency 

reflectance aligns (0.46) with the αMODIS (0.46) (Fig. 2.6; Table 3.1). The αMODIS value 

and the central tendencies of the ρWV2, and αASD values converge in Pixel B (0.63, 0.63, 

and 0.62, respectively; Fig. 2.6; Table 3.1). Despite the error between ρWV2 and αASD in 

Pixel A (Fig. 3.6), we assume that the spatial analysis of WV-2 red-band data may be 

representative of all WV-2 narrow bands. In the future, development of coefficients for 

narrow-to-broadband and BRDF-to-albedo conversion can improve the accuracy of fine-

scale WV-2 satellite retrievals of albedo in the ablation area.   
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Figure 3.6 Normalized frequency distributions of individual αASD and αMODIS for June 19th 
(blue and black lines, respectively) and average pixel-wide ρWV2 for June 23rd (orange line) 
for Pixel A (top) and Pixel B (bottom).    
 

The ρWV2 Pixel B semivariogram is relatively homogeneous shown by the stabilizing 

variance with distance between observations and low range value (29 m; Fig. 3.7b; Table 

3.3). This suggests that spatial correlation vanishes when observations are more than 29 

m apart. The WV-2 composite image for Pixel B confirms a more uniform surface (Fig. 

3.7a), corroborated by the low sill value (7.5*10-3 cf. 18.4*10-3 for Pixel A), and lower 

maximum overall variance compared to Pixel A (Table 3.3). The presence of a small melt 

pond and supraglacial river occupying the southeast quadrant is one small source of 

heterogeneity in the spatial structure of Pixel B (Fig. 3.7a). 
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Figure 3.7 (a) Red band surface reflectance composite of WorldView-2 (WV-2) and 
corresponding semivariogram functions, variogram estimator (colored lines), spherical model 
(dotted curves), and sample variance (black lines) using the 480 m region for Pixel A (blue line) 

(a) 
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and Pixel B (orange line), centered over the ablation area of southwest Greenland on 23 June 
2013 (b). 
 

Table 3.3 Characteristics of WV-2 semivariograms and their estimated spatial attributes from the 
spherical model for MODIS Pixels A and B at the 480 m spatial scale.        

Spatial 
scale Pixels        

 Pixel A    Pixel B    
 

Sill (c) Nugget 
effect (co) 

Range 
(a) in 

meters 
variance Sill (c) Nugget 

effect (co) 

Range 
(a) in 

meters 
variance 

480 m 18.4*10-3 6.2*10-3 No 
estimate 11.7*10-3 7.5*10-3 10.4*10-4 29 9.0*10-3 

 

3.5 Discussion 
 

A clear result of this study is that the southwest GrIS’s ablation area is 

characterized by pronounced MODIS sub-pixel variability. Highly heterogeneous albedo 

values within two MODIS pixel footprints were observed with two independent methods 

– in situ data collected with a hand held ASD spectroradiometer, and sub-meter scale 

resolution WV-2 satellite data. This finding implies that the traditional method of 

assessing MODIS albedo accuracy over the GrIS by using single point albedo 

observations (often observed at AWSs) can lead to erroneous validation results if spatial 

representativeness is not taken into consideration (e.g., Lhermitte et al., 2014). We 

quantify that this error can be as large (small) as 0.43 (-0.32) for Pixel A and as large 

(small) as 0.30 (-0.30) for Pixel B, by examining the 10th and 90th percentile average error 

difference between in situ αASD and satellite αMODIS probability density distributions 

(Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). The large spatial variability in albedos identified in this study is not 

surprising and has been reported elsewhere (e.g., Alexander et al., 2014; Tedesco et al., 

2016), but it is rarely considered in validation studies. Several studies have evaluated the 
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MODIS albedo products by single ‘point-to-pixel’ comparison (e.g., Box et al., 2012; 

Stroeve et al., 2005, 2006, 2013), which implicitly assumes that the GC-Net ground 

measurement sites were representative of the satellite footprint. However, this is only 

appropriate in areas of relatively small spatial variability, such as in the accumulation 

zone. For instance, at Summit, Greenland, or in areas above the equilibrium line, spatial 

inhomogeneity is small, and thus, the MODIS validation is robust (e.g., Wright et al., 

2014). A benefit of single-point AWS data relative to multiple point field campaign 

studies such as Wright et al. 2014 and this study, are that they provide continuous time 

series of albedo. Additional AWS networks are available in the ablation area (e.g., 

Program for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE) and the K-Transect; van 

den Broeke et al., 2011; van As et al., 2011, 2012), but their spatial representativeness 

should be examined before used in validation studies. While this study doesn’t provide an 

analysis of the temporal continuity of albedo during the melt season, AWSs offer an 

additional benefit of providing a continuous time series unlike an in situ dataset collected 

over a fixed time period, and should also be incorporated in forthcoming studies.  

Our data collection improves the single point comparison by having 103 and 129 

sample locations within each MODIS pixel footprint, Pixels A and B, respectively. The 

multiple point-to-pixel estimates reveal that MODIS satellite albedo is 4-7% lower in 

Pixel A and between -4% and +7% in Pixel B as compared to in situ ASD observations. 

From this, we can conclude that even in the challenging environment of the high 

latitudes, MODIS is close to the stated accuracies of the daily albedo product (0.05; 

Román et al., 2010), despite our in situ data collection undersampling darker surfaces. 

The undersampling of dark surfaces and differences in actual (off-nadir, multi-angle 
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views, and geolocation accuracy differences considered) vs. artificial (gridded) MODIS 

pixel sizes can explain why αMODIS is lower than αASD in Pixel A (as well as the darker 

surfaces present in this pixel). These trends of lower MODIS albedos in Pixel A is 

expected because it captures darker, more heterogeneous ice surfaces, while higher 

MODIS albedos in Pixel B is related to the pixel capturing brighter ice and snow 

surfaces. This is further verified by the αASD frequency distribution overestimating red 

band albedo in Pixel A, while ρWV2 and αMOD frequency distributions central tendencies 

align (Fig. 3.6). Additionally, αMOD Pixel A may be biased low due to the challenges of 

reconstructing satellite-derived albedos under strong adjacency conditions where the 

nearby tundra surface with distinctly lower albedos may also be captured as part of the 

MODIS effective footprint (e.g., Campagnolo et al., 2016). In contrast, Pixel B varies 

from band-to-band, with different signage on Band 2 for June 16th and Band 3 for June 

19th (Table 3.2). However, the rest of the bands reflect equal or higher αMODIS values than 

αASD, confirmed by scatter plots (Fig. 3.3). The very small difference between αMODIS and 

αASD in Pixel B are statistically insignificant (because they are within the range of the 

standard error; Table 3.2), and is likely due to the lesser spatial heterogeneity 

characterizing the surface falling within the pixel. This is reinforced by the alignment of 

the αMOD, αASD, and ρWV2 central tendencies (mean of 0.63) for all wavebands in Pixel B 

(Fig. 3.6; Table 3.1).      

 This finding is further supported by the spatial representative analysis with the 

WV-2 semivariograms, which reveals marked spatial heterogeneity in Pixel A, and 

reduced variability within Pixel B. In Pixel A, the semivariogram’s variance does not 

stabilize at any distance within the 480 m range (due to the limited range of the WV-2 
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values), indicating that the spatial attribute values of the fitted variogram model are likely 

not completely reliable (Table 3.3). This suggests that the variogram model may not be 

robust enough to confidently interpret results for Pixel A, and a range value cannot be 

estimated. The model’s inability to spatially autocorrelate (semivariance asymptotes) may 

also be related to the limited statistical area (480 m), the MODIS pixel’s proximity to the 

ice-free tundra region, where factors such as viewing zenith angle and geolocation 

uncertainties (e.g., Xin et al., 2012) may come into play as well as the considerable 

influence of dust deposition from the terminal moraine and nearby braided river plains.  

In contrast, Pixel B fits better to the spherical model (Fig. 3.7b). In geostatistics, 

data with such a good fit to a spherical model may be considered an ‘ideally-shaped’ 

semivariogram. The range of influence remains low (29 m) in Pixel B (Table 3.3), 

beyond such distance, the ρWV2 samples become independent of one another. Given that 

this range does not change up to the actual MODIS pixel size, spacing ground 

observations with a footprint of at least 30 m or more would be able to capture the spatial 

variability within Pixel B. Such footprints are entirely within reach for AWSs, given that 

Kipp and Zonen pyranometers installed at 4 m height have a 50.5 m footprint (FOV = 

81°; Wang et al. 2012), and when considering the cosine response (weighting function) of 

the sensor (e.g., Lhermitte et al., 2014). While each in situ observation collected in this 

study only has a footprint of 0.18 m, the use of multiple data points increases the 

effective footprint. The low spatial attribute values observed in Pixel B suggests that the 

ice surface is more homogeneous allowing for ground observations to more adequately 

characterize the albedos within the pixel. Therefore, the Pixel B results from Fig. 3.7b 

and Table 3.3 suggest that multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ comparisons between ground and 
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satellite measurements is likely acceptable due to the more homogeneous surface within 

the pixel.  

 Additionally, the semivariogram data (Fig. 3.7b) reveals the importance of the 

MODIS source area. The results from Pixel A and B are diametrically distinct. These 

differences are accentuated by the spatial variability characterizing each pixel. This is 

best demonstrated when we compare the geostatistical attribute values for Pixel A and B. 

The sill value in Pixel A is nearly 2.5 times the magnitude of Pixel B (Table 3.3), 

meaning that the overall variability is substantially higher in Pixel A. This exemplifies 

the dissimilarity in the landscape spatial structure between two neighboring pixels. In 

Pixel A, a reliable range estimate was not computed, but should be greater than 500 m 

(MODIS gridded pixel size) as compared to Pixel B’s 29 m range. The statistical area 

captures and averages out different ice surface types, albedos, and high spatial variability 

characterizing the study area. As such, the footprint of MODIS may not matter as much 

in the interior of the ice sheet, but is important to consider in the ablation area (southwest 

and west Greenland), where a large number of melt ponds and lakes are present (e.g., 

Selmes et al., 2011; Leeson et al., 2012). Indeed, this conclusion agrees with observations 

over a homogenous, spatially representative surface, where changing the size of the 

statistical area may not be necessary (e.g., Cescatti et al., 2012). These findings highlight 

the importance of considering landscape heterogeneity in the point-to-pixel comparison 

and applying geostatistical methods for quantifying spatial variability in fine resolution 

satellite imagery.      

 The band-by-band comparison illustrates the significance of assessing satellite 

albedo retrievals at the narrow band scale. The range of MODIS and ASD narrow band 
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albedo values can vary quite a bit between different transect dates and across all bands 

(Tables 3.1 and 3.2). With the exception of the near-infrared band (Band 2), only slight 

differences in αASD and αMOD estimates exist band-by-band in Pixel B. The albedo 

differences don’t appear to be band dependent for both pixels, which suggest that the 

broad band error estimate (VIS_Stroeve) is representative of albedo values in each 

narrow band. Small differences in ρWV2 and αMODIS red band reflectance and albedo 

values may be due to differences in our assumption that WV-2 data represents lambertian 

reflectance, while the MODIS daily albedo product accounts for the BRDF effect. The 

spectral range mismatch between ρWV2 and αMODIS red bands might offset this albedo 

difference.   

Several studies have identified view geometry as a significant error source (Xin et 

al., 2012) in MODIS snow mapping algorithms in forested areas (e.g., Liu et al., 2008; 

Painter et al., 2009). Despite assuming a fixed MODIS pixel footprint in this study, wider 

footprints prior to resampling is expected due to variations in viewing zenith angle 

(Campagnolo et al., 2016) and the MODIS point spread function (Wolfe et al., 2002). In 

essence, the effective spatial resolution of the pixels is larger than the nominal grid and 

this has been found to affect the detectable snow fraction area (e.g., Liu et al., 2008) and 

sub-pixel snow reflectances derived from MODIS (e.g., Dozier et al., 2008). Surface 

roughness may also contribute to MODIS shadowing effects, but has not been assessed 

over the GrIS. In addition, the utilization of large view geometries can result in overlap of 

adjacent grid cells (Wolfe et al., 1998; Campagnolo et al., 2016). This has implications 

for our αASD ground observations, as some of these point measurements in Pixel A may 

‘spill over’ into Pixel B, and vice versa, depending upon the effective pixel footprint size.  
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 This study demonstrates the shortcomings of using a single point method for 

validating MODIS albedo in the heterogeneous ablation area, and the value of 

semiovariograms to identify the critical footprint of those observations. Although in situ 

data sampling at multiple sites along a transect is a better representation of MODIS pixel 

albedo than sampling at a single point, it still falls short. Random or regular, evenly 

distributed sampling locations may provide more spatial representative sampling. 

However, such in situ sampling schemes are impossible to implement due to sometimes 

impassible terrain (crevasses, deep melt pond and streams). Furthermore, the number of 

in situ albedo sampling points that have been used in MODIS comparison and validations 

studies are extremely small relative to the very high number of MODIS pixels covering 

the entire GrIS (nearly 74 million pixels). Despite this, our small-scale study provides a 

benchmark for future studies that may analyze the spatial representativeness of multiple 

AWSs in the ablation area. Therefore, we recommend sampling of ‘near ground’ data by 

using low flying airborne or unmanned autonomous vehicles to overcome the limitations 

of the single ‘point-to-pixel’ validation method and limited spatial extent. This is 

possible, given the increasing availability of airborne imagery (e.g., Operation IceBridge 

Digital Mapping System; Dominguez, 2014), and adaptation of unmanned aerial vehicles 

(e.g., Ryan et al., 2015). Instead of ground references points, ground references areas 

could then be used for validation. However, maintaining and expanding the current 

network of AWSs with ground point observations are also critical, as they provide a 

continuous time series of albedo. These ground reference areas and points should also be 

analyzed with variogram analysis, as implemented in this study, to provide a more 

sophisticated comparison that identify the footprints needed by in situ observations to be 
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spatially representative. If WV-2 imagery is not available, medium-resolution (30 m) 

Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) data, with its improved radiometric resolution, 

can provide derived surface reflectance information over snow and ice surfaces, without 

saturating (e.g., Wang et al., 2016) and can cover a larger spatial extent (unlike WV-2). 

Previous spatial representativeness studies have demonstrated the efficacy of utilizing 

Landsat imagery for semivariogram analysis over terrestrial surfaces (e.g., Burakowski et 

al., 2015; Román et al., 2009, 2010; Wang et al., 2012, 2014). Access to the new, higher 

spatial resolution (20 m) Sentinel-2 data, will offer an additional means of assessing the 

landscape heterogeneity of albedo in the ablation zone.        

  

3.6 Conclusions 
 

This study compares the MODIS v006 MCD43A daily albedo product with high-

quality in situ ASD albedo data, and WV-2 data spanning two MODIS satellite pixels, 

Pixels A and B, for southwest Greenland’s ablation area. Using a multiple point-to-pixel 

comparison, we found that αMOD Pixel A and αMOD Pixel B ranged from 4-7% lower, and 

between -4% and +7%, respectively, of in situ αASD observations, and is nearly within the 

stated accuracy of the MODIS daily albedo product. αMOD Pixel A is lower than in situ αASD 

measurements probably due to undersampling of dark surface in the in situ data, and high 

surface heterogeneity within the pixel. While, αMOD Pixel B was characterized by reduced 

error because the pixel contained a brighter, more spatially homogeneous surface. The 

variogram analysis of high spatial resolution WV-2 imagery confirms the importance of 

knowing the actual effective MODIS footprint size and view geometry for validation 

efforts between satellite retrievals and in situ measurements. Despite our in situ data 
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being sampled in a way that they were biased towards low albedo surfaces, we still are 

able demonstrate that multiple point-to-pixel comparison can improve upon single point-

to-pixel validation technique. Assuming a single point-to-pixel comparison, we quantify 

that in extreme cases (10th and 90th percentiles of the in situ αASD and satellite αMODIS 

difference probability density distributions), the error is, on average for all bands, -0.32 

or 0.43 for Pixel A and -0.30 or 0.30 for Pixel B. Given the high potential for biased 

sampling of in situ albedo in the ablation area, we suggest that future studies adopt ‘near 

ground’ sampling with low-flying vehicles (airborne or unmanned), utilize distributed 

albedo networks (including GC-Net and PROMICE stations), and high spatial resolution 

satellite imagery.  
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Appendix 3A: Field spectroscopy data set  
 

The 2013 spectral and broadband albedo dataset is permanently archived, published, and 

freely available in the PANGAEA data repository found here (Moustafa et al., 2016): 

https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.867917 

 

 

https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.867917
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Chapter 4: How to improve modeling of drainage basin runoff 
losses in Greenland 

 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

The Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is the largest freshwater reservoir in the Northern 

Hemisphere, capable of adding ~7 m of sea level rise, if melted completely (Bamber et 

al., 2013). Mass loss has accelerated over the last two decades (Tedesco et al., 2011, 

2013; Nghiem et al., 2012), increasing sea level rise rates from 0.09 mm yr-1 in 1992-

2001 to 0.59 mm yr-1 in 2002-2011 (Vaughan et al., 2013). Surface melt and subsequent 

runoff is an increasingly important driver of this accelerating mass loss (Shepherd et al., 

2012). Increased surface meltwater runoff is attributed to increases in near-surface air 

temperature (Hall et al., 2013), melt area extent (Fettweis et al., 2011; Tedesco, 2007; 

Tedesco et al., 2011), and a darkening of the ice surface (e.g., Box et al., 2012; Moustafa 

et al., 2015; Tedesco et al., 2016). Runoff increases have also driven negative trends in 

surface mass balance (SMB), by 10.2 ± 2.3 Gt yr-2 from 1991-2015 (van den Broeke et 

al., 2016). These trends are consistent with the recent, unprecedented melt event of July 

2012 that resulted in surface melt of nearly 97% of the GrIS (Hall et al., 2013; Nghiem et 

al., 2012). Runoff is now the dominant process for mass loss, accounting for at least half 

or more of Greenland’s total mass loss (Enderlin et al., 2014). Despite runoff’s increasing 

importance, there is a lack of model and measurement comparisons. Differences in model 

representation of physical processes and varying spatial resolution can result in large 

inter-model discrepancies in SMB (Hanna et al., 2013), and estimated runoff, up to 42% 

(Vernon et al., 2013). Therefore, there is a need to assess model estimates of runoff.  
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 One of the most widely used models to understand Greenland mass balance is the 

Modèle Atmosphérique Régionale (MAR) regional climate model (RCM). Most recently, 

MAR has been used to validate melt extent and runoff derived from reanalysis data 

(Cullather et al., 2016) and the drainage efficiency of supraglacial rivers from in situ 

measurements in southwest Greenland (Smith et al., 2015). The MAR model has been 

validated in numerous studies (e.g., Tedesco et al., 2011, 2013, 2016; Fettweis et al., 

2005, 2013, 2016; Vernon et al., 2013; Rae et al., 2012; van Angelen et al., 2012; 

Alexander et al., 2014, 2016), but modeled runoff has not been evaluated on a drainage 

basin-scale. The benefit of a basin scale inter-comparison is that integrated model runoff 

over a basin area can be compared with proglacial river discharge measurements. This 

will give insights into model performance over an area (i.e., drainage basin) instead of 

point comparisons (e.g., with automatic weather stations (AWSs) or ablation stakes). 

However, this approach is still prone to uncertainties in drainage basin delineation (e.g., 

Lindbäck et al., 2015) and river discharge derivation techniques (i.e., the process of 

converting river stage into discharge using a rating curve; e.g., Hasholt et al., 2013; 

Rennermalm et al., 2012; Overeem et al., 2015).  

To assess model estimates of runoff on a basin scale, direct measurements of river 

discharge are needed. Proglacial river discharge can be compared to modeled runoff by 

integrating modeled outflow over a drainage basin area. However, long-term observations 

of discharge from Greenland are scarce (e.g., van As et al., 2012; Mernild et al., 2010; 

Rennermalm et al., 2012; Rennermalm et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2015; Mikkelsen et al., 

2016). This is primarily due to logistical reasons and Greenland total runoff is instead 

approximated from satellite-derived surface elevation changes (Pritchard et al., 2009) or 
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supplemented by SMB models (e.g., Ettema et al., 2009; Fettweis et al., 2012, 2016; 

Vernon et al., 2013; van den Broeke et al., 2016). In the absence of systematic, dispersed 

discharge measurements, SMB models rely on surface energy balance (SEB) calculations 

driven by local ice sheet surface climatology to simulate runoff estimates. Comparisons 

with detailed, AWS-forced SMB models have been conducted (e.g., van As et al., 2012, 

2017), but few RCMs have been compared with in situ discharge observations (e.g., van 

As et al., 2014). Despite advances in SMB modeling of the GrIS (e.g., Vernon et al., 

2013), physical processes impacting SMB such as meltwater production, retention and 

release (Rennermalm et al., 2013b), thermal erosion processes in supraglacial lakes 

(Selmes et al., 2011), perennial firn aquifer systems (Forster et al., 2013; Koenig et al., 

2014), ice lenses formation (de la Peña et al., 2015), firn refreezing, compaction, and 

percolation (Van Angelen et al., 2013; Charalampidis et al,. 2015), need to be improved. 

Without improvement of these transport, storage, and removal processes, current SMB 

models may over- or under-estimate Greenland’s runoff contributions to global sea level 

rise.   

In this thesis, we investigate MAR model runoff estimates by comparing them 

with in situ proglacial river discharge measurements. Our primary objective is to compare 

MAR discharge estimates with observational discharge measurements for three drainage 

basins – North River (Thule), Watson, and Naujat Kuat (Nuuk) – moving from north-to-

south along West Greenland. MAR is integrated for several catchment realizations to 

evaluate the importance of uncertainty in drainage basin delineations on model discharge 

estimates. The performance of MAR discharge estimates is assessed, model-observation 
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differences are evaluated against AWS data, and sources of uncertainty from drainage 

basin delineations, gauging data, and the MAR model are examined.  

 

4.2 Data and Methods 
 

4.2.1 The MAR regional climate model 
 

 The MAR v3.5.2 version (hereafter, MAR) is used here to derive surface runoff, 

surface energy balance components, and meteorological terms over the three study sites 

(Gallée and Schayes, 1994; Gallée, 1997; Lefebre et al., 2003; Fettweis et al., 2005, 2013, 

2016). This version uses a 20 km horizontal spatial resolution (Fettweis et al., 2016). 

MAR is a coupled atmospheric model (Gallée and Schayes 1994) with a land surface 

scheme, specifically the Soil Ice Snow Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer scheme 

(SISVAT; De Ridder and Gallée, 1998). Furthermore, MAR incorporates a multilayer 

snow model called CROCUS (Brun et al., 1992) to simulate snow and ice albedo, snow 

grain properties, as well as energy and mass fluxes within the snowpack layers. The 

CROCUS model setup is detailed in Fettweis et al. (2011) and Fettweis (2007). Lateral 

and boundary forcing conditions are supplied from the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim; see 

http://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis/era-interim; Dee et al., 2011). See 

Fettweis (2007) and Fettweis et al. (2013) for additional details on the MAR model. In 

this study, we use the 2004-2014 time period for comparison with available years of in 

situ discharge data.  
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4.2.2 The MAR runoff scheme 
 

 Runoff, a negative term in SMB, is typically defined as the summation of rainfall 

(RF) and meltwater production (M) minus refreeze (R) and meltwater/rainwater retention 

(RE) in units of mm water equivalent per day (or year). The CROCUS snow model 

within MAR approximates meltwater refreezing across a vertical grid of varying 

thickness layers as a function of temperature, density, and liquid water content (Reijmer 

et al., 2012). A portion of liquid meltwater is retained in the snowpack when the 

maximum liquid water content is reached (Lefebre et al., 2003). The irreducible water 

saturation, also known as the snow layer maximum water content, is a critical parameter 

in determining meltwater percolation and retention within the model (e.g., Vionnet et al., 

2012). Details of the retention and refreezing parameterization are provided in Brun et al. 

(1992) and Reijmer et al. (2012). The fraction of meltwater produced at the surface is 

determined by the spatial and temporal distribution of surface albedo and surface 

temperature within MAR’s atmospheric model. The rate of runoff is prescribed by 

Lefebre et al. (2003) as a function of three constants (c1, c2, c3) and surface slope, S (see 

eqn. 1). Within MAR v3.5.2, c1 = 0.3, c2 = 25, and c3 = 140 days and S = 0.02, based on 

observations at Swiss Camp, and serve as the model’s runoff delay function. While no 

physical meltwater routing routine exists in MAR, this runoff delay function serves as an 

approximation for the transit time between meltwater production and outflow at the ice 

sheet margin. This runoff scheme is prescribed for snow and ice sheet runoff only 

following Zuo and Oerlemans (1996). Land runoff from ice-free areas in MAR is 
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primarily a function of the difference between precipitation and the water vapor gradient 

regulating evapotranspiration rates (Ridder and Schayes, 1997).  

 

4.2.3 In situ discharge data 
 

Proglacial river discharge was measured at three drainage basins – Thule, Watson, 

and Nuuk, located north-to-south in west Greenland (Fig. 4.1). Discharge at each of these 

sites were collected differently and an optimal drainage basin area was selected from 

several possible basin realizations detailed below.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Panel (a) shows the location of the study area (red) and catchment delineations (blue) 
overlaid with IceSat-derived drainage basins (Zwally et al., 2012). Panels (b), (c), and (d) show 
five watershed delineation scenarios created from different combinations of surface (GIMP 30 m 
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digital elevation model; Howat et al., 2014) and bedrock topography (150 m digital elevation 
model; Morlighem et al., 2014) and flotation factors (fw), overlain with the location of 
PROMICE automatic weather stations, and gauging station, for Thule, Nuuk, and Watson, 
respectively. The background is a 6 July 2010 MODIS 250 m true color image.  

 

4.2.3.1 Thule 
 

The North River, located in the northern part of the Pituffik Peninsula in 

Northwest Greenland (Fig. 4.1b), is referred to as the Thule basin in this study. The total 

basin area computed in this study is 219 km2 (using a flotation factor (Fw) = 1.1 provides 

the best catchment fit; see Section 4.2.4 below for details), of which 118 km2 is ice area 

from the Støre Landgletcher glacier (54% of the drainage basin), and reaches a maximum 

elevation of 950 m a.s.l. (no equilibrium line area (ELA) is established here). This region 

lacks an extensive sub-glacial hydrologic system, and is likely frozen to the bedrock year-

round (Butkovich, 1959).  

Proglacial discharge measurements and river stage were collected from a bridge 

20 km west of the ice sheet edge, along the North River near the Thule Air Base (Fig. 

4.1b) from 2004 to 2006 and 2011 to 2012. River stage was measured every 5 to 15 

minutes using a Campbell ultrasonic (2004-2006) and radar (2011-2012) instrument 

attached 8 m above the stream bed. River stage measurements were collected throughout 

the melt season to capture a range of stages to construct a rating curve (Dingman, 2015). 

Two different methods were used to collect discharge, depending upon stage levels: 1) at 

low and medium river stage, observations were made with the velocity-area method (TC, 

2007); and 2) at high river stage (>1.2 m), observations were conducted using the float 

method to measure surface velocity, and assuming a uniform velocity profile. About 

twelve discharge measurements were collected each year and combined to produce a 
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rating curve. Using an error propagation method similar to Rennermalm et al. (2012), the 

combined estimated discharge error is 27%.  

 

4.2.3.2 Watson  
 

This study estimates the Watson River drains an ice sheet area of 20,109 km2 

(Fw=0.90; total catchment area of 20,739 km2) of the land-terminating Kangerlussuaq 

sector of the western GrIS (Fig. 4.1d). Several other studies have estimated the Watson 

River basin area to be 12,000-12,500 km2 (van As et al., 2017; Mikkelsen et al., 2016). 

The catchment is 97% glaciated and ranges from 300 m a.s.l. to the ice divide at 2560 m 

a.s.l., with an ELA of 1553 m a.s.l. (van de Wal et al., 2012, 2015).  

Since 2006, stage height has been recorded nearby the Watson River Bridge in 

Kangerlussuaq, about 22 km from the ice sheet edge (Hasholt et al., 2013). The dataset 

has been revised several times as new and more precise discharge observations have been 

employed (van As et al., 2017). Here, we present discharge observations from van As et 

al. (2017) from the time period 2009-2013. Using pressure transducers, river level was 

measured and recorded as hourly averages. Discharge measurements were collected 

across a range of stage heights to produce a rating curve. Three methods were used to 

construct a stage-discharge relationship, and are detailed in van As et al. (2017). An 

uncertainty value of 15% is assigned to all Watson river discharge measurements.  
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4.2.3.3 Nuuk  
 

The Naujat Kuat River, hereafter referred to as the Nuuk basin, is located 11 km 

from the ice sheet margin, in west Greenland. The river drains into the Ameragdla fjord, a 

tributary of the Lyseefjord, located south of Greenland’s capital, Nuuk. The total 

catchment area computed here is 1676 km2 (Fw=1.1), with an ice area of 492 km2 (29% 

glaciated; Fig. 4.1c) and maximum elevation of 1558 m. The drainage basin is well below 

the regional ELA and has been estimated to have an ice area of ~356 km2 (Overeem et 

al., 2015). Here, we present discharge observations from Overeem et al. (2015).  

Discharge measurements were continuously collected from the Naujat Kuat River 

in 2011 to 2014. Stage height was measured with a Campbell sonic ranger and sampled 

hourly. Velocity measurements were collected with the float method and water surface 

slope from site visits in June 2010, July 2011, and August 2012. River cross-sectional 

area was computed using a 3D bedrock constriction model from four photographs taken 

on 6 April 2012 during very low flow. Photographs were processed in a structure-from-

motion package (Bundler and Patch-based Multi-view Stereo Software) to produce a 

dense point cloud. Using identifiable ground reference points (e.g., boulder), the model 

was scaled, to produce a final 2D cross-sectional area. A stage-discharge relationship was 

determined using both in situ and modeled estimates. Model estimates were included to 

augment sparse in situ stage-discharge measurements and to overcome turbulent river 

flow conditions. Modeled stage-discharge estimates were calculated using a fluid-

mechanics model (Kean and Smith, 2005; Kean and Smith, 2010). Channel geometry, 

channel roughness, and water surface slope from the model were used to estimate cross-

sectional velocity and discharge from stage height observations. A set of sensitivity 
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experiments were conducted for each cross section, and the model was iterated over a 

range of channel roughness and slope values. The sensitivity experiment that best fit the 

observed stage-discharge relationship was used. With a limited observational record and 

uncertainties in model parameterization, the sensitivity experiments estimate discharge 

uncertainty at 56%. More details are provided in Overeem et al. (2015).   

 

4.2.4 Watershed delineations, identification of optima flotation factor, 
and uncertainty quantification 
 

 Five watershed delineation scenarios were derived for each upstream gauge site to 

quantify how uncertainties in catchment area propagate to MAR runoff estimates. Each 

catchment was delineated from surface and bedrock topography digital elevation models 

(DEMs). The potentiometric method, where surface and bedrock topography are used to 

calculate hydraulic potential (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), was used for delineating each 

watershed. The hydropotentiometric equation is: 

−𝛻𝛻𝜙𝜙ℎ =  −𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘 �𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 + �𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤
𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥
−  𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤� 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻�       (1) 

  Where −𝛻𝛻𝜙𝜙ℎ is the flow gradient, 𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃 is ice and 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤 is water density (provide 

constants here), 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 is surface and 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 is bedrock topography, and 𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤 is flotation fraction. 

DEMs of surface (Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) 30 m; Howat et al., 2014) and 

bedrock (150 m; Morlighem et al., 2014) topography were used for 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 and 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻, 

respectively. The floatation fraction, 𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤, the ratio of subglacial water pressure to ice 

overburden pressure, varied for each delineation routine, to account for varying 

influences of the surface and bed on water flow. Five 𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤 values were used to generate a 

range of bed-to-surface dominated watershed area delineations for each catchment: 𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤 =
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1.1, 1.05, 1.0, 0.95, and 0.90 (where, 𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤 = 1.1 considers surface topography only). The 

delineation routine was adapted from Rennermalm, in prep. (2017) and modeled in 

ArcGIS using a D8 approach to calculate contributing area (Tarboton, 1997) in the 

hydrology toolset. This delineation method incorporates 𝑂𝑂𝑤𝑤, which determines the ratio of 

water pressure to overburden pressure (instead of assuming that ice overburden pressure 

is equal to water pressure; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). The delineated watershed areas 

were used to quantify a range of uncertainty on MAR runoff estimates. Unlike Nuuk and 

Thule, the Watson watershed was delineated differently, accounting for 

hydropotentiometric flow below 1 km elevation, and surface topography only above 1 km 

elevation. For details regarding the watershed delineation scheme, see Rennermalm, et 

al., in prep, (2017). The flotation factor producing the best-fit basin area to observed 

discharge data was identified and used in subsequent analyses. The watershed delineation 

analysis, resulting areas, and subsequent MAR runoff estimates are provided in Figures 

4.1 and 4.2.   

 

4.2.5 Identification of optimal temporal averaging 
 

Since the MAR model contains a routing delay function that has not been tested, 

we postulate that the best model-observed discharge fit may not occur at the daily 

average time scale. To evaluate this hypothesis, an evaluation of modeled-observed 

discharge is conducted at multiple temporal averages, including a daily, 5-, 10-, and 20-

day means (jumping not moving averages). Scatter plots of these multiple temporal scale 

averages were produced and identification of an optimal time average for comparison 

was determined.    
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4.2.6 Model evaluation with PROMICE data 
 

Near-surface conditions modeled by MAR were compared with daily June, July, and 

August (JJA) measurements from the Programme for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice 

Sheet (PROMICE; Ahlstrom et al., 2008) Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) nearest to 

each basin. The MAR values corresponding to each AWS was derived from each 

overlapping MAR grid cell. The MAR model simulates several parameters for two 

surface conditions, land or ice, for the entire simulation domain regardless of the surface 

type. This includes runoff and surface temperature variables. To calculate MAR drainage 

basin runoff, we use the GIMP project land surface classification (Howat et al., 2014) to 

identify the contribution from land and ice, respectively. In reality, MAR grid cell 

containing the AWS stations closest to the ice margin may cover both land and ice. 

However, when comparing MAR with station data, we select the data from the simulation 

that assumes an ice sheet surface only to match surface type at the AWS station locations. 

A list of the seven weather stations used in this study are provided in Table 4.1. From 

each station, downwelling shortwave radiation (SWD), downwelling longwave radiation 

(LWD), near-surface air temperature (ST), and albedo (AL) variables were used. Linear 

regression analysis, and Pearson correlation coefficient was used to evaluate fit and 

corresponding statistical significance.  
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Table 4.1 Seven PROMICE stations used to validate MAR primary drivers of melt.  

AWS Latitude (°N) Longitude (°E) Elevation (m) Study Period 

THU_L 76.40 68.27 570 2011-2012 

THU_U 76.42 68.15 770 2011-2012 

KAN_L 67.10 49.95 680 2009-2013 

KAN_M 67.07 48.83 1270 2009-2013 

KAN_U 67.00 47.02 1840 2009-2013 

NUK_L 64.48 49.53 540 2011-2014 

NUK_U 64.51 49.27 1130 2011-2014 

 

 

4.2.7 Modeled surface melt evaluation with a positive degree 
day model 
 

 Near-surface air temperature is frequently used to estimate surface melt (e.g., 

Ohmura, 2001; Hock, 2005). This can be used in lieu of explicitly solving for all surface 

energy balance (SEB) terms. The positive degree day (PDD) model is an efficient, 

commonly used method to estimate surface melt from near-surface air temperatures. The 

PDD method integrates the cumulative sum of near-surface air temperatures (2 m) above 

the 0 °C melting point, for a given time period, and multiplied by the degree-day factor 

for ice constant, to solve for surface melt (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010):  

     𝑀𝑀 =  𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃 ∑(𝑇𝑇2𝑠𝑠 −  𝑇𝑇0)∆𝑂𝑂       (2) 

Where, 𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃 is an empirically-derived coefficient relating ∑(𝑇𝑇2𝑠𝑠 −  𝑇𝑇0), the summation of 

air temperatures collected at a 2 m height (in °C) when 𝑇𝑇2𝑠𝑠 is greater than a given 
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threshold, 𝑇𝑇0, used to estimate assimilated heat energy available for melting, 𝑀𝑀, over a 

given time interval, ∆𝑂𝑂. Here, 𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃 is 0.008 m day-1 °C-1, based on observations over ice in 

Greenland (e.g., Braithwaite and Zhang, 2000); ∆𝑂𝑂 is daily for the JJA time interval; 𝑇𝑇0 is 

set to the melting point of snow/ice, 0 °C; to solve for 𝑀𝑀 in meters. The PDD-derived 

melt estimates were computed at each PROMICE station based on the ST variable and at 

their corresponding MAR grid cells using modeled near-surface air temperature. To 

conservatively estimate periods of melt, only temperatures above 𝑇𝑇0 for three consecutive 

days were used to approximate melt.  

  

4.2.8 Richards-Baker Flashiness Index 

To characterize daily observed peak discharge events, and by extension, the 

hydrologic efficiency of meltwater transport from the ice sheet to the gauging station, we 

evaluate the ‘flashiness’ of each basin. The flashiness of a river reflects the regularity and 

rapidity of short-lived changes in river discharge. This can be quantified using the 

Richards-Baker (R-B) Flashiness Index formula (Baker et al., 2004):  

𝑅𝑅 − 𝛻𝛻 𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 =  ∑ |𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥−𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥−1|𝑛𝑛
𝑥𝑥=1
∑ 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
𝑥𝑥=1

               (3) 

Where, 𝑞𝑞 is average daily flow in day 𝐺𝐺 to day 𝐺𝐺 − 1, representing the length of the 

streamflow time series over the melt season (JJA), divided by the sum of daily discharge 

over the melt season. The 𝑅𝑅 − 𝛻𝛻 𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 represents a dimensionless value with high 

values representing more ‘flashy’ flow. We expect to see a higher flashiness value in a 

basin with less melt area such as the Thule basin. 
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4.3 Results 
  

4.3.1 Comparison of observational discharge and MAR runoff estimates  
 

Model-observation discrepancies vary for each catchment and catchment 

delineation realization (Fig. 4.2). The Thule catchment realizations demonstrate the best 

coherency in modeled discharge, hereafter QM, estimates, with differences in average JJA 

QM estimates within three percent (~2.80%) for all flotation factors, relative to Fw=1.1 

(Fig. 4.2a-e). Thule MAR modeled runoff is insensitive to changes in the floatation factor 

used, with average JJA QM overestimating average JJA observed river discharge, 

hereafter QO, 23.27% for Fw=1.05, 35.30% for Fw=1.0, and ~37% for Fw=1.1, 1.0, 0.95, 

and 0.90. Evidence from prior research suggests that Thule’s glaciated area is cold-based, 

implying that surface topography dictates flow in this region (as suggested in Section 

4.2.3.1). The consistency of Thule’s catchment delineations (Fig. 4.1b), despite varying 

surface and potentiometric combinations, gives us confidence that Thule’s surface 

(Fw=1.1) drainage basin delineation is representative and well-suited for further analyses. 

Assuming that only surface topography dictates water flow in the catchment (i.e., 

Fw=1.1), QM overestimates Thule daily seasonal (JJA) QO by as much as 46.11% 

(hereafter, computed as the mean MAR minus observed discharge difference) in 2011, 

corresponding to a 19.37 m3 s-1 discharge difference, on average (Table 4.2 and Fig. 

4.2a). The exception to this overestimation is during peak discharge events (Fig. 4.2a-e). 

For instance, Thule daily QO peak at 66.53 ± 17.96 m3 s-1 (± one standard deviation) on 

18 July 2004 and at 76.24 ± 20.58 m3 s-1 on 20 August 2004 (Fig. 4.2a). While, Thule QM 
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peaks at 28.68 ± 4.30 m3 s-1 and 26.35 ± 3.95 m3 s-1 on the corresponding dates, results in 

an underestimation of 132% and 189%, respectively. The underestimation of Thule daily 

observed peak discharge by QM is accentuated in the extreme melt year of 2012 (Fig. 

4.2e).     

 

 

Figure 4.2 Daily average discharge from the MAR model (QM) for five different catchment 
realizations from surface and potentiometric delineation methods (black lines) and observed 
proglacial river discharge (QO; stacked dark blue lines) for Thule (2004-2006 and 2011-2012; a-
e), Watson (2009-2013; f-j), and Nuuk (2011-2014; k-n) basins. Stacked light blue lines are ± 
27%, ± 15%, and ± 56% error bars in QO calculations for Thule, Watson, and Nuuk, respectively. 
The bold red line represents the best fit drainage basin scenario (Fw value) of QM and light orange 
shading is ± 15% uncertainty.    

 

The Watson catchment demonstrates better agreement (cf. Thule and Nuuk basins 

in Fig. 4.2) between daily model-observed discharges. All basin realizations result in 

similar daily QM estimates except for the Fw=1.1 drainage basin delineation. The average 

JJA QM overestimates average JJA QO by 1.40%, 1.61%, 0.75% and 4.35% for Fw = 

1.05, 1.0, 0.95, and 0.90, respectively, and underestimates QO by -37.06% for Fw=1.1 
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(Fig. 4.2f-j). The Fw=0.90 catchment delineation for the Watson basin is designated the 

optimal delineation of observed daily discharge, as recommended by a recent study with 

similar basin area (van As et al., 2017; Fig. 4.2f-j). Daily QM largely captures inter- and 

intra-annual variability in Watson daily QO, and are nearly within observational 

uncertainty bounds. This good agreement between daily modeled-observed discharge is 

exemplified in 2013, where the Watson basin average difference is minimized, with 

model-observation discharge values within 2.23% of each other (mean difference of 

35.94 m3 s-1; and Fig. 4.2j). During the extreme melt season of 2012, average daily QO 

peaked at 3188.76 ± 478.31 m3 s-1 on 11 July 2012 corresponding to a QM of 2683.57 ± 

402.54 m3 s-1 (Fig. 4.2i). This represents a modeled underestimation of peak discharge of 

~19%. Integrating Watson mean daily QO over the melt season (JJA) results in a total 

discharge of 4.51 ± 0.03, 7.43 ± 0.04, and 4.16 ± 0.03 km3 for lower melt years (2009, 

2011, and 2013, respectively) and a total discharge of 9.87 ± 0.03 and 10.30 ± 0.06 km3 

for higher melt years (2010 and 2012, respectively; Table 4.4). These total discharge 

volumes are lower than the corresponding total MAR discharge volumes in 2012 and 

2013 (8.55 ± 0.04 and 4.44 ± 0.03 km3, respectively) and higher than total MAR 

discharge volumes from 2009-2011 (3.13 ± 0.02, 6.39 ± 0.02, and 5.09 ± 0.02 km3, 

respectively; Table 4.4).  

 

Table 4.2 Mean discharge difference (m3 s-1) and mean percent difference (%) between  
MAR and observed daily discharge JJA data for Fw=1.1 (THU and NUK) and Fw=0.90 
(WAT). Eqn: (Mean MAR- Mean OBS)/ Mean MAR * 100. 

THU 2004 2005 2006 2011 2012 
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Discharge 
Difference (m3 
s-1) 

11.11 15.10 13.72 19.37 5.12 

Percent 
Difference (%) 43.01 38.15 44.29 46.11 20.17 

            

WAT 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Discharge 
Difference (m3 
s-1) 

-44.97 -67.77  -13.39  297.3
0  35.94  

Percent 
Difference (%) -7.70 -5.41 3.56 21.57 2.23 

            

NUK 2011 2012 2013 2014 - 

Discharge 
Difference (m3 
s-1) 

70.15 127.9
8 68.97 90.54 - 

Percent 
Difference (%) 37.44 51.56 47.80 50.72 - 

     

     

Greater variability in modeled catchment delineations is observed for the Nuuk 

basin (Fig. 4.2k-n). Regardless of flotation factor used and large uncertainties in observed 

river discharge (± 56%), MAR is overestimating daily QO for all years (2011-2014) in the 

Nuuk basin. The Nuuk drainage basin realizations result in average JJA QM 

overestimating average JJA QO by 50.69%, 51.44%, 67.25%, 67.02%, and 61.02% for 

Fw=1.1, 1.05, 1.0, 0.95, and 0.90, respectively. Accounting for surface topography only 

(Fw=1.1) produces the closest approximation of Nuuk QO, and is used for comparison of 

subsequent results. The Nuuk basin exhibits the largest overestimation in daily QM, by as 
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much as 51.56% (127.98 m3 s-1) in 2012 (Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.2l). Nuuk’s annual total QO 

volumes range from 0.46 ± 0.00 km3 in 2013 (low melt year) to 0.87 ± 0.00 km3 in 2012 

(high melt year), corresponding to QM total discharge volumes of 1.01 ± 0.00 km3 and 

1.89 ± 0.00 km3, respectively (Table 4.5). These model-observation annual totals differ 

by a factor of over two. A small observational data gap in Nuuk 2011 data (data starts on 

3 July instead of 1 June; Fig. 4.2k) may partly explain for model-observation differences 

in total volume calculations. Large differences in Nuuk daily QM occur between drainage 

basin delineations, as described earlier. For instance, on 10 July 2012, the peak QO is 

240.40 ± 134.65 m3 s-1, corresponding to a peak QM of 465.78 ± 69.87 m3 s-1, for the 

Fw=1.1 catchment. This was followed closely by a peak QM of 476.25 ± 71.44 m3 s-1, 

621.63 ± 93.24 m3 s-1, 801.07 ± 120.16 m3 s-1, and 809.65 ± 121.45 m3 s-1 at Fw=1.05, 

Fw=1.0, Fw=0.95, and Fw=0.90, respectively (Fig. 4.2l). This corresponds to Nuuk QM 

estimates overestimating QO by as much as ~70% during peak discharge events. These 

differences are partly linked to difficulties in delineating the Nuuk basin, difficulties in 

measuring proglacial river discharge at this gauging site, and the model’s inability to 

capture large daily, intra- and inter-annual variability.  

 Given that the MAR model has a routing delay that remains untested, we theorize 

that QM may better fit QO after temporal averaging. To test this, an evaluation of seasonal 

model-observation discharge as scatter plots averaged at multiple temporal scales is 

conducted (5-, 10-, and 20-day means; Fig. 4.3). The model-observed discharge data is 

integrated over the same time periods and for the optimal drainage basin delineations 

identified above (i.e., Fw=1.1 for Thule and Nuuk; Fw=0.90 for Watson). A general 

improvement in model-observation agreement is realized at 5-, 10-, and 20-day averages 
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for all basins (cf. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). This is particularly so for the Thule and Watson 

basins, while the greatest overestimation and disagreement is observed for the Nuuk 

basin, regardless of the temporal sampling average used (Fig. 4.3i-l). At the daily 

timescale, the QM is larger than QO for the Thule basin (by 13.09 m3 s-1, hereafter, on 

average seasonally), with a moderate correlation (r2 = 0.55) and slope of the best fit line 

(0.63; Fig. 4.3a). The Watson daily model-observed discharge comparison is excellent 

with a high correlation (r2 = 0.86), a slope close to one (0.96), and a strong correlation 

coefficient (r=0.93; Fig. 4.3e). While the daily Watson QM slightly overestimates QO (by 

42.33 m3 s-1; Fig. 4.3e), this may be explained by a few MAR daily runoff outliers, likely 

corresponding to peak discharge events (e.g., July 2010 and 2012). The comparison of 

Nuuk daily model-observed discharge reveals the greatest overestimation of QO (by 92.49 
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m3 s-1), with a low correlation (r2 = 0.41) and large Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD 

= 109.72 m3 s-1; Fig. 4.3i).    

 

 

Figure 4.3 Scatter plot of MAR v3.5.2 daily (a, e, i), 5-day (b, f, j), 10-day (c, g, k), and 20-day 
(d, h, l) average JJA runoff (m3 s-1) versus observed average discharge (m3 s-1) for Thule (a-d; 
years 2004-2006 and 2011-2012) basin for the Fw=1.1 scenario, Watson (e-h; years 2009-2013) 
for the Fw=0.90 scenario, and Nuuk (i-l; years 2011-2014) basin for the Fw=1.1 scenario. The 
black solid line is the 1:1 line and the blue stippled line is the linear regression line. The linear 
equation, correlation of linear fit (r), coefficient of determination (r2), and root mean squared 
difference (RMSD) of linear fit statistics are provided in each subplot.    

 

At the 5-day averaged timescale, QM overestimates discharge less, and provides 

better agreement between model-observed discharge than on a daily basis (cf. Fig. 4.3b, f, 

j and Fig. 4.3a, e, and i). More specifically, when QM is compared with QO at the pentadal 

timescale, the correlation (r2 = 0.70, 0.87, and 0.83) and the bias (RMSD = 16.92, 216.32, 
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and 76.83 m3 s-1; Fig. 4.3b, f, and j) improves for Thule, Watson, and Nuuk basins, 

respectively. The most noticeable improvement in model-observation agreement is 

observed at the 5-day average of the Nuuk basin, where QM overestimation of QO is 

reduced (by 47.99 m3 s-1) and a stronger linear correlation coefficient (r = 0.91) is 

observed (Fig. 4.3j). At the larger temporal scales (10- and 20-day), further reduction in 

model-observation discrepancies is observed for all basins (Fig. 4.3c-d, g-h, and k-l). At 

the 10- and 20-day timescale, the correlation between model-observed discharge is higher 

(r2 > 0.73, r2 > 0.89, and r2 > 0.88 for Thule, Watson and Nuuk, respectively), and smaller 

reductions in QM bias is observed (cf. RMSD in Fig. 4.3c-d, g-h, and k-l). Increasing the 

temporal averaging appears to improve the coherency between model-observation 

discharge, but comes with further data reduction. As the temporal sampling increases, the 

sample size decreases from n=409, 445, and 330 (daily) to n=17, 20, and18 (20-day) for 

Thule, Watson, and Nuuk, respectively.  

 

4.3.2 Comparison of near-surface conditions  
 

 The comparison of observed and modeled discharge reveals reasonable fit for the 

Watson basin, but large model overestimation in Nuuk and Thule basins (Fig. 4.2). To 

examine if these overestimations could be traced back to factors governing ice sheet melt 

and subsequent runoff, we assess primary drivers of melt (defined here as SWD, LWD, 

ST, and AL), simulated by MAR and observed at nearby PROMICE AWSs. Scatter plots 

of model-observation near-surface conditions reveal biases exist for each variable, at 

different elevations (AWS_L is lower elevation, AWS_M is middle elevation, and 

AWS_U is upper elevation), and for each PROMICE station (Figs. 4.1-4.6). At the lower 
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elevations of the Thule basin, MAR overpredicts SWD (by 24.16 W m-2, hereafter 

represented as the average difference; Fig. 4.1a), underpredicts LWD (by 32.55 W m-2; 

Fig. 4.1c), underestimates ST (0.35 °C; Fig. 4.1e), and overestimates AL (0.15; Fig. 4.1g) 

as compared to PROMICE observations at the THU_L station from 2011-2012 (no data 

available from 2004-2006). The THU_L correlation is lowest for LWD (r2 = 0.45) and 

AL (r2 = 0.51) with correspondingly high biases (RMSD = 37.40 W m-2 and 0.17, 

respectively). Similar trends are observed at the higher elevation THU_U station near the 

Thule catchment, with the exception of ST (Fig. 4.1b, d, and f). Where, MAR 

overestimates (underestimates) SWD (LWD) radiations by 29.70 W m-2 (-27.59 W m-2), 

on average (Fig. 4.1b and d). Biases remain high for radiative fluxes, with RMSD = 

59.03 W m-2 (33.88 W m-2) for SWD (LWD) at THU_U (Fig. 4.1b and d). Unlike at 
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THU_L, MAR overpredicts ST at THU_U (0.43 °C; Fig. 4.4f). No AL data is available at 

THU_U during 2011-2012.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Scatter plots of daily PROMICE automatic weather stations versus MAR shortwave 
downward radiation (SWD; W m-2; a-b), longwave downward radiation (LWD; W m-2; c-d), and 
near-surface temperature (ST; °C; e-f) for THU_L and THU_U over 2011-2012. Surface albedo 
(AL; unitless; g) is only available for THU_L in 2011. The black solid line is the 1:1 line and the 
blue stippled line is the linear regression line. The linear equation, correlation of linear fit (r), 
coefficient of determination (r2), and root mean squared difference (RMSD) of linear fit statistics 
are provided in each subplot.    

 

 MAR follows a similar pattern seen at the PROMICE stations near the Thule 

basin, but with some noticeable differences at the KAN_M station (Fig. 4.5). At KAN_L, 

the lowest PROMICE station within the Watson catchment, MAR SWD (LWD) is higher 
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(lower) than river discharge by 25.67 W m-2 (-28.32 W m-2; Fig. 4.5a and d), on average, 

consistent with the discrepancies observed at the Thule PROMICE stations (cf. Figs. 4.4a 

and c, 4.5a and d). There is moderate correlation r2 = 0.56 (r2= 0.48) and relatively high 

(low) RMSD of 62.12 W m-2 (34.39 W m-2) for SWD (LWD). While MAR underpredicts 

(overpredicts) ST (AL) by 1.05 °C (0.06), on average, at the KAN_L station (Fig. 4.5g 

and j), the spread in ST (AL) data is minimized (as compared to variability in SWD and 

LWD data; cf. Fig. 4.5a and d). As we move upwards in elevation (from KAN_L to 

KAN_M), the KAN_M station reveals a slight increase in the correlation (by 12.05%) 

and decrease in RMSD (by -16.09%) for SWD (cf. Fig. 4.5a and b). Despite this, MAR 

still overestimates SWD at KAN_M, yet less so (decrease by 52.27% from KAN_L to 

KAN_M). At KAN_M, minor improvement in LWD model-observed agreement is 

observed, with MAR continuing to be lower (by -19.65 W m-2) than observed downward 

longwave fluxes (Fig. 4.5e). When MAR is compared to observed near-surface air 

temperatures at KAN_M, there is excellent correlation (r2 = 0.79), but unlike at lower 

elevations (at KAN_L), MAR overestimates ST (by 0.24 °C; Fig. 4.5h) and similar to 

what is observed at THU_U (Fig. 4.4f). At KAN_M, there is greater spread in model-

observation surface albedos (max/min range of 0.32 and 0.46 for MAR and observations, 

respectively), resulting in a larger overestimation (by 0.12) of KAN_M albedo 

observations (cf. lower elevation albedos at KAN_L; cf. Fig. 4.5j and k). At the higher 

elevation KAN_U station, model-observation discrepancies diminish (Fig. 4.5c, f, i, and 

l). At KAN_U, MAR overestimation (underestimation) SWD (LWD) is reduced by 3.11 

W m-2 (-18.56 W m-2), on average, as compared to lower elevation stations (cf. Fig. 4.5c 

and f, Fig. 4.5a-b and d-e). These results are corroborated by excellent (fair) correlation 
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for SWD (LWD), with an r2 = 0.71 (r2 = 0.50) and lower RMSD of 39.58 W m-2 (slight 

increase in RMSD of 31.23 W m-2 from KAN_M to KAN_U). Similar to KAN_L (but, 

different from KAN_M), MAR ST is cold-biased, yet less so (by -0.23 °C), with the 

slope of the best fit line (0.87) close to one (Fig. 4.5i). Despite poor agreement (r2 = 0.26) 

in AL at KAN_U (Fig. 4.5l), the model-observation discrepancies are insignificant (-

0.01), due to MAR’s ability to capture higher albedos at higher elevations of the Watson 

basin. Lower variability in albedos at higher elevations are expected (as the surface 

becomes more homogeneous), which is supported by the reduced spread in model-

observation albedos (AL range of 0.20 and 0.22 for MAR and observations, respectively). 
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The percent change (over or underestimation) in daily seasonal primary drivers of melt 

are provided in Table 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.5. Same as Figure 4 but for KAN_L, KAN_M, and KAN_U from 2009-2013.  

 

Similar to the PROMICE stations at Thule and Watson, the Nuuk stations reveal 

comparable trends (Fig. 4.6), with noticeable differences in ST at lower elevations 

(NUK_L; Fig. 4.6e). As observed at THU and KAN stations, MAR overestimates 

(underestimates) SWD (LWD) consistently at lower and higher elevations (NUK_L and 

NUK_U; Fig. 4.6a-b and c-d). However, there is poorer agreement in SWD (LWD) at the 

higher elevation, NUK_U station, with an r2 = 0.22 (r2 = 0.36; Fig. 4.6b and d) than at the 

lower NUK_L station (Fig. 4.6a and c). And, the MAR overprediction of SWD and LWD 
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is greater at NUK_U, with an increase in SWD (LWD) by 63.84% (6.71%), on average. 

Contrasting MAR’s underprediction of ST at lower elevations of THU and KAN sites, 

MAR ST is considerably larger than observed surface temperatures at the lower elevation 

NUK_L station (by the average difference of 3.67 °C; Fig. 4.6e). While at the NUK_U 

station, MAR overestimates ST slightly (by 0.15 °C; Fig. 4.6f), similar to ST trends at 

THU_U (but not KAN_U; cf. Figs. 4.4f, 4.5i, and 4.6f). The considerable range of albedo 

values observed at NUK_L (range of 0.77 and 0.37 for observed and MAR, respectively) 

and poor correlation (r2 = 0.36), results in a large overestimation of AL by MAR (0.12; 

Fig. 4.6g). Finally, similar to NUK_L, low correlation (r2 = 0.38), a weak linear fit (slope 

of 0.39), and large, yet a reduced spread in surface albedos (0.57 and 0.36 for observed 
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and MAR, respectively), results in MAR overprediction of surface albedo at NUK_U (by 

0.07; Fig. 4.6h).  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Same as Figure 4, but for NUK_L and NUK_U from 2011-2014.  

 

4.3.3 Assessment of meltwater production estimates 
 

 Total melt differences (MAR – PROMICE) derived from a PDD model reveal a 

possible source of discrepancies in model-observation estimates of surface melt, and by 

extension, runoff (Fig. 4.7). Near the Thule catchment, MAR underestimates 

(overestimates) meltwater generation at THU_L (THU_U) by 0.14 m and 0.14 m (0.29 

and 0.25 m) in 2011 and 2012, respectively (Fig. 4.7a). A similar trend in melt rate 
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difference is observed at the lower elevation KAN_L station (Fig. 4.7b), where MAR 

largely underpredicts cumulative melt by 4.76 m from 2009-2013. Dissimilar to the 

KAN_L station results, MAR overestimates melt at the KAN_M and KAN_U stations by 

0.20 m and 0.06 m, on average, across all years (Fig. 4.7b). Unlike the lower elevation 

trends of THU_L and KAN_L, MAR melt rates are markedly higher than observations at 

NUK_L (range from 1.74 m to 3.01 m) from 2011-2014 (Fig. 4.7c). Finally, MAR 

overestimates melt rates at NUK_U by 0.48 m, 0.12 m, and 0.91 m in 2011, 2012, and 

2014, respectively. These results are consistent with trends observed at THU_U and 

KAN_U, the exception being in 2013, where MAR underestimates total melt at NUK_U 

by 0.44 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Total melt difference (MAR-OBS; m w.e.) derived from the MAR PDD variable and 
PROMICE surface temperature JJA observations from (a) Thule (THU_L and THU_U), (b), 
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Watson (KAN_L, KAN_M, and KAN_U), and (c) Nuuk (NUK_L and NUK_U). A positive value 
is an overestimation and a negative value is an underestimation of PROMICE melt.  

 

Table 4.3 Thule total modeled runoff volumes (km3) for the best fit catchment 
realization, observed proglacial river discharge (km3) ± one standard deviation, and 
percent change in daily JJA discharge (bolded percentages represent an overestimation by 
MAR) for 2004-2006 and 2011-2012. Eqn: MAR-OBS/Mean OBS * 100 

Year Discharge Runoff 
(Fw=1.1) 

Percent 
Error 

R-B 
Index 

2004 0.10 ± 
0.00 

0.18 ± 
0.00  

69.90 0.45 

2005 0.15 ± 
0.00 

0.27 ± 
0.00 

82.01 0.24 

2006 0.13 ± 
0.00 

0.24 ± 
0.00 

84.68 0.28 

2011 0.19 ± 
0.00 

0.32 ± 
0.00 

66.63 0.24 

2012 0.28 ± 
0.00 

0.32 ± 
0.00  

12.58 0.32 

 

Table 4.4 Watson total modeled runoff volumes (km3) for the best fit catchment 
realization, observed proglacial river discharge (km3) ± one standard deviation, and 
percent change in daily JJA discharge (bolded percentages represent an overestimation by 
MAR) for 2009-2013. Eqn: MAR-OBS/Mean OBS * 100 

Year Discharge Runoff 
(Fw=0.90) 

Percent 
Error 

R-B 
Index 

2009 4.51 ± 0.03 3.13 ± 
0.02 

-7.92 0.07 

2010 9.87 ± 0.03 6.39 ± 
0.02 

-5.46 0.06 

2011 7.43 ± 0.04 5.09 ± 
0.02 

-1.36 0.07 

2012 10.30 ± 
0.06 

8.55 ± 
0.04 

22.94 0.09 

2013 4.16 ± 0.03 4.44 ± 
0.03 

6.80 0.09 

 

Table 4.5 Nuuk total modeled runoff volumes (km3) for the best fit catchment 
realization, observed proglacial river discharge (km3) ± one standard deviation, and 
percent change in daily JJA discharge (bolded percentages represent an overestimation by 
MAR) for 2011-2014. Eqn: MAR-OBS/Mean OBS * 100 
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Year Discharge Runoff 
(Fw=1.1) 

Percent 
Error 

R-B 
Index 

2011 0.57 ± 
0.00 

0.93 ± 
0.00 

63.71 0.09 

2012 0.87 ± 
0.00 

1.89 ± 
0.00  

117.31 0.11 

2013 0.46 ± 
0.00 

1.01 ± 
0.00 

119.08 0.09 

2014 0.68 ± 
0.00 

1.40 ± 
0.00  

105.94 0.08 

 

Table 4.6 Percent change in daily JJA SWD, LWD, ST, and AL (bolded percentages 
represent an overestimation by MAR) for THU, KAN, and NUK PROMICE stations. 
Eqn: MAR-OBS/Mean OBS * 100 

Station SWD  LWD  ST AL 

THU_L 9.70 -11.57 -14.10 34.87 

THU_U 12.16 -9.93 25.31 -  

KAN_L 9.86 -10.04 -30.19 10.05 

KAN_M 4.47 -7.43 1.04 17.47 

KAN_U -0.77 -7.38 7.54 0.86 

NUK_L 19.79 -9.67 78.21 26.95 

NUK_U 34.50 -10.77 8.41 11.41 

 

4.4 Discussion 
 

Other studies have compared Greenland river discharge observations at single 

rivers with ice sheet estimates. But, this study is the first to compare model discharge 

(QM) estimates with proglacial river discharge (QO) at three drainage basins in Greenland. 

In the 2004-2014 study period, model-observation comparisons were augmented with an 

investigation of how drainage delineation methodology and forcing variables may explain 

differences between models and measurements. Choice of drainage delineation 
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methodology, specifically the relative importance of surface and basal topography 

determined by the floatation factor (Fw), showed to be a major influence on modeled 

discharge. Water flow dictated by surface topography only (Fw=1.1) provides the best fit 

for model-observation discharge at the Thule and Nuuk basins (Fig. 4.2). However, 

incorporating sub-glacial topography, and therefore a representative flotation factor (here, 

Fw=0.90) is important for delineating the Watson River basin, as other studies have 

identified moulins and crevasses as important surface features for transporting meltwater 

to the glacier bed in southwest Greenland (e.g., Smith et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016). 

Daily QM estimates are within the range of QO in the Watson basin, yet predominantly 

overestimate daily QO from the Thule and Nuuk basins (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). While 

absolute values are not represented well in the model for the Nuuk and Thule basins, 

daily QM is able to capture the general variability in daily discharge across all sites 

particularly when averaged over five days or longer (Fig. 4.3). The model-observation 

daily discharge differs markedly during peak discharge events such as the exceptional 

melt season of 2012 in the Thule and Watson basins (Fig. 4.2e and i). During high melt 

episodes, QM is dampened, and may be partly attributed to the MAR runoff delay 

function. Better agreement between model and observed discharge is seen as the average 

timescale period increases (Fig. 4.3). A ten-day average provides the best fit in model-

observed discharge (r2 between 0.73 and 0.90), but a five-day average is almost as good 

(r2 between 0.7 and 0.83). Large discrepancies in variables governing surface melt are 

observed, and the model is commonly larger than observations for incoming solar 

radiation, surface albedo, and surface temperature, with some notable exceptions and 

consistently lower for downward infrared fluxes (Figs. 4.4-4.6; Table 4.6). These positive 
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and negative biases translate into varying melt rates at lower-to-higher elevations, as 

prescribed by the PDD-derived total melt difference calculations (Fig. 4.7).  

Due to a runoff delay function that appears to dampen daily ice sheet runoff too 

much, MAR resolves daily discharge poorly in Thule and Nuuk basins (Fig. 4.2), but 

capturing variability improves at longer time aggregations of 5-, 10-, and 20-day averages 

(Fig. 4.3). Scatter plots of different temporal averaging confirm this discharge variability, 

where r2 values are equal to or greater than 0.7 for 5-, 10-, and 20-day averages at all 

three basins (Fig. 4.3b-d, f-h, and j-l). At the daily timescale, QM is poor at capturing 

absolute discharge values (Fig. 4.2; Tables 4.3-4.5). Daily discharge at the Nuuk basin 

reveals the largest model-observation discrepancies, with overall positive biases in QM 

estimates (Table 4.5). The percent errors in Nuuk basin QM can be as large as ~120% 

overestimation of QO in 2013 (Table 4.5). These findings are consistent with 

discrepancies between RACMO2 and river discharge for the Nuuk basin in Overeem et 

al. (2015). Despite smaller daily discharge magnitudes, MAR consistently overestimates 

daily QO for all years, with percent errors as high as ~85% in 2006 (Table 4.3). The best 

agreement in daily discharge occurs at the Watson Basin, where QO is underestimated 

slightly in 2009-2011 and overestimates in 2012-2013 (Table 4.4). The largest positive 

bias in Watson daily discharge is observed during the extreme melt event of 2012 (Fig. 

4.2i), with the percent error ~23% (Table 4.4). These results contradict the consistent 

overestimation (by 38%, on average) of Watson river total seasonal discharge volumes 

predicted by RACMO2 shown in Overeem et al. (2015). This discrepancy may be 

explained by differences in model runoff representations, where RACMO2 does not 

incorporate a lag time between meltwater generation and runoff, and due to the fact that a 
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previous version of the Watson discharge data set is used with considerably lower values 

(van As et al., 2012). Cullather et al. (2016) found that MAR runoff at the macro-basin 

scale (cf. Basins 6 and 8 in Figure 4.9) was larger in the latter half of the melt season for 

2000-2012 compared to other RCMs. This hysteresis may be partly attributed to the 

MAR runoff delay function, which is important for larger area basins such as the Watson 

River, but not necessarily for smaller basins similar to Thule and Nuuk with shorter water 

transport times from the ice sheet to the proglacial river. The runoff delay function is 

important, nonetheless, as it provides more realistic runoff values, as demonstrated with 

the river discharge collected at the Watson River fitted with a transit delay function (van 

As et al., 2017). Van As et al. (2017) also found intra-seasonal variations in the routing 

delay, requiring shorter delay adjustments particularly after high melt episodes (e.g., July 

2012). These seasonal variations in routing delays is likely due to the rapid formation of a 

hydrologically-efficient en-glacial and sub-glacial transport system after peak meltwater 

periods (Bartholomew et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 2011). As extreme melt events are 

expected to become more frequent in a warming climate (McGrath et al., 2013), 

improving the skill of the MAR runoff delay function is crucial for accurately estimating 

future peak runoff events. Furthermore, integration of more recent surface hydrology 

observations (Smith et al., 2015; Gleason et al., 2016) should be incorporated into the 

MAR runoff delay function, to modernize parameters currently applied (Lefebre et al., 

2003) to simulate a realistic time lag for meltwater runoff transport from inception to 

outflow at the ice sheet margin.    

Daily QM estimates are dampened, and therefore, do not capture peak daily QO 

events well (Fig. 4.2). This is best exemplified during the record-setting melt episode 
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from 10-14 July 2012 impacting 97% of the ice sheet surface area (Nghiem et al., 2012). 

On 11 July 2012, Watson QO peaked at 3188.76 ± 478.31 m3 s-1. Similar Watson peak 

river discharge (~3100 m3 s-1) was recorded from other studies (van As et al., 2017; 

Mikkelsen et al., 2016). Yet, MAR underestimated this peak discharge event by ~19% 

(Fig. 4.2i). Similar underestimation of runoff on 12 July 2012 was found for the Thule 

basin, but by an extraordinary -110% (cf. QO of 141.12 ± 38.08 m3 s-1 and QM of 67.05 ± 

10.06 m3 s-1; Fig. 4.2e). Underestimation of modeled peak discharge events, like the mid-

July 2012 melt event, has been acknowledged as problematic (Fausto et al., 2016). Fausto 

et al. (2016) found that the HIRHAM RCM underestimated melt rates up to 56% during 

exceptional melt episodes in July 2012, through an underestimation of turbulent energy 

fluxes. This highlights the importance of accurately quantifying turbulent flux terms in 

RCMs.  

The Nuuk basin is an exception to the modeled peak discharge underestimation 

observed at the Thule and Watson basins. A reversed pattern of overestimation of 

modeled discharge at Nuuk was observed in 2012 (Fig. 4.2l), irrespective of extreme melt 

episodes (Fig. 4.2k-n). While Fausto et al. (2016) identified an underestimation in 

modeled (HIRHAM) melt at the NUK_U PROMICE station by 31% (no data available at 

NUK_L), our Nuuk PDD-derived meltwater production estimates indicate an 

overestimation at both NUK_L and NUK_U, corresponding to an overestimation in QM 

by ~48% on 10 July 2012 (cf. QO of 240.40 ± 134.65 m3 s-1 and QM of 465.78 ± 69.87 m3 

s-1). This suggests that the overestimation observed for the Nuuk basin during excessive 

melt and non-melt episodes cannot be explained by differences in nonradiative fluxes, but 

likely from uncertainties in drainage basin delineation (cf. Fig. 4.2k-n modeled runoff 
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estimates for each flotation factor), uncertainties in river discharge collection, and 

radiative terms (see below). Evidence for uncertainties in the drainage basin delineation 

at Nuuk is indicated by the increasingly large basin area with flotation factor (Fig. 4.1c), 

and could be explained by errors in the surface or bedrock topography datasets (Howat et 

al., 2014; Morlighem et al., 2014). Alternative drainage basin delineation methods, such 

as the probability-based catchment method described in Carroll et al. (2016), should be 

investigated further and adopted to increase the range of likely drainage basin 

delineations further. However, better constraining of the local topography and better 

understanding of the basin’s specific hydrologic transport pathways (e.g., van As et al., 

2012; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016), and potential for 

water piracy may also be needed (Lindbäck et al., 2015). This method may be superior to 

drainage basins calculated based on bed and surface slope in regions with hydrologically-

complex watersheds containing rapidly evolving supraglacial rivers, lakes, and fractures 

such as in west and southwest Greenland (e.g., van As et al., 2012; Fitzpatrick et al., 

2014; Smith et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016), such as the Watson River (van As et al., 

2017; Lindbäck et al., 2015).  

Radiative terms, particularly SWD, offer an additional explanation for model-

observation discrepancies in discharge. The largest positive bias in discharge is observed 

at Nuuk and can be partly attributed to the model overestimation of SWD (up to ~35% at 

NUK_U; Table 4.6). This overestimation of SWD at Nuuk is likely due to an 

underestimation of cloud cover, and has been identified in the MAR (Fettweis et al., 

2016) and RACMO2.3 (Van Tricht et al., 2016) models. Van Tricht et al. (2016) found 

that clouds have an impact of limiting meltwater refreezing and identify that the average 
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cloud radiative effect is high over the Nuuk basin and near the ice sheet margin of the 

Watson basin, and slightly lower over the Thule basin (cf. Figure 4.2b in Van Tricht et al. 

(2016)). Van Tricht’s et al. (2016) findings, despite its coarse resolution, are the first 

continental assessment of cloud radiative effects based on satellite observations.  

 This cloud radiative effect diminishes as we move inland and to higher elevations 

of western GrIS (van Tricht et al., 2016). This may explain why the Watson drainage 

basin exhibits the best agreement in model-observation discharge (Fig. 4.2f-j), and is 

linked to a smaller average error among the three basins (Table 4.6). Despite the large 

cloud radiative effect at the margin, the Watson basin extends far inland to a region with 

lower cloud radiative effect (Van Tricht et al., 2016), and which is known as one of the 

sunniest and driest areas in Greenland (van As et al., 2012). Despite the reasonable fit in 

Watson discharge, the KAN station data suggests cooler surface temperatures at lower 

elevations (KAN_L; Table 4.6), which would correspond to lower melt rates, as observed 

in our PDD melt totals (Fig. 4.7). This contradiction is puzzling as it doesn’t fit the 

model-observation discharge results. Differences in model-observation discharge may be 

partly linked to uncertainties associated with river discharge measurements. Discharge 

observations at the Watson River are difficult, and has been revised several times 

(Hasholt et al., 2013; van As et al., 2017). Sub-glacial water piracy provides an additional 

means for explaining differences in model-observation discharge. Catchment piracy has 

been observed at the Watson River (Lindbäck et al, 2015), with the sub-glacial boundary 

temporarily widening to overlap almost 30% of a neighboring catchment during the melt 

season. However, the net area change due to water piracy occurred at high elevations and 

subsequent runoff increase of the Watson basin was small, and likely doesn’t explain for 
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large differences in model-observation discharge, even in a large basin area (van As et 

al., 2017). An alternative explanation to the model-observation discharge differences at 

Watson could be due to meltwater retention, as identified by several studies (e.g., 

Rennermalm et al. 2013; Smith et al., 2015; Overeem et al., 2015; Mikkelesen et al., 

2016). However, during the exceptional melt year of 2012, meltwater retention was 

probably less than in other years due to the presence of perched superimposed ice layers 

(Machguth et al., 2016; Mikkelsen et al., 2016) that forced surface meltwater to run off in 

efficient, supraglacial channels. With more extreme melt episodes, a reduction in firn 

storage capacity, and the formation of thicker ice lens, future extreme melt events may 
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result in more extraordinary, abrupt pulses of runoff to downstream proglacial rivers, and 

ultimately, to GrIS contributions to sea level rise.   

    Based on the model-observation results, the Thule basin is considered the best site 

for examining model-observation differences. This is supported by the nearly constant 

catchment delineations despite varying flotation factors (Fig. 4.1b). While all basin 

comparisons may suffer from model errors with simulated runoff and forcing variables, 

errors with in situ discharge observation, and drainage basin size, only the Thule basin 

minimizes the errors due to drainage basin size. The small variations in Thule basin size 

suggest that water piracy from adjacent catchments is not likely. Furthermore, the high 

flashiness of the Thule basin indicates that meltwater evacuates rapidly (Table 4.3), due 

to the small basin size, and is therefore ideal for assessing RCMs without a runoff delay 

function (e.g., RACMO and HIRHAM). These findings highlight the need for future river 

discharge analyses to find and compare model discharge with ‘Thule-like’ basins.   

   No systematic explanation for model-observation discrepancies can be identified 

at the three drainage basins (Figs. 4.4-4.6). However, some consistencies in modeled 

drivers of melt are observed. Across all PROMICE stations, we see a consistent 

overestimation in downwelling shortwave radiation, with the slight exception of the 

higher elevation KAN_U station, and consistent underestimation in downward longwave 

radiation (Table 4.6). Furthermore, MAR overestimates surface albedo at all elevations 

and sites (Table 4.6). These findings, with the exception of KAN_U SWD, are consistent 

with the findings of MAR v3.5.2 comparisons in Fettweis et al. (2016) and RACMO2.3 

comparisons in Van Tricht et al. (2016). Yet, the MAR cold-bias of -0.65 °C observed in 

summer months in Fettweis et al. (2016) is at odds with our surface temperature findings 
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(Table 4.6). Instead, we observe a positive bias in MAR surface temperatures at middle 

and higher elevation stations (THU_U, KAN_M, KAN_U), and exceptional positive 

biases at both NUK stations. The different results may be partly attributed to the 

aggregation of all PROMICE stations in Fettweis et al. (2016), while our study provides 

an individual assessment of each station. The considerably large overestimation of 

surface temperature at NUK_L (~78%) is likely due to the station’s low elevation (540 

m), its location within the overlapping MAR grid cell (averaging surface temperatures of 

both land and ice), and its distance from the Nuuk basin (linear distance of ~42 km), 

contributing to a warm bias. A similar study comparing runoff from several basins in the 

Nuuk region with MAR v3.2 and RACMO2 RCMs, found no offset in downward 

shortwave radiation, an underestimation in downward longwave radiation, and an 

overestimation in surface albedo (van As et al., 2014). However, this study differs in that 

the drainage basins assessed are located north of our Nuuk basin (with different 

hydrometeorological conditions), discharge measurements were collected from Tasersuaq 

Lake, and used aggregated weather station data on- and off-ice from PROMICE and other 

operators including Danish Meteorological Institute, Asiaq (Greenland Survey), and 

Greenland airports (van As et al., 2014). Contrasting to our observed positive anomalies 

in surface temperatures and therefore PDD-derived melt at NUK_L (+1.7-3.0 m from 

2011-2014), van As et al. (2014) models observed an underestimation in surface melt at 

NUK_L of 5-7 m yr-1, equating to an underestimation of net ablation by ~30-50%. 

Despite these differences, van As et al. (2014) found good agreement in RACMO2 and 

MAR v3.2 model-observation runoff estimates and temporal variability at the basin scale, 

with the exception of high melt years (2010-2012; see Figure 4). While the MAR model 
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contains a runoff delay, RACMO has yet to incorporate a runoff delay function. The 

Nuuk basin is a medium-sized basin (relative to Thule and Watson basins) and a 

moderate flashiness index (relative to Thule (highest R-B index) and Watson (lowest R-B 

index); Tables 4.3-4.5), indicative of a moderate time lag required. This time lag appears 

accurate as several hydrologic features have been identified in the Nuuk basin, including 

a dammed proglacial lake and several melt ponds (Overeem et al., 2015). Van As et al. 

(2014) found that basins North of our Nuuk basin, required a one-week delay for 

RACMO2 runoff. This one-week delay may be a good starting point for adopting and 

developing a more realistic time lag for our Nuuk basin, and may be a source for 

improving the correspondence between model-observation discharges (Fig. 4.2k-n).         

 A consistent modeled overestimation of bare ice albedo is observed at all sites 

(Table 4.6). This positive bias in albedo due to the absence of an impurity-albedo 

parameterization scheme in MAR v3.5.2, restricting albedo values to occur below 0.40 

(Tedesco et al., 2016), despite values below 0.4 observed at the PROMICE stations (Figs. 

4.4g, 4.5j-l, and 4.6g-h). Several studies recommend the improvement of the bare ice 

albedo scheme in MAR and other regional climate models, as it is one of the most 

important physical variables influencing SMB estimates (van Angelen et al., 2012; 

Tedesco et al., 2016; Fettweis et al., 2016). This study supports these recommendations 

and encourages future work to incorporate a spatiotemporally evolving bare ice albedo 

scheme, particularly in spatial heterogeneous regions of the ice sheet (e.g., lower ablation 

areas coinciding with lower PROMICE stations and the ‘dark band’ region of West 

Greenland; e.g., Moustafa et al., 2015), which takes into account an impurity scheme 
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(e.g., cryoconite holes, dark ice, and melt ponds) and changes in biological activity 

(Chandler et al., 2015) into future MAR versions.    

 Based on the findings of this study, a more realistic MAR runoff delay function is 

needed to capture daily discharge variability at the basin-scale. This is particularly 

important for capturing peak discharge events, which are expected to become more 

frequent in the future. Improvements in radiative and albedo schemes as well as accurate 

cloud representations should be priorities in future versions of MAR and other RCMs. 

Similar drainage basins to the Thule basin should be identified and used for future 

comparison of model-observation discharge at the basin-scale. This study assessed the 

ability of MAR to simulate basin discharge, which is a widely used model to estimate 

current and future GrIS SMB. However, the framework used here should not just be 

applied to MAR, but should be used to examine other RCMs to improve the overall 

ability to constrain Greenland’s contribution to global sea levels rise.   

 

4.5 Conclusions 
 

 In this study, an inter-comparison between model-observation discharge at three 

basins located north-to-south in west Greenland is conducted. MAR poorly resolves daily 

discharge variability in the Nuuk and Thule basins (r2 range of 0.41 to 0.55), but is better 

able to capture variability on 5-, 10-, and 20-day averages based on high (r2 > 0.70) 

correlation coefficients. The variability in the Watson basin is well represented by MAR 

at all-time aggregations, but the fit increases somewhat with longer time averages. The 

agreement between model-observation discharge is reduced during peak discharge 

events, such as the exceptional melt season of 2012, for the Thule and Watson basins. 
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The peak discharge events are underestimated by as much as 110% and 19% at the Thule 

and Watson basins, on 11 and 12 July 2012, respectively. For the optimal drainage basin 

delineation, MAR overestimated discharge at the Thule and Nuuk basins, while the 

Watson basin obtained a good fit. The average error for all available observational years 

is 63.2%, 3%, and 101.5% of the mean JJA observed river discharge for Thule, Watson, 

and Nuuk, respectively.  

No systematic explanation for discrepancies between model-observation 

discharge across the three sites is discernable. Comparison of model-observation 

discharge discrepancies are likely caused by an underestimation of cloud cover, brighter 

surface albedos than are actually realized on the ice sheet surface, and a frequent warm-

bias in near-surface air temperatures. Despite these competing forces on melt and 

subsequent runoff, it appears that overestimation of downward shortwave fluxes 

dominated, contributing to the overestimation of discharge observed at the Thule and 

Nuuk basins.  

Based on our findings, we determine that the Thule basin is the best site to 

examine model-observation differences because it has the smallest uncertainty in 

drainage basin extent, and additional ‘Thule-like’ catchments should be identified to 

further investigate modeled runoff at the basin-scale. The framework developed to assess 

MAR’s ability to assess SMB forcings and runoff across three basins should be applied to 

evaluate other RCMs. Given the strong, increasing trends in runoff dominating SMB, it is 

crucial to improve the radiative processes, surface albedo schemes and delay function in 

MAR given its importance for determining current and future estimates of runoff 

contributions to GrIS SMB.  
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Chapter 5: Record discharge from three Greenland ice sheet 

drainage basins in 2012 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 The extreme melt year of 2012 on the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) has been 

documented by numerous modeling, climatology, remote sensing, and observational 

studies (Nghiem et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2013; Bennartz et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 

2013b; Smith et al., 2015; Fausto et al., 2016; Mikkelsen et al., 2016; McGrath et al., 

2013). Summer 2012 was marked by two extreme melt episodes that covered ~98.6% 

(~79.2%) of the ice sheet surface on 12 (29) July 2012 (Nghiem et al., 2012), extending 

to the upper elevations of the ice divide (McGrath et al., 2013). A blocking high pressure 

system, corresponding to a strong, negative summer North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) 

anomaly (-2.4 standard deviations below the NAO average for JJA in 1981-2010) 

contributed to the exceptional melt observed (Hanna et al., 2014; Overland et al., 2012; 

Box et al., 2013). This caused warm southerly air flow to advect over west Greenland that 

promoted spatiotemporally-extensive melting (Box et al., 2013), record-setting 

temperatures to be observed (Hall et al., 2013), and surface albedo two standard 

deviations below the 2003-2012 average (Tedesco et al., 2013b), contributing to 

unprecedented mass loss, and subsequent sea level rise equivalent of 1.2 mm (van den 

Broeke et al., 2016). The same blocking high pressure pattern has been observed in prior 

high melt years, including summers 2007 and 2010 (Box et al., 2013). Low-level liquid 
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clouds (Bennartz et al., 2013) and turbulent heat fluxes (Fausto et al., 2016) contributed 

to the exceptional melt in 2012.  

Several studies have evaluated proglacial discharge in 2012 in the Watson 

(Overeem et al., 2015; Mikkelsen et al., 2016; van As et al., 2017) and Isortoq Rivers 

(Smith et al., 2015) in southwest Greenland. Additional studies of proglacial discharge in 

2012 were conducted in south Greenland in the Naujat Kuat River (Overeem et al., 2015) 

and Tasersuaq Lake (van As et al., 2014). Mikkelsen et al. (2016) and van As et al. 

(2017) found that runoff from the Watson River in 2012 was amplified by catchment 

hypsometry and impenetrable superimposed ice layers in the percolation zone. The 2012 

extreme melt conditions revealed the importance of supraglacial river features for 

efficiently channelizing meltwater drainage as observed from time-lapse camera and high 

resolution satellite imagery (Smith et al., 2015) and the potential for considerable storage 

mechanisms (Overeem et al., 2015) and meltwater generation in the Nuuk region (>50 

km3 in 2012; van As et al., 2014). Evaluating the extreme melt year of 2012 is important, 

as extreme events are expected to become more frequent with anticipated anthropogenic 

atmospheric warming (McGarth et al., 2013). No previous study have examined how the 

extreme melt year of 2012 manifested itself across multiple river drainage basins 

 In this study, we investigate the extreme melt season of 2012 by quantifying river 

discharge at three sites, located north-to-south, in west Greenland. An inter-comparison 

of river discharge from three drainage basins – Thule, Watson, and Nuuk is conducted. 

Peak discharge events are identified and the timing of these events is compared. The 

covariance of primary drivers of melt with peak discharge events is examined. Finally, 
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the spatial distribution of large atmospheric circulation patterns is co-located with 

variations in drainage basin discharge.   

 

5.1.1. Overview of the water transport pathway from the ice sheet 
surface to proglacial rivers 
 

The GrIS is experiencing an increasing negative trend in surface mass balance 

(SMB) driven by increases in runoff (Enderlin et al., 2014). Meltwater runoff has 

increased its rate from 1.3 ± 1.1 Gt yr-2 in 1961-1990 to 8.4 ± 2.3 Gt yr-2 in 1991-2015 

(van den Broeke et al., 2016). The increase in meltwater runoff impacts not only 

Greenland’s SMB and therefore sea level rise, but also affects supraglacial, englacial, and 

subglacial processes. Persistent melting affects local surface processes such as the 

albedo-melt feedback, reducing surface albedo, leading to an increase in the absorption of 

incoming solar radiation, which further enhances melting (Box et al., 2012). In the lower 

accumulation zone, the percolation zone retains and refreezes a portion of the meltwater 

that is generated, increasing its density in firn layers (e.g., Harper et al., 2012). The 

percolation zone has been identified as a buffering mechanism, capable of offsetting 

future sea level rise (Pfeffer et al., 1991; Harper et al. 2012). However, a recent study by 

de la Peña et al. (2015) found a steep increase in firn-ice content, which decreases the 

capacity of the percolation zone to retain meltwater. This is confounded by the 

occurrence of more supraglacial lake features at higher elevations (Banwell et al., 2012; 

Leeson et al., 2015).    
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Below the equilibrium line, in the summer months, meltwater runs off into 

supraglacial rivers (Smith et al., 2015) or is temporarily stored in lower elevation 

supraglacial lakes. Some supraglacial lakes overflow or drain rapidly into the sub-glacial 

environment (e.g., Doyle et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 2013a; Palmer et al., 2015). 

Alternatively, meltwater intersects with moulins, crevasses and ice fractures. Meltwater 

that runs off into en- and sub-glacial systems can influence ice sheet dynamics (e.g., 

Zwally et al., 2002; Sundal et al., 2011; Tedstone et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2016). Some 

of this meltwater evacuates from the ice sheet margin, contributing to downstream 

proglacial river discharge. Proglacial river discharge includes contributions from both 

melt- and rain-water that is not retained in the supra-, en-, sub-glacial systems and lost to 

evaporation or groundwater systems.   

 

5.2 Data and Methods 
 

5.2.1 In situ discharge data 

Proglacial river discharge was measured at three basins, Thule, Watson, and 

Nuuk, from north-to-south (see Fig. 4.1). Discharge at each of these sites were collected 

using different methods as described below. In this study, river discharge is presented in 

this study as a daily average in units of m3 s-1. 
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5.2.2 Thule 

The North River, located in the northern part of the Pituffik Peninsula in 

Northwest Greenland (Fig. 4.1b), is referred to as the Thule basin in this study. Proglacial 

discharge measurements and river stage were collected from a bridge 20 km west of the 

ice sheet edge, along the North River near the Thule Air Base (Fig. 4.1b) in 2012. River 

stage was measured every 5 to 15 minutes using a Campbell radar instrument attached 8 

m above the stream bed. River stage measurements were collected throughout the melt 

season to capture a range of stages to construct a rating curve (e.g. Dingman, 2015). Two 

different methods were used to collect discharge, depending upon stage levels: 1) at low 

and medium river stage, observations were made with the velocity-area method (TC, 

2007); and 2) at high river stage (>1.2 m), observations were conducted using the float 

method to measure surface velocity, and assuming a uniform velocity profile. About 

twelve discharge measurements were collected and combined to produce a rating curve. 

Using an error propagation method similar to Rennermalm et al. (2012), the combined 

estimated discharge error is 27%.   

 

5.2.3 Watson  

The Watson River drains the land-terminating Kangerlussuaq sector of the 

western GrIS (Fig. 4.1d). Stage height were recorded nearby the Watson River Bridge in 

Kangerlussuaq, about 22 km from the ice sheet edge (Hasholt et al., 2013). The dataset 

has been revised several times as new and more precise discharge observations have been 

employed (van As et al., 2017). Using pressure transducers, river level was measured and 

recorded as hourly averages. Discharge measurements were collected across a range of 
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stage heights to produce a rating curve. Three methods were used to construct a stage-

discharge relationship, and are detailed in van As et al., (2017). An uncertainty value of 

15% is assigned to all Watson river discharge measurements.  

 

5.2.4 Nuuk  

The Naujat Kuat River, hereafter referred to as the Nuuk basin, is located 11 km 

from the ice sheet margin, in south Greenland, draining a mix of tundra (63-75%; 

Overeem et al., 2015) and upstream ice area (Fig. 4.1c). The river drains into the 

Ameragdla fjord, a tributary of the Lyseefjord, located south of Greenland’s capital, 

Nuuk. Here, discharge observations are from Overeem et al. (2015).  

Discharge measurements were continuously collected from the Naujat Kuat River 

in 2012, with a hiatus from 1 to 12 June. Stage height was measured with a Campbell 

sonic ranger and sampled hourly. Velocity measurements were collected with the float 

method and water surface slope from a site visit in August 2012. River cross-sectional 

area was computed using a 3D bedrock constriction model from four photographs taken 

on 6 April 2012 during very low flow. Photographs were processed in a structure-from-

motion package (Bundler and Patch-based Multi-view Stereo Software) to produce a 

dense point cloud. Using identifiable ground reference points (e.g., boulder), the model 

was scaled, to produce a final 2D cross-sectional area. A stage-discharge relationship was 

determined using both in situ and modeled estimates. Model estimates were included to 

augment sparse in situ stage-discharge measurements and to overcome turbulent river 

flow conditions. Modeled stage-discharge estimates were calculated using a fluid-

mechanics model (Kean and Smith, 2005; Kean and Smith, 2010). Channel geometry, 
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channel roughness, and water surface slope from the model were used to estimate cross-

sectional velocity and discharge from stage height observations. A set of sensitivity 

experiments were conducted for each cross section, and the model was iterated over a 

range of channel roughness and slope values. The sensitivity experiment that best fit the 

observed stage-discharge relationship was used. With a limited observational record and 

uncertainties in model parameterization, the sensitivity experiments estimate discharge 

uncertainty at 56%. More details are provided in Overeem et al. (2015).   

 

5.2.5 Inter-comparison of river discharge  
 

An inter-comparison of river discharge is conducted to examine outflow at each 

basin during summer melt season (JJA) 2012. Through time series analysis, peak 

discharge events are identified; magnitudes and timing at each respective basin are 

compared. To compare seasonal (JJA) flow relative to previous melt years (here, 

available discharge years included: Thule from 2004-2006 and 2011-2012; Watson from 

2007-2013; and Nuuk from 2012-2014), total seasonal discharge volumes are computed 

and normalized relative to the 2012 melt season (Q2012).  

To compare daily variability over the melting season, all three basins were 

transformed to a common scale by normalized daily discharge time series using the z-

score method: 

𝑧𝑧 = (𝑠𝑠− 𝜇𝜇)
𝜎𝜎

               (1) 
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Where, 𝑋𝑋 is the value of the daily observed discharge, 𝜇𝜇 is the average of daily discharge 

over the melt season, and 𝜎𝜎 is standard deviation. 𝑧𝑧, also known as the standard score, 

indicates how many standard deviations daily observed discharge is from the mean.  

 

5.2.6 Meteorological measurements from PROMICE stations 

 Near-surface conditions collected from nearby Programme for Monitoring of the 

Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE; Ahlstrom et al., 2008) Automatic Weather Stations 

(AWSs) were compared with river discharge. Variations in primary drivers of melt were 

evaluated against proglacial river discharge to determine if they co-occurred during peak 

discharge events. Two AWSs were identified in or near each basin (see Fig. 4.1). Six of 

the seven AWSs used in Chapter 4 were used in this study (see Table 4.1). To avoid 

cluttering, only meteorological variables from lower (AWS_L) and upper (AWS_U) 

elevation stations are presented (i.e., AWS_M at the middle elevation is excluded here), 

where AWS_U corresponds to each station three-letter naming convention (i.e., THU, 

KAN, and NUK correspond to Thule, Watson, and Nuuk basins, respectively). Each 

AWS recorded near-surface air temperature (ST; at 2 m), shortwave downward radiation 

(SWD), longwave downward radiation (LWD), and surface albedo (AL). Surface albedo 

at the Thule basin was not measured in 2012 and is not presented in subsequent analyses. 

To examine if surface processes covary with river discharge variability and peak 

discharge events, time series plots of daily meteorological variables are plotted against 

daily river discharge at each basin.   
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5.2.7 Geopotential heights 

 500 mb geopotential height fields, hereafter GPH, were obtained from the 20th 

century reanalysis (20CR) daily composites (version V2c; hereafter, 20CR) to determine 

the summer 2012 atmospheric circulation patterns and their correlation with surface 

meteorological and river discharge variability. The GPH variable is selected because it 

represents the integration of both large-scale atmospheric patterns and the heat content of 

an air mass that falls within the 700 – 500 hPa range often used to characterize Greenland 

ice sheet’s atmospheric conditions (e.g., Mioduszewski et al., 2016). The GPH is the 

height of a pressure surface above average sea level, where warmer air masses 

correspond to higher heights and vice versa. Furthermore, the GPH anomalies provide the 

deviation of GPHs from mean values, with positive GPH anomalies corresponding to 

temperatures above the average, and vice versa for negative anomalies. Lastly, GPH 

contours and their distance between one another can be used to make inferences 

regarding wind speed and direction (with faster winds corresponding to tightly spaced 

contours and vice versa).  

The 20CR is NOAA-CIRES’s comprehensive global atmospheric circulation data 

set that spans the 1850-2014 period (Compo et al., 2011). The 20CR data set is produced 

by integrating surface pressures, monthly sea surface temperature, and sea ice 

distributions as boundary conditions within an Ensemble Kalman Filter data assimilation 

framework (Whitaker and Hamill, 2002; Compo et al., 2011). It has a 2° spatial 

resolution and 28 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure levels (Juang, 2005) to produce a global 

analysis every 6-hours of the 20th century. Uncertainty is quantified from a 56 member 

ensemble. The V2c is the same as the version 2 model, with an updated sea ice boundary 
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condition from the Centennial in situ Observation-Based Estimates sea surface 

temperature data set (COBE; Hirahara et al., 2014), additional observations of surface 

pressure from the International Surface Pressure Databank (ISPD version 3.2.9; Cram et 

al., 2015), and new pentad Simple Ocean Data Assimilation with sparse input 

(SODAsi.2) sea surface temperature fields (Giese et al., 2016). The 20CR data set 

validation reveals good agreement within three-days of operational numerical weather 

prediction (NWP) forecasts in the Northern Hemisphere (Compo et al., 2011) and over 

Greenland (e.g., Hanna et al., 2011). A recent study found good agreement between the 

20CRV2c reanalysis data set and ERA-Interim data that is used to force the MAR 

(v3.5.2) regional climate model (RCM).   

For this study, daily anomalies of 500 mb GPHs corresponding to the first 

extreme melt event period in mid-July 2012 (10 to 12 July 2012) are examined. In 

addition, five-day anomalies across the main portion of the 2012 melt season (1 July to 9 

August) are examined to characterize the seasonal progression of atmospheric circulation 

patterns and attribute their role in the second melt episode (28 July to 4 August 2012). 

The 500 GPH fields are evaluated within the 58° – 85° N and 280° – 350° W domain. 

The reanalysis plots were created using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA)/Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) Physical Sciences 

Division, Boulder, Colorado website at: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/.  

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
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5.3 Results 
 

5.3.1 Inter-comparison of river discharge in 2012 
 

 Annual total discharge volumes vary by melt season and drainage basin, but the 

2012 melt season is unprecedented across all basins (Fig. 5.1). The cumulative observed 

discharge volume is 3.2, 48.1, and 10.1 km3 for the 2012 melt season at the Thule, 

Watson, and Nuuk basins, respectively. The Thule basin demonstrates the largest 

departure from previous melt season cumulative discharge values (difference of 0.30 

between 2011 and 2012 in the values normalized relative to 2012 discharge totals, Q2012) 

and from the Watson and Nuuk basins (Fig. 5.1). Thule’s 2011 melt season trails the 

2012 melt season for second highest discharge volume (0.70 of Q2012). Thule’s 2004-

2006 melt seasons are considerably lower (range between ~0.37 and 0.52 of the 2012 

seasonal discharge) than 2011-2012. In contrast, the Watson basin experienced nearly a 

similar total discharge volume in 2010 to the 2012 melt season (0.96 vs. 1 relative to 

Q2012; Fig. 5.1).  
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Figure 5.1 Total discharge volume for each basin for available years of discharge data 
normalized relative to total discharge volumes in 2012 (i.e. each year’s seasonal (JJA) discharge 
was divided with the total JJA discharge in Q2012). Discharge data is available at Thule in 2004-
2006 and 2011-2012, Watson in 2007-2013, and Nuuk in 2012-2014.  

 

Interestingly, following the 2012 melt season, the 2013 melt season reveals the lowest 

cumulative discharge volume (0.40 of Q2012) of the entire Watson basin record (2007-

2013). The 2007 (0.70 of Q2012) and 2011 (0.72 of Q2012) melt seasons succeed the 

Watson basin’s 2010 and 2012 highest melt seasons. Different from the Thule and 

Watson basins, the Nuuk basin reveals nearly equal staggering between annual total 

discharge volumes between 2012 and 2014 (difference of 0.22 in normalized values 

relative to Q2012) as well as 2013 and 2014 (difference of 0.25 in normalized values 

relative to Q2012; Fig. 5.1). Similar to Watson’s 2013 melt season (0.40 of Q2012), Nuuk’s 
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2013 melt season discharge is lowest (0.53 of Q2012), but the total magnitude is larger for 

the Nuuk basin relative to Q2012 (cf. Watson basin 2013; Fig. 5.1).  

  

5.3.2 Peak discharge events  
 

 The 2012 melt season is unprecedented at all three basins (as shown in Section 

5.3.1), prompting an investigation into the identification and timing of daily peak 

discharge events. As mentioned previously, two melt episodes, on 12 and 29 July 2012, 

are identified with ice sheet wide or nearly ice sheet wide melt (Nghiem et al., 2012). A 

consistent one-day time step characterizes the progression of the first melt episode from 

south-to-north (Fig. 5.2). The Nuuk basin peaks first on 10 July 2012, followed by 

Watson on 11 July 2012 and then the Thule basin on 12 July 2012. Somewhat 

surprisingly, the Thule basin experienced the largest departure, 3.50 standard deviations 

above the average (cf. +2.89 and +2.56 standard deviations for Nuuk and Watson, 

respectively) during the first peak discharge event (on 12 July 2012, for the Thule basin). 

Dissimilar to Thule and Watson basins, Nuuk experienced secondary and tertiary peaks 

shortly after the 10 July 2012 peak discharge event on 16 and 19 July 2012 (Fig. 5.2).  
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Figure 5.2 Normalized (z-scores) seasonal (JJA) daily discharge for Thule (blue line), Watson 
(red line), and Nuuk (black line). E1 refers to the first melt episode from 8-15 July 2012 (gray 
shaded area). E2 refers to the second melt episode from 27 July to August 6 2012 (gray shaded 
area). A late season discharge pulse on 17 August is only observed in the Thule basin. 

 

These secondary and tertiary peaks are similar in magnitude to the first peak discharge 

event, +2.77 and +2.51 standard deviations above the seasonal mean. On 15 July 2012, 

one day prior to the secondary peak in the Nuuk basin, the standard deviation reduced 

substantially (0.36), representing a reduction of -2.41 standard deviations. This indicates 

that the Nuuk basin experienced the largest daily discharge variability during the first 

melt episode and in the 2012 melt season.  

The second ice sheet-wide melt episode concentrated in late July reveals less 

coherency in the peak timing across all basins (Fig. 5.2). In other words, a latitudinal 

gradient of peak daily discharge timing is not observed. The second peak discharge event 

is characterized by lower deviations from the mean, consistent with the reduced melt 
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extent observed on the ice sheet (~80%; Nghiem et al., 2012). During the second melt 

episode, the northernmost basin, Thule, exhibits the first peak discharge event, +1.78 

standard deviations above normal, on 28 July 2012 (Fig. 5.2). The Nuuk basin followed 

Thule, peaking at +1.85 standard deviations above the mean, on 29 July 2012. A delay in 

the second melt episode and downstream discharge response is observed for the Watson 

basin (Fig. 5.2). The Watson basin peaks past the late July mark, on 5 August 2012 

instead, at +1.44 standard deviations above the average. This secondary peak daily 

discharge event at the Watson basin is superseded by a similar, slightly lower magnitude 

peak discharge event on 31 July 2012 (+1.28 standard deviations). Despite being lower in 

magnitude, the second peak discharge period at the Watson basin is longer in duration 

and exhibits less daily discharge variability (sustained from ~29 July to 8 August 2012). 

Finally, a late season pulse of meltwater reaches the Thule gauging station on 17 August 

2012, spiking the daily discharge +1.74 standard deviations above the average (Fig. 5.2). 

To put it into perspective, this late season pulse in the Thule basin exceeded the Watson 

basin second peak discharge event (by +0.30 in z-score values), and is roughly 

comparable to the second peak discharge event departures with itself (cf. +1.78 to +1.74 

for 28 July and 17 August at Thule, respectively) and the Nuuk basin (cf. +1.85 to +1.74 

for 29 July and 17 August at Nuuk and Thule, respectively).  

 

5.3.3 Correspondence of near-surface conditions with peak discharge 
events  
 

Time series of SWD/LWD, ST and AL at lower and upper elevations reveal 

temporal and elevation differences in meteorological, and by extension, hydrologic 
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variables (Figs. 5.3-5.5). Thule basin shortwave and longwave downwelling radiation is 

only available from the upper elevation station in 2012 (Fig. 5.3a). Large inter-annual 

variability in SWD/LWD is observed (Fig. 5.3a). During the first peak discharge event on 

12 July 2012, lower SWD (151 W m-2) and high, sustained LWD (333.50 W m-2) is 

observed in the Thule AWS (Fig. 5.3a). The second peak melt event on 28 July 2012 

exhibited the same, low SWD (151 W m-2) and similar, high LWD (319.50 W m-2). Thule 

basin near-surface air temperatures were above freezing at the beginning of the melt 

season (~4.6 °C) on 2 June 2012 at both lower and upper elevations (Fig. 5.3b). However, 

these above-freezing temperatures didn’t persist until after 24 June 2012. These warm 

conditions continued up until 8 August 2012, with intermittent freezing and non-freezing 

temperatures occurring after 8 August 2012 (Fig. 5.3b). During the two peak discharge 

events (12 and 28 July 2012), air temperatures near Thule basin are well above the 

freezing point – 3.64 °C and 1.68 °C, respectively. These meteorological conditions 

contributed to two daily discharge peaks of 141.10 m3 s-1 and 91.38 m3 s-1 on 12 and 28 

July 2012, respectively (Fig. 5.3c). Thule’s late season pulse observed on 17 August 2012 

in Fig. 5.2 corresponds to similar conditions described in the previous two peak discharge 

events – lowered SWD, higher LWD, and above-freezing temperatures, resulting in a 

peak discharge of 90.12 m3 s-1 (Fig. 5.3c).  
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Figure 5.3 Meteorological records and river discharge measurements for the Thule basin during 
2012, including (a) incoming shortwave and longwave radiation (SWD and LWD) at THU_U 
(red and blue solid lines). No SWD/LWD data is available at THU_L in 2012. Panel (b) shows 
daily average near-surface air temperatures (ST) at THU_L (red stippled line) and THU_U (red 
solid line). Panel (c) contains proglacial discharge (black solid line). The dashed vertical black 
lines indicate the occurrence of the two peak discharge events occurring on 12 and 28 July 2012.   

 

 The Watson basin is characterized by distinct differences in the temporal and 

elevation distribution of melt energy available in the 2012 melt season (Fig. 5.4). 

Throughout the melt season, SWD (LWD) fluxes are lower at the KAN_L (KAN_U) 

stations as compared to SWD (LWD) fluxes at the KAN_U (KAN_L) stations (Fig. 5.4a), 

corresponding to elevation differences. During the 11 July 2012 peak discharge event for 

the Watson basin, SWD_L (SWD_U) is 314.70 W m-2 (278.90 W m-2) and LWD_L 

(LWD_U) is 290.90 W m-2 (301.3 W m-2; Fig. 5.4a). The convergence of SWD and LWD 

fluxes during the first peak discharge event is not observed during the second peak melt 
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event. The 5 August 2012 peak discharge event reveals similar LWD fluxes (324.70 W 

m-2 and 299.60 W m-2 for lower and upper elevations, respectively), and lowered SWD 

fluxes (170.80 W m-2 and 204.30 W m-2 for lower and upper elevations, respectively) as 

compared to the first peak discharge event (Fig. 5.4a). Near-surface air temperatures from 

KAN_U, located above the equilibrium line in this region, indicate oscillating 

temperatures hovering around the 0 °C line starting in mid-June 2012 (Fig. 5.4b). 

Anomalously warm temperatures at KAN_U is observed between 8 and 13 July 2012 

contributing to upper elevation surface melt corresponding to the period of high pressure 

and clear sky conditions (Fig. 5.4a-b; Nghiem et al., 2012). A similar trend in upper 

elevation station air temperatures is observed during the second peak discharge event 

(2.06 °C on 5 August 2012 at KAN_U; Fig. 5.4b). Above-freezing temperatures 

sustained nearly the entire melt season at the lower elevation KAN_L station (Fig. 5.4b). 

The extensive surface melt experienced at the Watson basin is amplified by lower surface 

albedos at lower and upper elevation stations (Fig. 5.4c). Surface albedo is 0.45 (0.64) 

and 0.45 (0.61) at the KAN_L (KAN_U) stations during the 11 July and 5 August 2012 

peak discharge events. These surface conditions contributed to a peak discharge of 3189 

m3 s-1 on 11 July 2012 and 2356 m3 s-1 on 5 August 2012 (Fig. 5.4d).  
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Figure 5.4 Same as Figure 5.2, but panel (c) contains surface albedo (AL) at KAN_L (red 
stippled line) and KAN_U (red solid line). Also, panel (d) now shows the proglacial discharge for 
the Watson basin (black solid line). The dashed vertical black lines indicate the occurrence of the 
two peak discharge events occurring on 11 July and 5 August 2012.   

 

   The Nuuk basin is marked by large, abrupt variations in SWD, and less 

variability in LWD at both lower and upper elevation stations (Fig. 5.5a). Altitudinal 

differences are limited as both NUK_L and NUK_U stations are located well below the 

equilibrium line for this region (Overeem et al., 2015). Lowered SWD (~92.50 W m-2) 

and higher LWD (~344.80 W m-2) are observed at both stations during the first peak 

discharge event on 10 July 2012 (Fig. 5.5a). In contrast, higher SWD (~258.30 W m-2) 
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and similar LWD (~317.40 W m-2) fluxes are observed during the second peak discharge 

event on 29 July 2012. Air temperature at both elevations is characterized by above-

freezing temperatures throughout nearly the entire 2012 melt season near the Nuuk basin 

(Fig. 5.5b). ST peaked to 10.21 °C (7.75 °C) at NUK_L (NUK_U) stations on 10 July 

2012. Lower, yet positive air temperatures are also observed during the second discharge 

event on 29 July 2012 (4.91 °C and 2.68 °C at NUK_L and NUK_U, respectively). While 

the NUK_L and NUK_U stations are not located within the Nuuk basin, above-freezing 

air temperatures in this Nuuk discharge drainage basin are expected, given its location in 

southern Greenland and the ice area of the basin situated below the equilibrium line. 

These surface conditions are augmented by considerably low surface albedo values 

during the latter half of June 2012 (Fig. 5.5c), setting the stage for the rest of the 

exceptional melt season. AL went as low as 0.37 (0.35) at the lower NUK_L station on 

10 July 2012 (29 July 2012). The AL remained low before a late season snowfall event 

occurred around 10 August 2012 (0.80; Fig. 5.5c). These surface conditions result in peak 

daily discharge of 240.40 m3 s-1 (193.40 m3 s-1) on 10 July (29 July) 2012 (Fig. 5.5d). 

Secondary and tertiary peak discharge events, not observed at the Thule and Watson 

basins, occurred shortly after the first melt episode on 10 July 2012. These additional 

peaks occurred from 15 and 20 July 2012, corresponding to peak discharge of 223.20 m3 

s-1 and 234.80 m3 s-1, respectively (Fig. 5.5d). In contrast to the peaks on July 10 and 29, 

these peaks are associated with SWD exceeding LWD, and no marked departure in near-

surface air temperature on or at the days before the event.  
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Figure 5.5 Same as Figure 5.3, but panel (c) contains surface albedo (AL) at NUK_L (red 
stippled line) and NUK_U (red solid line). Also, panel (d) now shows the proglacial discharge for 
the Nuuk basin (black solid line). The dashed vertical black lines indicate the occurrence of the 
two peak discharge events occurring on 10 and 29 July 2012.   

           

5.3.4 Atmospheric circulation patterns 
 
 Large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns contributed to the two melt episodes 

and subsequent runoff at each basin (Figs. 5.6-5.7). Positive 500 mb GPH anomalies are 

observed over the GrIS on 10-12 July 2012, driving the extensive, ice sheet wide surface 

melt (Fig. 5.6). On 10 July 2012, GPH anomalies are centered over south-southeast 

Greenland (Fig. 5.6a). One day later, the spatial distribution of GPH anomalies are 
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positioned over central Greenland, extending along the western region of the ice sheet, 

and upwards towards northwest Greenland (Fig. 5.6b). By 12 July 2012, the GPH 

anomalies extend across almost the entire ice sheet, centered over the interior of central 

Greenland (Fig. 5.6c).      

 

Figure 5.6 The 500 mb geopotential height daily composite anomalies for July 10 (a), 11 (b), and 
12 (c) 2012. Data are from NOAA/ESRL, Boulder, CO: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. 

 

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
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Figure 5.7 The 500 mb geopotential height five-day composite anomalies for July 1-5 (a), July 6-
10 (b), July 11-15 (c), July 16-20 (d), July 21-25 (e), July 26-30 (f), July 31 to August 4 (g), and 
August 5-9 (h) 2012. Data are from NOAA/ESRL, Boulder, CO: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. 

 

 Five-day 500 mb GPH anomalies provide snap shots of the seasonal progression 

and structure of atmospheric circulation patterns over the GrIS (Fig. 5.7). On 1-5 July, a 

strong dipole in GPH anomalies is observed, with negative anomalies concentrated over 

northeast Greenland and the Greenland Sea, while slightly positive anomalies exist over 

southwest Greenland and the Labrador Sea (Fig. 5.7a). Within the next five days, strong, 

positive GPH anomalies begin to solidify into a structured phenomenon over southeast 

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
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Greenland and the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 5.7b). The first peak discharge event 

observed at all three basins coincide with the 11-15 July 2012 GPH anomalies covering 

nearly all of Greenland in Fig. 5.7c. Between 16-20 July 2012, the GPH anomalies move 

westward off the Greenland continent (Fig. 5.7d) to make way for strong, negative GPH 

anomalies that set up over the entire ice sheet between 21-25 July 2012 (Fig. 5.7e), and 

likely correspond to a brief hiatus or reduction in surface meltwater production and 

runoff (associated with cooler air temperatures). However, these strong negative 

anomalies are rapidly replaced by a second, positive GPH anomaly originating from the 

North Atlantic Ocean during 26-30 July 2012 (Fig. 5.7f). Between 31 July and 4 August 

2012, these positive GPH anomalies spread across nearly the entire ice sheet (Fig. 5.7g). 

The GPH conditions between 26 July and 4 August coincide with the second melt 

episode and associated peak discharge event experienced at all three basins (Figs. 5.7f-g). 

The strong, positive GPH anomalies are once again replaced with lower, yet still positive 

anomalies during 5-9 August 2012 (Fig. 5.7h). The mildly positive GPH anomalies 

extend nearly the entire ice sheet, contrasted with two extreme positive and negative 

dipoles off the east and west coasts of Greenland, respectively (Fig. 5.7h). The GPH 

anomalies in early August 2012 indicate that energy for melting is still available.    

 

5.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
 

 Our analysis reveals that the extreme melt event of 2012 was experienced and 

unprecedented at all three basins since observational record began. A latitudinal gradient 

in normalized total flow volume from south-to-north was observed, with a 28%, 38%, 
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and 40% increase in total discharge in 2012 relative to the 2011, 2011, and 2014 melt 

seasons at Nuuk, Watson, and Thule basins, respectively (Fig. 5.1). The latitudinal 

gradient of the 2012 discharge fraction corresponds to the more frequent ablation in the 

south (warmer air temperatures) as compared to the north (cooler air temperatures). The 

2010 melt season closely followed 2012 as a high melt year at the Watson basin (Fig. 

5.1). This agrees with other studies that have found a similar response at the Watson 

River for 2010 and 2012 (Mikkelsen et al., 2016). Mikkelsen et al. (2016) also found that 

the prevailing atmospheric conditions and runoff response in 2010 and 2012 were 

distinctly different.     

 Exceptional melt events in 2012 were concentrated during two periods in mid-

July and late July, as first identified in Nghiem et al. (2012). These two melt periods were 

followed by large peak discharge events observed at each basin (Fig. 5.2). The 

subsequent discharge response at each basin, including the timing, magnitude, and 

duration were noticeably different during the two melt episodes (Fig. 5.2). In the mid-

July event peak flow was recorded in a three-day period within the roughly five-day long 

melt episode. In the late-July melt episode, peak flow occurred over an eight-day time 

span over the almost twenty-day long period with anomalously high flow.  

The southernmost basin, Nuuk, experienced the first peak discharge event (Fig. 

5.2) followed by a secondary peak shortly after from 15 and 20 July 2012, not observed 

at the other basins. Given the rapid variability in discharge between 11-20 July, we 

hypothesize that the secondary pulse of discharge at Nuuk is associated with a lake 

drainage event on the ice sheet or ice dammed lakes along the ice sheet margin. This is 

plausible given that several such lakes can be seen within the Nuuk basin (Fig. 5.8).  
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Similar huge lake drainage events have been observed in the Watson River (Mernild and 

Hasholt, 2009; Russell et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 5.8 Nuuk basin gauging site with the location of ice-dammed and supraglacial lakes in the 
catchment area. Snapshot from Google Earth.  

 

The timing and magnitude of the peak daily discharge events at the Watson basin 

are consistent with the 11 July and 5 August 2012 proglacial discharge peak timings in 

Van As et al. (2017) and Mikkelsen et al. (2016) using the data from the same discharge 

station. The KAN weather stations (Fig. 5.4) near surface temperature records reveal that 

the first melt episode regionally started on 8 July and continued until 11 July, coinciding 

with a rapid rise in Watson River proglacial river discharge, peaking at nearly 3200 m3 s-

1, agreeing with the results of Van As et al. (2017) and Mikkelsen et al. (2016). This first 

peak discharge event is unprecedented for the Watson basin, and was likely enhanced by 

surface conditions at higher elevations (e.g. KAN_U station at 1840 m a.s.l.), including 

lower surface albedos, warmer air temperatures, and large shortwave radiative fluxes 

(Fig. 5.4). The additional area above the mean equilibrium line (~1550 m a.s.l.) exposed 
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to surface melt contributed to additional runoff at the Watson gauging site. Although not 

investigated here, hypsometric amplification of melting at higher elevations was shown to 

contribute to the extraordinary runoff from the Watson basin (van As et al., 2017; 

Mikkelsen et al., 2016). The high shortwave radiative fluxes also dominated during the 

first melt episode in the Watson basin at the mid-elevation KAN_M station (Fausto et al., 

2016). The high downward longwave radiation observed right before the first melt-

episode, and during the two second melt episodes in the Watson basin (Fig. 5.4) was 

associated with positive temperature perturbations at both KAN sites, and also were rare 

occurrences of above-freezing atmospheric temperatures at KAN_U. These findings are 

consistent with summer (JJA) averages of SWD and LWD at KAN_U in Charalampidis 

et al. (2015; see Fig. 6a and Table 5).  

 Radiative energy fluxes at the THU_U site (Fig. 5.3) appear to govern the two 

peak discharge events observed in the Thule basin. Fausto et al. (2016) found that while 

turbulent energy fluxes dominated (~60% of the melt energy) surface melt contributions 

in south and southwest Greenland, the THU_U site was an exception during both 2012 

melt episodes (melt-dominated by radiative fluxes). Our results at the upper elevation 

THU station (Fig. 5.3a) agree with these findings from Fausto et al. (2016) as this is the 

only basin without near-surface temperature perturbations during the peak events. 

Interestingly, the northernmost basin, Thule, exhibited the largest daily z-score (as 

compared to Watson and Nuuk basins), peaking +3 standard deviations above the 

baseline, during the first melt episode (Fig. 5.2). We would expect the Watson basin to 

have the largest daily peak in z-score values because of the large catchment area and 

therefore higher potential for hypsometric amplification, yet this is not what is observed. 
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The sharp rise in daily discharge at Thule during the peak events may be due to the small 

basin area (it is the smallest of the three basins), and thus, a short runoff delay time 

between meltwater production and outflow observed at the gauging station. Therefore, 

the Thule basin’s surface rapidly ablates and efficiently evacuates meltwater to the 

proglacial river. In contrast, the complexity of the hydrologic systems encompassed in the 

much larger Watson basin results in a more dampened river discharge signal due to 

longer transport times on and within the ice sheet (e.g., van As et al., 2017, also see 

Chapter 4). 

 During the first melt event in mid-July, the large positive anomalies in GPH time 

steps appear to be in sync with proglacial river discharge peak discharge events observed 

on 10, 11 and 12 July (Figs. 5.2 and 5.6). Prior to the mid-July melt episode (before 11 

July 2012), a structured trough-ridge pattern formed along west Greenland, with 

significant northward transport of warm, humid air (Fettweis et al., 2013; Neff et al., 

2014). The high 500 mb GPH anomalies observed over Greenland on 12 July 2012 (Fig. 

5.6c) are consistent with the 700 mb GPH anomalies in Neff et al. (2014; see Figure S3). 

The addition of warm, low-level liquid clouds assisted in raising LWD and/or surface 

temperatures observed at all weather stations (Figs. 5.3-5.5) during the first melt episode 

(Bennartz et al., 2013). Despite the lack of observational data, we hypothesize that the 

temporary increase in downwelling longwave radiation observed at most of the weather 

stations during the first and second melt episode may be partly attributed to the increase 

in atmospheric heat content (i.e., as observed in the GPH anomalies; Figs. 5.6-5.7), and 

also to the temporary presence of clouds (Bennartz et al., 2013). A recent study by van 

Tricht et al. (2016) found that clouds are responsible for reducing the meltwater 
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refreezing capacity, thereby enhancing meltwater runoff on the ice sheet. Additional 

atmospheric forcings, including a blocking high pressure feature, corresponding to 

negative NAO (and Arctic Oscillation) conditions, and an increase in water vapor from 

an Atmospheric River over the Atlantic to Greenland, contributed to the first melt 

episode, as identified by several studies (Hanna et al., 2013; Overland et al., 2012; 

Tedesco et al., 2013; Neff et al., 2014).    

 Between the two melt episodes, a period of lower daily discharge was observed 

(Figs. 5.3-5.5). Large, negative anomalies in GPHs were observed July 21-25 (Fig. 5.7e) 

corresponding to lower daily discharge anomalies at Nuuk and Watson basins (Fig. 5.2). 

However, the northernmost basin, Thule, exhibited discharge anomalies that continued to 

increase during the same time period, and appeared to be unaffected by the transient ‘cold 

spell’. 

 During the second melt event in late July, a less organized story was observed 

between the timing and spatial distribution of GPH anomalies. The second melt episode 

corresponded to a lagged, second, lower magnitude peak discharge event observed at 

each basin (Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.7f-g). The second peak discharge event spiked at the Thule 

(northernmost) basin first on 28 July 2012, followed by Nuuk (southernmost) basin on 29 

July 2012, and finally at the Watson basin on 5 August 2012 (assisted by the large 

positive GPH anomalies preceding the peak discharge event between 31 July to 4 August 

2012; see Fig. 5.7g). During the late July 2012 second melt episode, the spatial pattern of 

positive GPH anomalies were restricted eastward of Davis Strait (Fig. 5.7f), agreeing 

with the results of Neff et al. (2014), and moved poleward by 31 July to 4 August 2012 

(Fig. 5.7g), contributing to the second peak discharge events (Figs. 5.3-5.5).   
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 The 2012 melt season produced exceptional melt on the GrIS, with the preceding 

similar melt episode occurring as far back as 1889 (Nghiem et al., 2012). The surface 

conditions, enhanced ice-albedo feedback (e.g., Tedesco et al., 2013b), increased 

poleward heat advection from atmospheric circulation patterns, increased near-surface air 

temperatures and radiative energy fluxes, and drainage-specific features (e.g., 

hypsometry amplification, supraglacial features) contributed to the abrupt rise in 

proglacial river discharge and large daily discharge variability observed at the Thule, 

Watson, and Nuuk basins. Secondary and tertiary peak discharge events, within the two 

major melt episodes have been identified in the daily discharge. With continued 

atmospheric warming, future changes in basin area are expected – with the largest 

changes occurring in the Watson basin followed by the Thule basin due to their relative 

potential for hypsometric amplification. Nuuk basin has lower potential for melt 

expansion in upper elevations since large part of it melts each summer. A latitudinal 

gradient in discharge response at all three basins was observed in melt episode one that 

coincided with the spatial progression of atmospheric circulation anomalies. The 

anomalies can also explain the general pattern of observed discharge variability in 

summer 2012. Finally, increases in downward longwave radiation fluxes appears to be an 

important driver for enhancing surface melt, and subsequent runoff. With peak melt 

episodes expected to become more frequent in the future (McGarth et al., 2013), 

continued decline of surface albedo (Tedesco et al., 2016), and runoff contributions 

expected to continue to dominate mass loss (Vernon et al., 2013), characterizing river 

discharge is crucial for improving our understanding of Greenland’s complex hydrologic 

system.          
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
 

6.1 Summary and General Conclusions 
 

The distribution of distinct surface types such as snow, clean ice, impurity-rich 

ice, melt ponds, and streams are identified as an additional mechanism (in addition to 

snow grain metamorphic rates and bare ice expansion) to controlling surface albedos in 

the ablation area of the GrIS. Satellite and in situ observations reveal that the spatial 

extent of these surface types produce a multi-modal albedo distribution in parts of 

southwest Greenland. In this part of Greenland, seasonal changes in ablation area and 

subsequent melt are controlled by the transition from light- to dark-dominated surfaces 

and melting of outcropped impurity-rich ice layers. A major implication of these results is 

that as the atmosphere warms, the ice surface will continue to darken, likely contributing 

to the accumulation of surface impurities, and thereby increase surface melt and runoff. 

Yet, these processes are not fully represented in current regional climate models (RCMs). 

Results stemming from a more focused study comparing satellite retrievals with in situ 

observations of surface albedo confirm the spatial complexity of the ablation area 

surface. It is also shown that the multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ comparison is superior to the 

single ‘point-to-pixel’ validation technique. These results point to the importance of 

evaluating the spatial representativeness of ground albedo measurement sites (e.g., 

automatic weather stations) prior to validation of satellite-derived albedo products. 

Furthermore, this has implications for current and future adaptation of albedo schemes in 

RCMs, as some models rely on satellite and surface-based albedo observations to 

produce spatiotemporally varying albedo estimates. 
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Prior to this research, RCMs, such as the widely-used MAR model, have not 

evaluated modeled runoff estimates against drainage basin-scale observations at multiple 

sites. The inter-comparison between model-observation discharge at three basins located 

north-to-south in west Greenland reveal that MAR improves its ability to capture 

discharge variability at longer time aggregations. No systematic explanation for model-

observation discrepancies could be readily identified at the three basins. However, 

investigation into surface conditions and radiative fluxes reveal that the overestimation of 

shortwave downward radiation is a likely contender, probably due to poor cloud cover 

simulations. Runoff is expected to continue to dominate mass loss from the GrIS in the 

future, and RCMs are the primary means of simulating runoff, and subsequent, sea level 

rise estimates to surrounding oceans. A major implication of these results is therefore that 

improving hydrologic processes representations in RCMs and validating runoff loss 

estimates from RCMs with observational data are needed to better constrain modeled 

runoff estimates. These results also revealed large discrepancies in model discharge 

estimates during peak discharge events. Through a more directed study examining 

discharge variability during the extreme melt season of 2012, results from the three 

discharge basin confirm unprecedented runoff losses occurred during two distinct melt 

episodes from south-to-northwest Greenland. Anomalous atmospheric circulation 

patterns, in conjunction with changing surface conditions (e.g., albedo, surface 

temperature) and radiative effects (particularly downward longwave radiation) 

contributed to north-to-south differences in daily discharge variability in summer 2012.  
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6.2 Specific Findings 
 

 An analysis of ablation area albedos in southwest Greenland revealed the 

following: 

1) The seasonal ablation area albedos in 2013 follow a bimodal distribution, with 

snow and ice facies characterizing the two peaks, corresponding to an observed 

melt rate increase of 51.5% (between 10-14 July and 20-24 July 2013). 

2)  The seasonal ablation area albedos in 2012 exhibited a more complex multimodal 

distribution, reflecting a transition from a light to dark-dominated surface, and 

sensitivity to the “dark-band” region in southwest Greenland.  

3) In addition to a darkening surface from ice crystal growth (and snow grain 

metamorphic rates), the fractional coverage of snow, bare ice, and impurity-rich 

surface types act as an additional control to seasonal changes in GrIS ablation 

area albedos. 

 

A multiple ‘point-to-pixel’ method using in situ spectral albedo observations, high 

resolution WorldView-2 (WV-2) surface reflectances, and two corresponding MODIS 

Collection V006 daily blue-sky albedo pixels, and semivariogram analysis, reveal:  

1) Within the more homogenous pixel area, in situ and MODIS albedos were very 

close (error varied from -4% to +7%) and within the range of in situ albedo 

standard errors. The semiovariogram analysis revealed that the minimum 

observational footprint needed for a spatially representative sample is 30 m. 

2) In contrast, over the more spatially heterogeneous surface pixel, a minimum 

footprint size was not quantifiable due to spatial autocorrelation, and far exceeds 
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the effective resolution of the MODIS retrievals. Over the high spatial 

heterogeneity surface pixel, MODIS is lower than ground measurements by 4-7%, 

partly due to a known in situ undersampling of darker surfaces that often are 

impassable by foot (e.g., meltwater features and shadowing effects over 

crevasses). 

3) Despite the sampling issue, our analysis errors are very close to the stated general 

accuracy of the MODIS product of 0.05. Thus, our study suggests that the 

MODIS albedo product performs well in a very heterogeneous, low-albedo, area 

of the ice sheet ablation zone. 

4) We demonstrate that single ‘point-to-pixel’ methods alone are insufficient in 

characterizing and validating the variation of surface albedo displayed in the 

lower ablation area. This is true because the distribution of in situ data deviations 

from MODIS albedo show a substantial range, with the average values for the 10th 

and 90th percentiles being -0.30 and 0.43 across all bands. Thus, if only single 

point is taken for ground validation, and is randomly selected from either 

distribution tails, the error would appear to be considerable. 

 

An analysis of model and observed discharge at three drainage basins – Thule, Watson, 

and Nuuk – located north-to-south in west Greenland, reveals the following: 

1) While the MAR model’s ability to resolve daily discharge variability is poor, its 

ability to capture discharge variability improves at longer time aggregations. 

2) The agreement between model-observation discharge is reduced during peak 

discharge events, such as the exceptional melt season of 2012, for the Thule and 
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Watson basins. The peak discharge events are underestimated by as much as 

110% and 19% at the Thule and Watson basins, on 11 and 12 July 2012, 

respectively. 

3) For the optimal drainage basin delineation, MAR overestimated discharge at the 

Thule and Nuuk basins, while the Watson basin obtained a good fit. The average 

error for all available observational years is 63.2%, 3%, and 101.5% of the mean 

JJA observed river discharge for Thule, Watson, and Nuuk, respectively. 

4) No systematic explanation for discrepancies between model-observation 

discharge across the three sites is discernable. Comparison of model-observation 

discharge discrepancies are likely caused by an underestimation of cloud cover, 

brighter surface albedos than are actually realized on the ice sheet surface, and a 

frequent warm-bias in near-surface air temperatures. Despite these competing 

forces on melt and subsequent runoff, it appears that overestimation of downward 

shortwave fluxes dominated, likely due to poor cloud cover simulations, 

contributing to the overestimation of discharge observed at the Thule and Nuuk 

basins. 

5) Based on our findings, we determine that the Thule basin is the best site to 

examine model-observation differences because it minimizes the drainage basin 

delineation uncertainty, and additional ‘Thule-like’ catchments should be 

identified to further investigate modeled runoff at the basin-scale.  

 

An analysis of proglacial river discharge during summer 2012 at the three drainage basins 

discussed above, reveals the following: 
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1) Annual and daily peak river discharge was unprecedented at all basins in summer 

2012. Exceptional flows in all three rivers were observed corresponding with two 

ice sheet wide surface melt episodes in mid- and late-July 2012.  

2) The timing and magnitude of peak discharge during the two melt episodes, and 

runoff responses, differed at each basin. The timing of peak discharge events 

during the first melt episode coincided with large atmospheric circulation 

patterns, resulting in a one-day time lag between peak discharge events at Nuuk, 

Watson, and Thule basins, moving south-to-north.  

3) Drainage basin outflow decreased in magnitude during the second melt episode. 

Less correspondence is observed between the timing of peak discharge events and 

atmospheric circulation patterns during the second melt episode.  

 

6.3 Overview of Future Work  
 

The research presented in this dissertation can be expanded upon with current 

expertise, while some of the research requires additional observations and model 

adaptation. Below, I identify portions of this research that if furthered would increase our 

understanding of Greenland surface hydrology and albedo.    

 The most apparent improvement to the continued study of Greenland surface 

water hydrology and surface albedo is an increase in observational data collection. Our 

understanding of Greenland’s hydrologic system, and its coupling with albedo, is limited 

to the current distribution of automatic weather stations (AWSs) and a few gauging 

stations. The spatial and temporal distribution of these observations are inadequate to 
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robustly validate and improve parameterization of physical processes in RCMs. Until 

recently, runoff and surface albedo, were understudied components of Greenland’s 

hydrologic system. Our understanding of runoff and albedo has relied primarily on 

models, often validated with satellite observations or AWS data. This is particularly 

problematic over spatially heterogeneous surfaces, like the ablation zone, as identified in 

this dissertation. Additional field observations of river discharge and ablation area 

albedos are needed. Currently, the three basins investigated in this study represent 1.21% 

of the total ice sheet area. A significant uptick in ground observational studies is needed. 

In the absence of ground observations, airborne and satellite observations (and drones), 

preferably with high spatial and temporal resolution, are desirable. These efforts will 

serve to improve current and future versions of RCMs to represent hydrometeorological 

conditions on the ice sheet surface. 

 To expand upon the research conducted here with additional satellite, airborne 

and ground observations, computing resources would need to be upgraded. This includes 

expansion of storage capacity as well as computing performance. By including additional 

remote sensing and field observations, and more computing resources, this research can 

be extended across the entire ablation area in Greenland. In addition to a recommended 

expansion of observational data collection, the next logical step is to incorporate these 

data and subsequent results into RCMs. To do so, would also require additional 

computing resources. 

With a better understanding of how ablation area albedos and drainage basin 

runoff losses vary regionally and inter-annually, future directions of research become 

apparent. First, a comprehensive assessment of surface albedo, particularly in the ablation 
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area is needed. Few in situ observations of surface albedo in Greenland’s ablation area 

have been made. High spatial resolution satellite imagery of surface albedo would allow 

for adequate characterization of ice sheet surface types and their corresponding albedos. 

Second, the expansion of the proglacial river discharge research conducted here is timely 

for the scientific community. While few gauging sites exist in Greenland, the current 

discharge data set at the three north-to-south drainage basins, can be used to investigate 

additional RCM’s runoff estimates, as it provides latitudinal coverage of basin-scale 

discharge. These two future studies are outlined below.  

 

6.4 Characterization of Regional-Scale Changes in Ice Surface Types 
 

Expansion of research conducted in Chapter 2 is an important follow-up study 

given the recent and projected darkening trend in ablation area albedo (e.g., Tedesco et 

al., 2016). Since few in situ observations of surface albedo have been made in 

Greenland’s ablation area, high spatial resolution satellite imagery of surface albedo 

provides a realistic alternative to adequately characterize ice sheet surface types, resolve 

finer-scale patterns and capture the seasonal evolution of surface types, including 

impurities, dust and sediment-rich surfaces. As projections of increased warming and 

meltwater generation is expected, future changes in GrIS albedo patterns and feedbacks 

are also anticipated.  

 In this project, I propose to do the following: (1) identify spatiotemporal patterns 

in ablation area albedo and its regional differences, (2) quantify the importance of ice 

surface types on albedo, and hence, runoff, and (3) develop a seasonally-evolving ice 
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surface type scheme in the MAR model. To carry out this study, a combination of 

Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) data (30 m spatial resolution), with its 

improved spatial and radiometric resolution, would be used to derive surface reflectance 

over Greenland’s ablation areas. In addition, higher spatial resolution Sentinel-2 (20 m) 

and WV-2 data (2 m) would be integrated to examine the spatial and temporal variability 

in ablation area albedo and produce a spatially-detailed ablation area albedo data set. 

Using this created data set, dominant surface types (e.g., clean ice, dirty ice, surface 

water, snow, cryoconite holes, and fractures) would be automatically detected using a 

classification method developed in remote sensing software. To characterize the seasonal 

evolution of ice surface types, Landsat 8 derived surface albedo data that encompasses 

multiple ‘snapshots’ across the melt season will be used and separated by region. If there 

is a lack of a coherent Landsat 8 time series for a region (e.g., due to persistent cloud 

cover), then the daily MODIS albedo product (MCD43) Version 6 (500 m spatial 

resolution), which includes more clear-sky scenes and corrects for known sensor 

degradation (Wang et al., 2012), will be utilized to assess the temporal evolution of 

classified ice surface types across the melt season.  

To date, no parameterization of spatially and temporally varying light-absorbing 

impurities have been incorporated into the MAR model albedo scheme. The Landsat 8 

surface albedo data set (described above) will be used as input to the adapted MAR 

albedo scheme. Given the limited temporal resolution of the Landsat 8 dataset, initially, 

the development of a distributed ice surface type scheme will emphasize changes in the 

spatial variability of ablation area albedo within the model. The development of a fully 

integrated surface type and impurity scheme, which varies in space and time, will require 
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the incorporation of the daily MODIS MCD43 albedo product data. These efforts will 

allow for a detailed evaluation of model performance, the suitability of the new albedo 

scheme, and how it differs from previous model estimates, current satellite estimates, and 

affects simulated runoff estimates.  

 

6.5 Integration of River Discharge Research into Regional Climate 
Models 
 

 The gauging data set at the three north-to-south drainage basins, identified in 

Chapters 4 and 5, affords the research community a unique opportunity to assess 

seasonal, and inter-annual variability in river discharge at distinctly different drainage 

basins across the ice sheet. The research in Chapters 4 and 5 provide a framework for 

investigating additional RCMs, including HIRHAM (e.g., Fausto et al., 2016) and 

RACMO2.3 (e.g., Noël et al., 2015) RCMs.  

 In this second project, I propose to (1) quantify model-observation discharge 

differences in additional RCMs, (2) identify plausible reasons for model-observation 

discrepancies, and (3) pinpoint additional idealistic basins for model-observation inter-

comparison. Here, a blend of time series analysis, similar to the methods of Chapters 4 

and 5, as well as meteorological variables from nearby automatic weather stations, would 

be used. To evaluate model performance and discharge differences more thoroughly, an 

assessment of simulated meltwater production and retention would be investigated. This 

would be done by comparing modeled meltwater production estimates with estimates 

produced by a surface energy balance model driven with AWS-station data (van As et al., 
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2012, 2017). This would allow for an assessment into whether model-discharge 

discrepancies can be explained by model estimates of how much meltwater is produced at 

the ice surface, or if simulated surface and radiative conditions, such as radiative energy 

fluxes or surface albedo, are responsible for inter- and intra-model differences. Non-

radiative fluxes, including sensible and latent heat fluxes, derived from the SEB and 

RCMs will be compared. Lastly, the runoff delay function will be examined and 

optimized for each RCM, as it has been identified to dampen modeled daily discharge 

values (see Chapter 4). While the runoff delay function is present in the MAR model, it is 

non-existent in the HIRHAM and RACMO2.3 models. The current runoff delay function 

in MAR is optimized using time lag coefficients based on observations collected in 

Summit, Greenland (Lefebre et al., 2003). To obtain more realistic runoff delay function 

times, the latest runoff delay function equation reported in van As et al. (2017) would be 

applied. This calculation would be tested against previous runoff delay function equations 

found in Zuo and Oerlemans (1996). These three runoff delay functions would be applied 

to each RCM, and the runoff estimates would be inter-compared to identify the best lag 

time. These efforts will be particularly important for the Watson and Nuuk basins, where 

meltwater production and runoff experiences a time delay due to supraglacial features as 

well as transport in en- and sub-glacial systems. Lastly, a probability-based catchment 

delineation routine (Carroll et al., 2016) integrated into a continental-wide drainage basin 

routine (Rennermalm et al., in prep., 2017) would be applied to identify suitable 

catchments (similar to the Thule basin identified in Chapter 4). Identifying suitable 

drainage basins in the southwest region of Greenland would be emphasized, as they have 

exhibited the greatest increase in runoff trends (Mernild and Liston, 2012) and outflow to 
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surrounding oceans (Bamber et al., 2012). These additional drainage basins would be 

compared against modeled discharge estimates for the three drainage basins with river 

discharge data available. These efforts will allow for a detailed evaluation of inter- and 

intra-model performance, the suitability of the previous and updated runoff delay 

functions, and improve modeled runoff estimates from several RCMs.         
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